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Tbirm.y-fiv,, alloys were in_'ostigat,.d for {h,,ir ._,,s(.,,ptibilit, v to high-pr, ss,,re
hydro_en-,nv].ronment ,,ml, rittlement at ambi,,nt t_.mporafiuro; subs,.qu,.r, glr t!,,,v
were razlk,ul according to their reduction of notch str,_nt_tl, i,, lO,OO()-psi
hydrogen. Tile rankinzz in order of ,lerreasin,_, eml,ritth:,nent was as I'ollow._:
(l) high-..,*rength s*_e]._ and niek,:l-ba._e a]loys; (2) modo,'ut,,-and low-
s_ren;..th iron-has,: alloys, pure ,li('k,*l, and tit.anium allov._: (3) nonstahle
AISI ±3"pe 300 s{ainleas _teels, berylli,,m-copper, and co,u:,ereially pure
titani_tm itn*l (11) aluminum alloys, pure copper, m_,l the stal)l, AISI type
300 sta:tn]ess steels. The degree of hydrogen-environment e,vbrit*_lement wa._
found _o increase width incrensinz hydrogen pressure and to be a complex
function of notch severity, pas._ing through a maximum at av inte:_nmliate Kt.
l,ow cycle fatigue properties of low alloy ._teel..; were redm'ed ronsiderably by
1008- and lO,O00-psi hydrogen environments. Tile ¢lel_ree of ,,,nhrittlen,+:nt
decreased with an increa:;ing yield strength.'ultimate strength ratio, providing
other variables were constant. Results of metallographie studies of spe(,imen._
fr_,etured in bi,_,h-pressur,: hy, lro_,,n are presented and ('on,'lu._ions are drawn
eoncernin_ the mechanism of hydrogen-environment embriLtl,.,n,,nto
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Thirty-five alloys were investigated for th_,ir susceptibility
to high-pressure hydrogen-environment t'mbritt, lcmt'ut _tt _imbi_'tlt
temperature; subsequently they were ranked _i_._.urdillgto th_'ir
reduction of notch strength in IO,OO0-psi h.vdr,,g_,u. The r_ink-
ing in order of decreasing embrittlement w_is as follows:
(I) high-strength steels'and nickel-base allo)'._; (2) moder,lte-
and low-strength iron-base alloys, pure nickel, and titanium
alloys; (3) nonstable AISI type 500 stainless steels, beryllium-
copper, and commercially pure tLta_lium and (ll) aluminum _tlloys,
pure copper, and the stable AISI type 300 st_tinl,:s._ st,,t.l._. The
degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlement was fo,ittd to
increase with increasing hydrogen pressure azld to be _t c'_Jmplex
function of notch severity, passing through _t maximum at an
intermediate Kt. Low cycle fatigue properties of low ailuy
steels were reduced considerably by IOOO- _w_l IO,(}OO-psi hvdrq_-
gen envi ronments.
The degree of embrittlement decreased with all itlc.r_,_siu,_ yield
strength/ultimate strength ratio, providiua _,th_,r vari_,bles
were constant. Results of metallographic studies of sp,.cime_s
fractured in high-pressure hydrogen are presented and co_clu-
sions are drawn concerning the mechanism of hydrogen-envir_ment
emb ri tt Ieme nt.
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INTRODUCTION
)
Over the years, failures of bourdon tubes, compressor parts, small stora_,:
vessels, etc., have been attributed to the effect of high-pressure hydro-
gen. lIowever, relatively recent faillLres of large, welded h)airog_.n stor-
age vessels at mall below design pressures of 5000 and 6000 psi served to
focus attention within I_LSA, and elsewhere, on the embrittleau:nt of
metals by high-pressure hydrogen at ambient temperatures.
An extensive literature (over 1500 papers) has been coral,ileal on the em-
brittlement of steels and a few other metals by relatively large concen-
trations of hydrogen introduced by electrol)'Lic charging or quenching
after high-temperature exposure to high-pressure hydrogen. This liter-
ature has limited pertinency to the effect'of a high-pre.-._ure hydrogen
environment on the mechanical properties of metals.
I
Iavestigations into the effects of high-pressure hydrogen on the prop-
ert ies of metals at ambient temperatures were not iltitiated until the
elu'ly 1950's. These first programs consisted of exposing specimens to
high-pressure hydrogen and then removing adltl testing them to failure in
air or out inert environment. Results from such tests are of limited use-
fulness. Thus, it was not until a_fter 1950 tha_ results were published
for programs in which specimens were tested to failure in high-pressure
hydrogen. These latter programs (about seven in zmmber) _tave yielded
the most valuable infot-mation on the effects of high-pressure hydrogen
at ambient temperatures. The effects of high-pressure hydrogen on met al._
at elevated temperatures is a sepaxate problem tutd will not be tIi .cussed
in this report.
Failures of tim large, high-pressure hydrogen storage vessels being used
on I_LSA programs led to the establisluaent of a _L_A working group on
storage Of hydrogen at high pressure. The working group immediately con-
cluded (Ref. l ) that the most urgent need was for data that could be
put to ume on the storage vessel problem.
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As n result of the failures of the hi_h-lw_,ssure hydrogen stor'a_o ve._sels,
and somewhat prior to the establishment of the NASA workin_ group, a
progrmn was initialed at. Rocket dy_le (Ref. 2 ._ld "_) to study the effec!
of high-pressure hydrogen on three pressure vessel st,eels: AS'I_.! A-3W-'-5(,
Gr.B modified with nickel, ASTM A-517-6ti Gr.F_(T-1), m,l ASI_ A-'21'2-(,IT
Gr.B-]:I|. No(ched mid unnotched specimens of weld a_ld parent metal were
tensile tested in hydrogen at pressures from 3000 t,o 10,000 psi at room
temperatures. Before testing to failure, the specimens were held under
stress in the environment, for 1, 10, or lO0 days. The strength and duc-
tility of notched specimens and the ductility, but not the sLrer_th, of
unnotched specimens were considerably reduced by the high-pr,.ss,are hydrog6n
environments. Extensive surface cracking occurred in the necked-do_l
region of the unnotched specimens. The ASTM A-212 specimens were signif-
icmlf, ly less emhrittled by 3000- and 5000-psi hydrogen tirol by 7_00- _md
lO,O00-psi hydrogen, but the other two metals were embrittled to about the
same degree over l he raztge of pressures studied. No appreciable effect
on the degree of emb:'ittlement could be attributed to a varia(ion in the
hold time.
In their final repor_ (Ref. 1 ), the NASA working group concludeti that
"the unsatisfactory understanding of Gli,,-metal interactions po._¢:d u ._,.r-
ious threat to _my of the important _.LSA future mission._. In _ln)- ways,
_h,:se potential problems could be more extensive and serious than th,.
(;][., storage-vessel emergcney." The worhing group gave the fol]owjn,;
examples: (1) liquid-fueled rocket engines (e.g., the ,I-2 engim:) art,
using hydrogen, and will likely continue u.sing hydrogen and at higher
pressures and higher teml,eratures ; (2) hydrogen is the leading (|_erhap._
sole) ft,tsible fuel fox" hypersonic aircraft, so tht. entire spectrum of
alloys used for turbo,jets and ramjets and combinations or vnriations
thereof must be unaffected by gaseous hydrogen; (3) th. nuclear rocket
will use hydrogen as the propellant, t.herefdre gaseous hydrogen at vari-
ous temperatures and pressures must be compatible with the many all.ys
of the l,ropelhmt system. '
In addition, the working group re(:onam_nded that studies ,_.ch _l._ conduc|ed
al ],ocl.vtdyne "should be continued and exptmded to include m,,r, re,list, it:
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mid sophisticated types of tests." They furthe," recommended that "More
general and broader engineering type studies ahouhl be ma_le to assess the
roles of other val'iables of engineering importance (e.g., cyclic stress,
alloy composition, hydrogen purity, surface conditions, protective coatings,
temperature, pressure, strength level of alloys, crack sizes, etc.)."
)
)
This program was performed to identify possible problem areas when using
metals ruld alloys in hydrogen environments, particularly high-pressure
hydrogen environments, at ambient temperatures._ In addition, the program
was initiated to develop a more comprehensive understmlding of the char-
acteristics and, to some extent, the mechanism of high-pressure h.wlrogen-
environment embrittlement. This study involved the investigation of a
much broader range of alloys and effects than in the previous work.
The program was divided" into the following phases (all investigations were
conducted at room temperatures):
III:
Vll:
VIII:
I: Influence of Time of Exposure to tIigh-I'ressure Ilydrogen on
Degree of l'_brittlement of Metals
II: Effect of a lO,O(}O-psi llydrogen Environment on the Ten._il(,
Properties of a Variety of Allo)_
Effect of Long-Time I.:xposure of Stressed Sp,:cimen._ to tligh-
l'ressltre Itbalrogen on the Degre,: of l_brittlcment
IV: Influence of llydrogen Pressure on the Degree of I:'.mbri'.tlc_-('nt
V: Influence of Notch Severity on lIydrogen-F.nvironment
•Embr it t leme_:t
VI: Influence of llydrogen Environment on Low Cycle Fatigue
Properties of Alloys
@
Relation Between the Mechanical Properties of Steels (in Air)
and Susceptibility to IIydrugen-Environment Embritt lement
Protection From lIydrogen-_:nvironment Embritt lement
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IX:
X:
Effect, of Surface Abrasion in IIydrogen on IIydrogen-Envivomuent
_bri LL lement
Pastiest HeCallographic Analysis (Specimens from Phase I
through IX)
Ill the following, each phase is reported as all independent investigation.
In addition, overall General Discussion,Summary, and Conclusions. sevtions
axe included with the aim of correlating the results from thv individual
phases. Phase V included a task on "The Influence of llydrogen Environments
on Fracture Toughness." The experimental work on this task extended past
the time that wcmld have allowed it,':.obe included in this report, thus,
that lask is reported in a supplement to this document.
J
IMving this program, most hydrogen tests were performed in triplicate f.r
each malerJal _utd test condition, a_d mosl helium or air tests wer'_, l,eV-
formed in dulJlicate. To reduce the bulk of this tel,oft , only the, aver,_es
t,f duplicate or triplicate tests are usually pre._ented, llo'*vvor, the
tables of ilttlividuill specimen data ,'u'e contaitleti ill the Appendix tI/I(IL.I"
sepa.r;tte cover" us 1{-7780-2. Referenves to these AplJt.tidix tables ftt'r am,l,,
at al,pvopriate places in this report. Also for easier reading., the. corn-
plete A_T_.i alloy designntions _ire abbreviated in the text, witiie the fu[[
designations appe_tr in the t, nb[es.
,9
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SII_IARY
As noted in the Introduction, this program was divided into 10 .qeparate
phases, each with its own distinct purpose, l|owever, in many ca._es re-
suits from one phase served to add supporting information to another.
In the following paragraphs,, each phase will be mlmmarized, not neces-
sarily in numbered order, and the supporting results from other phases
_. will, in each case, he covered. A more complete summary of each phase
is contained in the body of the report under the specific phase numbers.
¢
The hydrogen-environment embrittlement investigated in this program is
that which occurs at ambient temperatures, and all tests were performed
at room temperatures.
¢b
i
°
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EFFE'CT OF I0,000-PSI IIYI)ROOEN ENVIRONMENT ON TIIE TENSILE
PROPerTIES OF A .VARIIa_FYOF ALLOYS (HIASE If)
Throughout the various phases of *,his program, the susceptibility to
high-pressure hydrogen-environment embrittlement _a._ determined for 35
iron, nickel, titanium, aluminum, and copper-base alloys. Tensile teats
on unnotched and notched specimens of the alloys were performed 'in lO,O00-
psi hydrogen and, for comparison, in lO,O00-p._i helium and l-atmosphere
pressure air. In all. 25 alloys were investig_lted in Phuse II. These
tensile tests were performed as soon as the desire,! test envi.ronment was
establish.ed; i.e., without'holding the specimen in the environment prior
to tensile testing. From the results of these te._t_, the alloys were
classified into the following hydrogen-environment emhrittlement cate-
gories (refer to Tables• 12 through 15, Phase II for a listing of the
alloys in each category in the order of decreasing t_brittlement):
"l. Extreme embrittlement: High-strength steels and high-strength
nickel-base alloys are in this category. _brittlement is
characterized by a large decrease of notch strength and ductility
and some decrease of unnotched strength in lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
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Reduction of ductility was between 8h and 92 percent for all
3 m.asure_ of ductility (c]ongation and reduction of area of
tile unnotched specimens and reduction of area of the notched
specimen).
2. Severe embrittlement: The majority of the metals te._ted are in
this ea'ccgory, inclmlin.g ductile, lower-strength stc.el_, Armco
Iron, pure nickel, and tile titanium-base alloys. Embrittlement
is characterized hy a con._iderable reduction af notch ._tren_th
and ductility, but no reduction of unnotched ._trength. The
measure of duciility most _,ffected by the hi_h-pres._ure hydro-
gen environment was the reduction of area of the n_tched
specimens.
5. Slight embrittlemen_: The non._table AT.q] type 300 serie_ stain-
less :_ieels (:\151 types ZO',I. and 5/15). beryllium-copper and
conmmrci_llv pure _ilanium are in lhis e_,te_ory. Fmhrittl,,mt.nf
is ehar:act,,rized by a ._mall decrease of notch strength and
_m. ll or netzligible deerea:_, of lJrlnolc|led ductility. AISI type
"_{Iq] alld eommvrciallv ln!r_, titanium also had a moderale ('0_ :,nd
"- pertrvnt ) reducl i on of n.tch duct i 1 i Iv
h. Negligible embrittlem_,nt: The aluminum allov._, ._,ahle ml._en
itie .-tainless ._*,el._. A-28fb (a precipitation-hard,,ned ausxe.-
itic stainles: sit,el), and 0t11{? copper are in this ,'ategory.
]NTLI'F, NCI: _Jl' TI_II.: (11. 1.'AI_L<I'ItI.: TO llldll-l_tk.<S{"lll.: lrYD!lO_llX
ON DF,Glll.3', o1' E.HlItlITTI,1311:vr oI. HETAI.S (IqlASI': 1)
The ba_ie t('-i procmlure for tensile testin_ in hilzh-pre._ur,, hydro_zvn
(for example, the Phase l! tests above) wa._ established in a pr, lim-
inary Series of tests. •Tha._e tests were performed on AST._| A-502, AISl
type 31(I stainles._-sieel, and Ti-(_AI-JW speeim,n._ it, determine the effr,ct
of time of cxpo._ure of un._tress,.d sp_,eimens to lO,O00-psi hydrogen _,r,
the degm,e of hydrogen.._.nvironment eml_rittl,,ment, l'_brittl,,ment was
fouml tn he l:r,.ate._t wilh'zern hold time, and hydrogen-,,,Ivironment
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embrittlement of Ti-6AI-n,V increased if tile test vessels in _hich the
specimens were held for tensile te._lin_ in hi_h-pr,ssure hwlrogen were
evacuated prior to normal pressurization_lepre_surization purging.
Thus, the ba._ic test procedure established to determine the off,,ct_ of
gaseous hydrogen environments on metals included evacuation prior to
pressurization-_lopressurization purging of the te._t ve._sel._ ,nd the
performance of the tensile test immediately _ipan _,stablishm_.Elt of the
test environment.
EFFECT OF LONG -TIHE }._I_}SI,q_I_OF STRESSED SPECIYlE._S TO IHGJI-
PRESSI_E iPI_)ROGEN ON TIll]DEGREE 0l: FHBRITTI.EHE._ (PILV<E _rr)
i
The effect on the degree of hydrogen-environment ombrittlement of hold-
ing stressed specimen._ in lO,000-psi hydrogen for period._ up to I00 day._
was determined for AISI I020, .._ST._|A-515, IIY-_O. II-ll tool .-t,_l, ,nd
Ti-6AI_V." Both the unnotcfied amt notched _pecimet_s of ATS.,' 1020 were
prestrained before testing to investigate the effect of _*.r;:lL' _ing
during the hold period, lIold stres_e.¢ were hel._, and ::boy. tile vi,.ld
strengths for unnotched specimen,c, and _,ere _O sad _,} w, rcent of _he
zero hold time notch ._trength in 10,000-psi i_ydrogen for the rl,_ch4.d
specimens.
Results ._howed that the de_ree of hydrogen-environment orabrittlement
_,'as essentially independent of hold timi_ or :tre._- for hath nor. che,I ;_nd
unnotched lot,. alloy steel specimens. Reduction of notch _.".n_th of the
A'ISI 1020 specimens, however, decreased with increasin__ hold durations.
This decrease of embrittlement _as attributed to :train aging, _,hit.h
increased the yieh! strength/ultimate strength ratio. The affect of
strain aging on. hydrogen-environment embrittlement will be all:cussed
again later in this summary.
Test results of notched Ti-6AI-2N specimens indicated the hydrogen-
environment embrittlement decreased with on incr'ensed expo.qure time to
hydrogen by the specimens, which were unloaded (except for gas pressure).
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0 In attempting to hold notched Ti-6AI-PiV specimens under load in hyd/-o-
gen, all specimens fai]e_ prematurely, a few on loading to the hold
stress but most shortly after hold ._tress was e._tabli_hed. The decrease
in hydrogen-environment embriltlement of unloaded Ti-6AI-',V specimens
with increasing time of exposure to high-pres._ure hydrogen is not "well
understood. Possible factors proposed were: (]) the increase in
hydrogen-environment embrittlement becnuse of prior evacuation of the
test vessels may be eliminated or reduced on i|olding in hwlrogen; or
(2) strain agin/z of Ti--6AI-_IV may have occurred during the hold period.
which, as will be discus.=ed below, tends to decrease the degree of
embrittlement.
INFLLrENCE 01: I[_ItOGEN HtESSI.'RE ON DEGRI_
OF I..'._fl31trTTl.l:._{Eh'r (HL_,SE IX') "
The influence of hydl'ngen pressure on the degree of embrittlement was
determined on unnolched and notched specimens of AISI type 510 stain-
less •_teel and VST._ A-3OL'. liydrogen test pres._ures were 1 atmosphere.
and 100, l(l(lO, and lO.c}O_} psig. The notched AISI type _10 ._t;|lnless-
steel fpecimen._ were ._lightly embrittled by the l{),()O()-p._i hydrogen
environment. IJui nnt hy hydrogen at lower pre_._lt'e_, llydrogen
environment embz'ittlement of ASTM A-502 deerea._ed wi_h decrea._in,., hydro-
lien pressure, and reduction of notch strength and unnotched pl'r_pertie_
were negligible at hydrogen pressures equal to and less than I(lll p._ig.
llowever, no_ch ductility was considerably reduced even nt l atvno_phere
of hydrogen pressure, and surface cracking was ob._e1"vable on unnoteh_d
specimens tesied in the s:tme environment.
r
Tests were conducted oi= Inronel 718 at 1000- and IO,O00-psi hydrogen
pressures. In lO,O00-p._i hydrogen, the unnotched ._pecimen,. had nearly'
zero ductility, and the notched strength wl,s reduced _I to 5"5 percent
as compared to that in IO,O00-psi helium. In IOO0-psi hydrogen, the
ductility of notched specimens was reduced to a much smaller degree than
in lO,Oi)O-psi hydro_|,n, hut the notch _trength _,a._ still reduced by 35
to /=O.percent" as compared to that in lO00-p._i helium.
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A series of tests were conducted in Phase II in a hydrogen-contaminated
lO,O00-psi helilan environment. IIydrogen content was Pitt ppm or 0.P, lt psi
partial pre._sure. Specimens from metals in tile slight, sever_, and ex-
treme embrittlement categories were tested, and a measurable reduction
of notch strength was observed on specimens from each clans. _l%us.
embrittlement by gaseous-hydrogen environments will at:cur at hydrogen
pressures of less than I atmosphere, even for material.- placed in the
slight embrittlement categoz_¢.
The large volume of tensile data obtained in ambient air and in lO,O00-
psi helium on a wide variety of alloys gave, in spite of considerable
scatter, a good indication of the effect of pressure on the mechanical
properties of metals. Yield and ultimate strengtlts of unnotched speci-
mens and the ._trength of notched specimen._ _'ere reduced approximately
10,000 psi when tested in a lO,000-psi heli_ environment. This ._trength
reduction was caused by the lO,O00-psi ._hear component on the specimen_
from the hydrostatic pressure. It was also observed that the _eaker
metals, e.g., 0_1|C copper, commercially pure titanium, alumim,m allo:,._.
and ATSI type 300 series stainless steels, had significantly hi_:her
elongation anti slightly higher reduction of area in lO,O00-psi hell,m
titan in ,_mbient-pres._ure air.
INFLL_NCE OF NOTCH SE_}:IIITT ON |P/DIIOGEN-
E,_rVIRON_._NT E._flllIITTLI.:3fENT(Hb_,SE V)
The _influence of notch severity on the degree of hydrogen-environment
embrit'.lement in 10_O00-psi hydrogen was measured tin ASTM A-30_,
ASTM A-517, and ATSI type 310 stainless-steel ._pecimen._ with notch _,_om-
etries ranging from Kt = 1 (unnotched) to K t _ 8.t,. In iiddition, the
results for precracked specimens of ASTH A-302 and ASTH A-517 tested in
Phase VI were used in the analysis. F_brittlement of the AISI type 310
stainless-steel specimens was restricted to K t - 8.6. No embrittlement
was observed at lower K t factors, and the strength of precracked speci-
mens appeared to be about the same in 10,O00-psi helium as in lO,O00-
psi hydrogen.
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ltydrogeh--environment embrittlement of A.CT._t A-502 and ACTM A-S1, increased
Kt _ q forlinearly with lo_, values of . passed through a maximum at K1
ASTH A-302 and 6 for ASTM A-:'il,. and then decreased, The precracked
specimens of both ._leels _,ere less embritlled by hydrogen 1hen _,'ere speci-
mens _,ith Kt -_ 6 or _.:a.
Phase V also included a tasl; entitled "Influence of ]lydrogen Environ-
ments on Fracture Toughnes._." ltos,'cver, experimental _,ork on _,hat task
was exlended pa._t the time permitting it to be included in this report.
Thus. the _'ork is reported in a supplement to this document.
INFLI'E._CE 0F tPFDROGI:._ E._-fIION._ENT 0:_ LOb" CYCLE
FATIGIT PIIOI'F_TII'S OY ._[ETAI_ (HL.XSE VI)
Low cycle tension-tension fatigue tests _,'ere conducted on unnotclwd
specimens, a._ well a._ notched ,and fatigue precracked ._pecimen,_ of ,UqT,_!
A-502 and A,_T._! A-517. and notched and fatigue precracked ._pecimen.q of
AISI type _I0 stainless steel. The tests _'ere conducted in lO,OO0-p._i
helium and lO00-p._i and iO,000-psi hydrogen, to determine the 1000 cycle
fatigue life in these environments,
l,ox, cycle fatigue strengths in the variou._ environment._ of unnotched
._pecimen__of ASTM A-'_02 and ASTM A-517 and of notched and precracked
AISI type 510 stainless-steel speciroena _ere about the same as their
tensile ._trengths in an identical environment. I.o_ cycle fatigue prop-
ertie,_ of the precracked ASTM A-502 and ASTM A-517 specimens were quite
similar to each other in all environ_,_'nts, but _'ere lox_,r in hydrogen
and helium than in air. For both materials, the 1OO0 cycle fatigue
strength in 10.000-psi hydrogen was about 1/5 that in lO.000-psi helium.
and for the iO,O00-psi hydrogen tests, there appeared to he a low cycle
fatigue limit that occurred between 1OO0 and 2000 cycles, Ftttigue
.qtrengths of precracked ASTbt A-302 and ASTH A-517 specimens in lO00-psi
hydrogen _'ere about mid_,'ay between those strengths in lO,O00-psi hydro-
gen and lO.O00-psi helium.
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© Crack propagation during the fatigue tests was monitored by electrical
resistivity measurements. These measurements indicated that initiation
of crack growth occurred in a fewer number of cycles in hydrogen than
in inert environments. There were fewer total crack steps before fail-
ure in hydrogen, and the distance the crack traveled per crack step was
greater in 1000- and lO,O00-psi hydrogen than in inert environments.
The relationship between stress amplitude and logarithm of crack growth
per cycle was linear for the lO,O00-psi hydrogen and lO,O00-psi helium
environments. Curves in lO00-psi hydrogen deviated from linearity to
slower rates of crack growth with increasing crack depth, and it is
suggested that the rate of crack propagation was dependent upon the rate
at which hydrogen reached the crack tip in lO00-psi hydrogen.
PROTECTION FROH HYDI_GEN EN%'IRO_NT
EMBRITTLE_NT (_IASE VIII)
9 Investigations into the protection of metal._ from hydrogen-environment
embrittlement through the use of inhibitors in the hydrogen or surf_,ce
protective coatings on the metal were originally planned for this pro-
gram. IIowever, because of unexpected findings, it was deemed necessary
to follow up with additional work in other phases and the eff,,rt planned
for Phase VIII was diverted to them. Before work on Pl,a._e VIII _,'a._
stopped, equipment was procured for the addition of clo._,,Iv cnntrolled
amounts of impurity gases (inhibitors) to high-pressur,, hydrogen.
t
SUHHARY OF REIATIONSIIIP BE_'EL'N
I'IIASES VII, IX, AND X
These last three phases to be sununnrized were all involved _Ith uuder-
standing the embrittlement phenomenon rather than determ_nin_ the
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conditions under which embrittlement occurred and will be covered to-
gether. In an earlier program, extensive surface cracking was observed
in specimens tested in high-pressure hydrogen. It was suggested that
this surface cracking occurred only after the protective self-oxide was
ruptured, allowing the hydrogen environment to contact the metal surface.
Initiation of surface cracking would therefore depend upon achieving the
critical degree of deformation needed to rupture the self-oxide. The
higher the stress at which this critical deformation occurred, the less
would be the strength loss due to the hydrogen environment. It was
further suggested that embrittlement would be a function of the yield
strength/ultimate strength ratio of the material.
To test this hypothesis, chemically similar materials (A1SI 10',2 and
AISI _ltlO)were heat treated (quenched and tempered) to achieve approxi-
mately 110 ks! ultimate strengths. After heat treatment, there :,as
approximately 15 and 28 to 3._ k.si difference bet_.een the yield and ulti-
mate strengths of the AISI _lP, O am! AIS1 lot,2 specimens, respectively.
Notched specimens of these materials were t_.:_ted in lO,O00-psi hydrog_,n
am] helium bnvironments. The results indic;ited that the degree of
hydrogen-environment embrittlement (percent reduction of notch _trcng_h)
increased with a decreasing yiehl strength./ultimatc strength ratio.
3
The most definitive experiments conducted in thi._ program on the effec_
of yield ._trength'ultimate ._trength ratio on hydrog_.n-environment em-
brittlement were performed on the pre._trained AISI 1020 specimen._ in
Phase III. Because of strain aging, holding under .-.'tress incrca:-'ed
the yield strength; but the ultimate strength in most cases remained
essentially constant" After a lO0-day exposure, the yield and ultimate
strengths were almost the same (i.e., the yield strength,"ultimato
strength ratio had increased to nearly l.O during the hold period).
The reduction of strength of the AISI 1020 notched specimens wa._ about
ll,, t_, and 1 percent after O, 1. and lO0 days of exposure to lO.O00-
psi hydrogen umler tensile stresses of ,_0 and qO percent of their
strength in that medium.
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Other variables such as chemistry and microstructure remained constant
for the AISI 1020' specimens, and the only material change was caused by
formation of interstitial atmospheres around dislocations. _'hich in-
creased the yield strength. Thus. the decrease of emhrittlement d'uring
the hold period was evidently associated with an increase in the yield
strength/ultimate strength ratio. However, when all of the a.lloy._
tested in this program were considered, there was essentially no cox-rel-
ation between the yield strength,/ultimate strength ratio and hydro._en-
environment cmbrittlement. The only relationship observed between
hydrogen-environment embrittlement and mechanical properties was that
embrittlement tended to increase with increasing yield and ultimate
strength level for the transition metal-base alloys, which x,ere _he
most embrittled. The results, therefore, indicate that ,.mbrittlement
is a function of the yield strength(ultimate ._trength ratio, providing
that other variables such a._ chemistry, microstructure, .nd ultimate
strength remain constant.
The hypothesis that initiation of surface _'rackim: d_,pend-" upon .chi_,v-
ing a clean surf_tce for gaseous hydrogen contact can be t_.<t,.d mo.-t
directly by abrading the metal in the hydrogen _,nvironm..nt. Tn l-'h_l_r TX.
unnotched ,*tSTH A-517 spc, cimens were abraded in lt).Ot)O-p--i hydrot_cn ,nd
then either examined immediately or tested to f;_tl,re. SI)_,_ imons
abraded prior to tensile tes'ting in hydrog_,n eont,ined tn,mv mot'f_ ,:ur--
face cracks than specimen_ tensile {ested in hy'dt'o,_,ett }t_t_ ,,ithot_t prior
abrasion. The degree of hydrogen-environment emhrit,'lemen, • ',;ts not its
strongly influenced by abrasion as was crack initiation.
A considerahle amount of basic information rcgardin_ eral,rittlement was
obtained from visual, optical microscopy, and electron microscopy exam-
ination of the surface cracks and fractures in specimen._ t¢,sted in this
program. The most obvious effect of testin_ in high-pr_'ss.re hydrogen
was the presence of surface cracks in the n_,ck,,d-_lo_,n region of the
unnotched specimens. Thest, cracks extend circumferentially around the
specimen and were deeper and more numerous near the fr_tcture. 11tere
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was a relationship between tile degree of surface cracking and embrit-
tlement, and the embrittlement categories presented at tile beginning of
this section could be used to classify surface crack formation and
propagation.
Metals in category li, negligible embrittlement, did not form surface
cracks in hi_h-pressuro hydrogen, but those metals in category 3, slight
embrittlement, tended in the same environment, to form numerous cracks
that could be observed only with the aid of low-power (]OX) magnifica-
tion. These cracks were shallow and very blunt, and w_re not suffi-
ciently deep to initiate fr:tcture as indicated by the fact that there
were well-formed shear lips completely around the frncit,res. Fracture,
therefore, initiated within the specimens in hydrogen as well as in air
anti helium environments.
In hi_h-pr(._s,t,'e liydrn_en, metals in cntettory 2, severe embritY_iement,
form;,d m;_r:y _t_rface cracks that _,,,r(, easily observed xvithout the aid of
magnifit.ation. .Some of the crack._ ",ere fairly de(.,p, :rod .metallo_x'aphi(.
ex;_:nil,ation :;hawed th:,l the cracks blunted anti w,.re te,'min.t,.,I 1,v br;:r_ch-
intt. These :_,|rface cr.cks were fracture initiation site_, ;,nd it x,a-
obvious from inspection of the fracture th..t the crack origins ;.-,.,',, .t
the surface. There w(q'e no silear lips formed on tile ._ew, rely embrit--
tle(! specim,,n_ tested in hi,.,h-pres._ure hydrogen, indi('a_ing th.t fr.c-
ture initiated at the Slll'fil('O rather than inside the :-'i_(,t |turn,-.
r
)
.qetals in category 1, extrame embrittlement, were likely to conl:,in
only one stir'face crack when tested in hydrogen..ml thi. crack initiat_:d
catastrophic f. ilure. Sheaf lip formation on some of thr .,,pecimrn.,, _.,t_.
complete exet, pt al the re/zion of the surface crack. Thus. fvactt_rr in
hydrogen initiated from lite crack and propalzated inward; final failure,
at the sidle opposite the origin of ti|e surface crack, occurred hy duc-
ti le shear.
1 la
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There were two characteristics of the surface cracks formed in hydro_zen
for metals in all emhrittlement categories. These are: (1) crack ini-
tiation was a function of degree of plastic deformation, and (2) fhe
type of crack_ were independent of hydrogen pr'e._sure. It u'a_ observed
that surface cracks were ,jenerally restricted to the necked_loun re_ion.
and that the cracks were mo._t numerous and deepest clo_e to the fractu/'e.
Those metal._ te_ted at var'ious hydrogen pra_._ur'es (ASTH A-302. a category
2 metal, and Inconel 718,. a category 1 metal) had the same type _f nut'-
face cracking at all hydrogen pres.4ures. The d_gree of pla._tic deforma-
tion requi,ed for their f_trmation, ho_ever, decrea._ed with increasing
hydrogen pressure.
Posttest examination of the notched specimens wa._ informative for ascer-
taining fracture origin and fracture characteristics in the variou_
environments. The part of the fracture affect_.d by the hydrogen envi-
ronment appeared visually as a partial oz" complete ring around the frac-
ture periphery. 1'his ring was analogous to the surface cracks that
initiated fracture in the unnotched specimens. Electron fractogv.phy
examination showed t ha_ this outer rin_ of the fracture wa: brittle,
while the remainder of the fracture was ductile. On the other band.
the outer re/zion of iron-, nickel-, and titanium-ba._e alloys _,a: ,tee-
tile when notched _pecimens were tested in nit" or helium envtronmq.nts.
Electron fractography examination showed that the fractures of all
notched ._pecimen_ embrittled by the gaseous hydroT.,,n environment had
the following features:
•
t
¢2°
Surface cracking was observed on the machined surface at the
machined surface/fracture surface interface of most .specimens
examined. "x
The machined surface/fracture surface interface was brittle at
the region of fracture initiation.
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3. Initial cr;.ck prop;tt_,ation _,;i._ hriltle. The hrittle re_ions
m'q,re tran:gr:mu|ar on ,-lee!: mid t. itimium-ha:e alloys, and
iz_terlzranzllar on the nicl_ol-tm.-e alloys and _,elded lol, alloy
._toel ._pe(.imon._ containing a notch in the i,'cld metal (ih, f. "2).
Secondary cracking was usually presell1 in the brittle r'e_ion.
Thi.-: _econdavy crackin_ prol_al_ly correspond:_ to the hranchin_
of the ._urf_ee cr:_cks ob._ervod ir) unnotched specimens.
The inner region _lrld fractur'e periphery acros._ from the origin
_,as ductile and appeared tlw same as the notched fractures in
helium or air.
h'ith respect to the'ex;tmimttion of titanium and Ti-(_AI-ttV te._ted in
hydrogen, _here ,_ls no lrldicatiol] of i,ily of the feat_lre_ characteristic
of internal hydro,qen embrittlem,.nt, i.e., int,.r_ranular _,tta(.l_ and
hydrtde phase formation. On the contr;try, the fr;teture._ of the._e ._poci-
men.- appeared very rmlch like the fr_cture_ of lo_, alloy ._teel ._p,,eimvn._
tested in hydrot_en. The, oxperiment_zl res,lt_ from sex, or_l] of the pha_e_
irJ this protlram _erved 1o ¢rl,_rify cerlain asl)f.cts of the hydrogen-
• et_virnnmen_ embriltlement mech_tni._m. ;_ discussion of which i._ em_ained
iH lile t;eneral Dtscussio.._ee_ion.
!
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GEN}:RALDISCUSSION
In this section, the results of all the various phases in this program
are considered collectively to identify the general ch;iracteri._ti_',_ of
hydrogen-environment embrittlcment and clarify its mech;inism.
In all case.q in which a metal was found to be subject to hydrogen-
environment emhrittlement, fractures initiated a( the.._urface of 1he
metal in the hydrogen environment; however, in air or helium'environ-
ments, th'e fractures originated within _he specimen. _'his was ._hown
by electron fractographic examination of machined surface fracture sur-
face interfaces. These interfaces _ere brittle on specimens fractured
in hydrangea and in hydrogen-contaminated helium, but were ductile on
specimens tested in air and pure helium [,nvironments. It was also evi-
dent from visual examination of the fractures of specimens tested in
high-pressure hydrc_gen that the surface cracks which initiate,l fracture
had their origin at the metal surfaces.. The lack of a sheer tip at the
fracture origin of the specimelLs tested in hydrogen was also indicative
of fracture nucleation at the surface.
There is evidence that fracture in hydrogen environments is preceded by
rupture of the surface oxide. It was shovel that abrading initiate._ sur-
face cracking in lO,O0_}-psi hydrogen. Rupture _Jt" the surface _xide can
also occur during tensile defq_rmati,Dn aml the first, imtication ,_" ._tir'-
face cracking in hydrogen occur._ only after yielding. Decreasing the
yield strength/ultimate strength ratio increases embrittlement, pro-
viding other variables such as chemistry and micro:_tructure remain
constant.
)
In moat instances, catastrophic fracture in hydrogen did not proceed
in_ediately after crack nucleation, and the degree of embrittloment _'as
generally determined by the material's ability to blunt the cracks that
initiated on the surface after a critical degree of deformation. Two of
the slightly emhrittled materials were observed to contain numerous.
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cracks when tested in hydrogen; but the cracks _'ere so shallow and blunt
that tile), did not initiate failure. On the other hand, often there was
only one surface crack observed in extremely cmbrittled specimens, and
it propagated to failure.
_en in notched specimen._, fracture did not necessarily proceed immedi-
ately after crack initiation. It x,'as.ob._er_'ed that crack propag.a_ion
of notched specimens of ASTH A-517 (a severely embrittled material) pro-
ceeded stepwise in hydrogen as the stress was increased; but in air,
fracture proceeded instantly to failure after the first sign of crack
nucleation. Studies of the relationship between critical strain and
crack initiation, the effect of stress intensity on the time spread 1,q,-
tween crack initiation and failure, and the variation of these para-
meters with degree of embrittlement are ._till needed to obtain a co-
herent picture of embrittlement.
J
It was sho_aa that a poor correlation existed between the relative su._-
ceptibilitY of metals to hydrogen-environment embrittlement and internal-
hydrogen embrittlement. The poorest correlation is for nickel and the
high-strength nickel-base alloys (lnconel 718 and IIene l,l). Commer-
cially pure nickel is severely embrittled and the nickel alloys are
extremely embrittled by high-pressure hydrogen, bu_ they are not embriltled
by internal hydrogen introduced by electrolytic charging.
Titanilun and titanium-base alloys are embrittled by both expo._ure to
gaseous hydrogen and from internal hydrogen. Posttest examimLtion how-'
ever indicates that the mechanisms of embrittlement are different.
Internal-hydrogen emhri_tlement of titanium (e.g., commercially pure
titanium) and a-fl titanium alloys (e.g., Ti-(xA1J_V) results from hy-
dride f.rmation at grain bo*mdaries. Surface cracks and fractures ll_
commercially pure titanium and Ti-(_AI-_V specimens tested in lO,O00-p._i
hydrogen do m_t contain ].hese features.
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There was no indication of a hydride phase associated with any of the
fractaa_s, and the fractures were transgranular. In fact, the fractures
formed in titanium and Ti-6AI-4V in lO,O00-psi hydrogen are very similar
in appearance to the fractures formed in the low alloy steels in lO,O00-
psi hydrogen.
There are three features of hydrogen-environment embrittlement that sug-
gest the embrittlement mechanism involves adsorbed rather than absorbed
hydrogen:
I. Embrittlement occurs very rapidly. There is very little time
between the beginning of crack propagation, which generally
occurs at approximately the time that the maxinntm load is
"reached (i.e., at tile beginning of necking), and final failure.
2. Embrittlement appears to be independent of the duration of ex-
posure to hydrogen. Specimens held in lO,O00-psi hydrogen at
a stress midway between their yield and ultimate strengths for
lO0 days duration were no more embrittled than ._pecimens te._ted
immediately after the environment was establisbe,l, l[c.ld
stresses were in some cases close to the ultimate strength.
A more definitive experiment, however, would he to hold for
sustained periods at _: stress level above that required for
crack initiation.
3. There are indications that the main eff,.ct of hydrogen pres-
sure on embrittlement is through its eff,ct on the rate of
movement of hydrogen down the crack to the crack tip to keep
up with the propagating crack. .It has been observed for
lnconel 718 that the fractures in hytlro_zeu-contluuinaLed heliura
(_-1 atmosphere hydro_eu pressure) have the same appearance as
the fractures produced in lO,O00-psi hydrogen, although the
degree of embrittlement was considerably different.
The results of fatigue tests indicated that crack propaKation in IOt}O-
pat hydrogen was dependent upon the rate at which hy,lro_en movement to
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tlle crack tip co1,1d heep _ip with the propagation of tlle crack. Crack
prop_igation in lO,O00-psi hydrogen, however, was evidentIy not limited
by the rate of hydrogerl movement do_"n tile crack. This would suggest
that embritilement is essenti_tlly independent of _as pressure nt suf-
ficiently slow str_lin r_ites, provided contamination of the crack s_Irface
.by impurities does not occur. A mechanism based on adsorbed hydrogez_
would better expl_Lin hydrogen pressure indepe_Idence than a mechanism
based on absorbed hydrogen. Certainly there is a need for establishing
the relationship between embrittlement and str_lin rate.
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GE_I':IL%L CONCLUS IONS
Hetals studied in this program can be classified into the l'ollq)wing cat-
egories with regard to their susceptibility to embrittlement it, lO,O00-psi
Q
hyd roge n :
1. Extreme embrittlement (i.e., large reduction of notched and
unnotched strength and ductility): lligh-strength steels and
nickel-base alloys
!
2. Severe embrittlement (i.e., considerable reduction of notched
strength and unnotched ductility): Ductile, lower-strength
steels, Armco Iron, pure nickel, and titauium-ba._e alloys
5. Slight embrittlement (i.e., small reduction of notched streng;h):
f
NonstabLe AI5I type 500 series stainless steels, bcrTllium-
copper, and pure titanium
_. Negligible embrittlement: Aluminum alloys, stable auscenitic
stainless steels, and copper
Following are c,,nclusions concerning the influence of several variabl,.s
ou the de_.rve of hydrogen-enviroan,_nt embrittlemvnt:
1. The degree ot" hydrogen-environment ew.bri_tl_ment ,,f [_,_,' alloy
steels is indepemlent of ti,ze or stres_ ,,f Iloldivl_ iu hvdrolzerl.
2. "Pile degree of hydrogen-environment embritt!emer|t is re. re ._evere
at higher hydrogen pressures but can at ill be conLsiderable al,
lower pressures with effects extendin_ down to l-aLmuspht're
pre s su re.
5. The degree of hydrogen-enviroument embrittlewent in l_,w alloy
steels is a maximum for notches of intermediate ._tress com:en-
tration factor (K t _ 6 to .9) and decreases for sharper aml
duller notches.
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4. Tile lO00-cycle f+btigue .strengths of low alloy stcels are con-
siderably reduced in high-pressure hydrogen from that in high-
pressure helium.
5. The degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlemeut, of low allay
steelsincre.a._es as the yield strength;/ultimat_- ._tren_th ratio
decreases, provided other variables such as cumpositionj micro-
structure, and ultimate strength are essentially constant.
Following are couclusiov_ concerning the fracture characteristics and
mechanism of hydrogen-t.nvir_)nment embrittlement:
J
l. Abrasion promo_t,s surface cracking during subseqn,:nt tensile
deformation tn hi_h-pr_,ssurt, hydrot_en.
2. The fracture characteristics, as observed by electron fracto,_,-
raphy, art, basically the same for iron-, nickel-, and titani+,m-
base alloys fractured in high-pressure hydro_t.n.
3. FrocLt,re Jnitiati,tt in a h.vdrf)Ken-ettvir_nment e:.,A, ritt. lt_d metal
ot:trurs in hytlt'og,.r{ it_ tht: surface after a eriLi, ;,] (trllotltlt ;{["
plastic defolmmti,,n has t_tl, t't, place.
It. The (|etLr'ee o{' hvdvogt't,-environment ombr'itt.lement of a 'nt:tal is
more a fllllCtit_n Or" Lilt' ability of tht_ metal to hltlllt cra<:k_ in
hydrogetl tJlall o|" the su._cuptibiliLy o[' the metal to form sur-
face cracks.
5. The rate of er'at'k propat_atiorl in h.t*dr+tt_cn tit pressures less
than 1000 psi i:- a function of the rate of movc'mout of the
hydrogen down the prul)agaLin K crack to the crack tip.
6. ]lydrogt.t|-t.nvirtJnmt.nt embrittleraenL is probably associated _,'itl,
adsorbt,d rntht:r" Lhiln absovbl.d h3"l|votLell.
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IhTlt()l)IX'TI0N
A number of the l,h_Jsesin this program involved the t,nsile tcst.in_ of
specimens ° in high-pressure hydrogen to screen alloys fox" susct,ptibility
to hydrogen-environmt.nt, embrittlement or to dctcrmit,, tlm ir,l'lut.II,,,of
various parameters on hydrogen-environment embrittlement. Prior it, ini-
tiati,g these test segments, Phase I was conducted to aid in establish-
ing the tensile test procedure to be used. Spt.cificatly, tests _ere
performed to determine the effect of exposur e time of unload_,d (exc,.pt
that due to gas pressure) specimens to lO,O00-ps£ h.vdrogea on the dt.t_r_yt..
of embriittlement by that enviroament, l_postu'e timt:s of ul, to 2_ hoqlrs
were investigated. Three alloys (:%STM A-)G2, AISI type 510 stainl_..-.s
steel, and Ti-6AI--'IV) were selected for testing in l'ha._,.[ bi.caus, _he:_
nmterials have different responses to high-pre:_sure hydr,,g,.:tt.nviro,t-
taunts and _hus are generally reprcsentat:ive of the wid,. vari,.Ly of ,tllo.v.s
to be tested later.
t'
Initially, the goal of Phase I was to est_,blish the minim,ua tim,. of ,_x-
posure'to the high-pressure hydrogen environm, ntt, hui. would xiw: th,..'..ma-
imum embrittlement and wouhl thus be incorporat(,d ;.nthe t,._t _ro(:,.dur,:
used in subsequent pl_,ses. .ts will be discussed, it wa_ |'ound m_,.,.._._ary
to extend Phase I to include an investigation [a_,, the et'fe,.I,of ,.vm:us-
lion of test vessels prior to pressurizi_,_ with hyd,'o_en o_ th. degree of
hydrogen-environment embritL lement.
}2(/_I']t 1._fl'LNTAL I_tOCkDl_t_
_uterials
Alloys tested in this phase were ASTM A-502, AISI type 510 st,inh:ss
steel, and Ti--6AI-/,V. The chemical compositions, heah treatments, and
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nmchanical prolmrtios of the lesl _nlerials are presq.uied in Tabh, s I ,
" and 3 respectively. ,%llov Ti-bA1--'0V was tested in both the anm.aled
and solution-treated and aged (ST,l) conditions.
Specimens of ,Lsr.H A-3()2 were prepared from the rc,n_linder of the 5-1,,'_-
inch.thick plates used in the previous pro;.ram (Ref. 2 ). The tensile.
specimens tested in the previous program were px'eimred from only- the
surfhee layers of those plates. Although the 1.',rg_, plates were highly
laminated, it was l,ossibl_: to prepare ._ufficient tensile Sl)ecimen_ for
this phase from the surface of the re,tinder of lhose plates. To enstu'e
uniform propertie.q_ the material cut from the larg_, plat(.s was rt.heat
"treated, as giw, n in Table 2. Speciraens _,ere prepared with the longi-
tmlinal axis oriented pax'sill. 1 to tim plate roiling direction.
Tensile Specimf.n Design
Tens ih. specim,.ns were basically o1' the same ,limensiol,s as ih,, ::pc.c. ir.wrm
1reed previ,,_slv {.lh.f. 2 ). The cylindrical test specim._,n._ wctre 9 inelH.s
long and 0.)0b inci, in diameter, uml were threaded for 1 inch on °.aeil
end. The surfaces were mu¢'him:d to a 16-rr_s fini._h, l'zmoiched _l,('¢:ix:_ens
contained' l.'25-inch-lnng, (I.250-inc'h-aliam(,ter reduced ._,,ctinns. Notch
specimens contained a Ot_-degr,.e V not+:l, placed midway alonK _h_, _[,ecim,.n.
The specimen diameter at thr, bottom of the notch was *_.1_o "O.C)(_l inch.
A root radius of O.i9(9t}!_5 _O.(](]01 was used t.o obtain a stress ('one.ca/ra-
tion factor (Kt) of approxiamtely tq. Pi. The stress concentration factor
was calculated according to Peterson (ih, f. /t ).
The reduc'ed sevtion of the uxmotchcd A1SI type _IU stainless st,.el tensile
• !
specimens has O.ISO-inch diameter inste_,l of the O.25()-inch diameter of
the other sl,eeimens. This change ua._ necessary because loads sufficient
to fractur,, a 0.2_(}-int.h-diam,.ter reduced section of this material wvuld
also plastically red,nee the larger O.3,)b-im'In-_liamet,_r sec£i,n aml caus,.
leukage at the sliding seal.
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A number of notched (K L- 8.11) tensile specimens were received from rua-
chinin_ with tile notch radius out of tolermtce. These not, ches were then
reground to obtain tile desired l_oLch radius butp ill so doing, t.he root
diameter" was somewhat reduced, thus lowering f.lte notch concentration
factor. The long time dell" required to have the specimens fabricated
made it necessary to test most t,f the specimens with the smaller" root
diameter. The notch concentrat ion factor for" each specimen is int'luded
with tile Lest data in the Appendix so that effects resultin_ from dr:via-
Lions in |he notch concentration can be obser_'ed.
App.'u" atu s
The appar_,tus used Lo perform tensile tests on specimens in hi_:h-l,re._._uro
gaseous envirortmenLs for Phase ] anti other l_has_ts consisted of high-
pressurv, high-purity gas (hydrogen or heliL_n) SUpl)iy sysiema and tensile
1,est.ing d_.vices. Basic equipmt:nt used for the tensile tests _'as dew, l-
oped during: the previous progrmr and was described in detail in Itq,f. 2..x
A nurabor oi modifications were mad_, t.o the eqtt]pmont for this program l r,
increase tit,. accuracy (if the tt.n._ile Lest dtlia: to impro_'e _its ])llI'il, y,
t
and to ];lcr.,ase tile number of tc, nsilt, t.esL dov]cc._ and the load ,.opacity
of some of them. Those modifi_:ations were made durin_ tit,. _,arlier part
P ,
of flit, progrnm. .qarLv of the m-dificnCions were oceasiont, d by roquir',.-
meats for- tile other ldUtses, llowever, for simplicity, the ltppar;tlu._ ,lst,d
for tonsil,, testing as it is now ¢onsLituLed, _it.h all mad| first it,n._,
will be: llo._cz'ibed h_,re.
t
t
q
lligh-Pressure Gas bul!ply l.;quipment, lligh-pressure hydrogen and hel_.um
supply ._ystt, ms cotisis(.ed_ in ordt, t', of a puvificaticm system, a coml, te.,_-
sor_ llJ_h-i_tv._strl'e glts stars|to ret.eivers, _mt! the pre.qsttt'e t'egtllltlot.,_,
gages, vltlve._, u_td litres required for" each test system. The purifieatiot,
system, compressor, iult| receivers were cotmnon Lo at1 tile test systems
for all of the phases in t.his program.
i[igh-lmt'it.v bottled hydrogen with less them 5 ppm total impurities was
used. Thf" hydrogen was further purified b.v metuls of mt Engelhard I_e Ilxo
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°unit, which converts the oxygen in the hydrogen to water vapor, followed
o_
by Ba0 desiccant to remove the water vapor. Final purification was
achieved in the previous program with Linde 5A molecular siew: maintained
at boiling nitrogen temperatures. 'Early in this program, the molec|zlar
sieve was replaced by a combination of activated charcoal *_ad activated
alumina which was maintained at boiling nitrogen temperatures. This re-
placement was recommended by Chemical Analysis personnel in the Research
Division at Rocketdyne on the basis of extensive experience with hydrogen
analyses. Helium was passed through the same system for purific,_tion.
i_ _.
After purification, the hydrogen or helium was pressurized to the desired
pressure, 15,000 psi for 10,OO0-psi tests, in the storage vessels. For
the previous program and the early part of this program, the gases were
pressuri_ed with a llaskell _|odel AG 152 air-operated, non-lubricated
piston compressor. It was found in the previous program {Ref. '2) that
this compressor/was a serious source of contamination, especi_tlly in loll-
time tests requiring a number of pressurizations by _he compressor. Com-
' pressor contamination was minimized by enclosing it in a box containing
a flowing argon purge. However, because of the nece._sity for maintaining
the highest hydrogen purity, it was decided to re.place the, piston compres-
sor with t a diaphragm compressor, in theory, at least, there, shouhl be ao
contact in a diaphragm compressor between the gas being pressurized and
air or other contaminants. Therefore_ a Press:Ire Products lndustry Type
5035.triple diaphragm compressor with leak detecL{Jr and alarm system was
;
installed: The leak de£ecti_r senses any leak in one of the diaphragms
and shuts down the compressor before the other diaphragms rt_ptu1"e, thLLs
preventing contamination. Purity of the hydrogen _,fCer pressurization
with the diaphragm compressor was analyzed to bc <O._ ppm oxygen, 2.b ppm
nitrogen, <5 ppm total hydrocarbons,<0.5 ppm CO and (:0.,,_tnd<()._ ppm
lloO. The impurity content in hydrogen in the storage vessels did not
increase during long-duration tests as it h_J,lwith tlw pi._ton compressor
t
in the previous program. The Phase I tensile tests, al_d a few of the short-
°
time tensile tests under other phases, were performed before th- diaphragm
compressor was installed.
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After pressurization, the h_drogen or helium passed into two separate
tensile test systems, each with its own storage vessel. These two sys-
tems as they were used in this program are shown schematically in Fig.
1 and 2 . Because of the large number of tensile tests required for the
various phases of this program, the capacity of the first system was
increased from 10 tensile test stations available for the previous pro-
_! "
gram to the 12 stations shown_in Fig. 1 . The control console of the
_econd system was completely reworked to provide for better pressure reg-
° ulation and for considerably less maintenance _or a leak-free system.
The hand-loaded pressure regulator used previously on the second system
was replaced with a Fisher Governor regulator which activates an Annin
Demeter valve as on tile first system. Thus, as used in this program,
• the two systems were identical.
Tensile Te:s_L l)evicesL As noted above, the £enslle testing apparatus con-
:-sisted of twb systje_.s, each htwing 12 individual *tensile t.est stntions.
The individual test devices are described belong.
.'Each end o£ a teJmile specimen extended through sliding seals at the ends_
of a small AISI type 316 stainless steel pressure vessel, as shown sclie-
mntically ,in Fig. .5. Design o£ the sliding seals was _um_:what modified
. £rom that used in the previous program to eliminate metal-to-metal contact.
Each specimen and test vessel was held in a test framr containing a spring, '
as shown in Fig. b . A ball-and-socket joint was used at, each end of the
specimen for proper alignment in the test frame. A tensih, load was up-
" plied'to the specimen by compressing the spring with a hydraulic ram
loading device (Fig. 5 ). This loading device was moved from station to
station to perform the tests and is shown in place for u test in l"ig. 6 .
.
.,
,_?_
,.._#'. - •As, shown in Fig, .5, a Baldwin l_neryHotion Pacer Indicator is mounted on
"S
*.' ".,the hydraulic power console so that the rate of movement of the ram can
-.÷ _ # •
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be observed and controlled simultaneously; rate of mo_'ement is adjustable
•over a wide range. The motion pacer is attached to the lower spring bear-
ing plate for load pacing or_ as shown in Fig. 6 , to tile top of the plate
which transmits the load to the upper end of the specimen for "strain
pac ing.
3
In the previous program, load applied to a specimen was determined by
measuring spring deflection. It was found that this was a source of con-
siderable error. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 5, a load cell was added
to the hydraulic loading system so that the lea,) is applied to tlae spring
through the load cell. This load cell was calibr_ited by using a calibrated
load cell in place of a tensile specimen in the spring-loaded Ce_t frame.
Tests sh?wed that the relationship between the two load cell outputs was
linear and that the load indicated on the load recorder was within 15
pounds of the true load indicated by the calibrated load cell. Load was
recorded from the load cell on a strip chart recorder which had a IO_OOO
pound maximum load recording capability. Very few Sl,(.cimens required a
greater load than lO,f_O0 pounds to achieve failure; in thrse eas,.s the
load was determined by measuring the output from thr load cell with a
str_lin indicator. Yield strength of unnotched sprcimrns w_s ron:ii,k.red
to be the point of departure from linearity of a load vs time rerordrr
curve. For the high-strength ._prcimens requiring the use of the strain
indicator, an indicaiion of .yield strength was obt,'ainedby" noting the
point at which there was a considerable reduction of the rut,. at which
the load was increasing. Yield strengths so obtain_.d wer_ eonsidrred tu
be of low accuracy.
• !
)
The hydraulic loading frame used in the previous progrlun had a tendency
to tilt dturing loading because the ends of the loadiug springs were
slightly out-of-parallel. This tilting led to small tf_rque ,rod brnd
strnins on the test specimen. Although these strains wrre rift.ermined to
be of apl)roxinmtely the same magtlitude as those o,'r_irring _ht.n thr same
t)q_e of specimen was pulled in a ltahlwin Uuiversul Te._ting ,_l_chinc, it
was believed desirable to reduce them to sis low u v_lue as l,ossibl_..
!t-778o-1 }7
3There,arc, for this program, the hydraulic loading frame was nmdc consid-
e.rably stronger and more rigid to minimize tile Lilting.
The tensile test devices used to perform the tests on the high-strength
steel specimens had to be capable of transmitting up to 15,000 pound._
load, and tlle basic testing frame was believed to be in danger of buckling
under a load aT this nmgnitude. I,oad capacity of six of the t,:nsile test
devices was therefore increased by increasing tile diameter of the rods
•and bolt fasteners.
A second problem was the limited load-carr.ying capacity of the coil springs.
•,_faximum load capacity coil springs obtainable in a size that would fit the
load frame required only 10,000 pounds to effect n_q.xim_tm deflcct._cul. ""
Belleville springs were the only springs available with adequate load
capacity urn! a size sn_ll enough to fit the tesi frame. Thus, B,,lh,ville
springs were installed_on the six heavy, duty tensile test devices. These
springs have an advantage over the coil springs in thut they efi'cet bett.er
alignment between the top anti bottom plates supporting the spriu_. Fric-
tion between the Be/leville washers does not affect load transf,.r. |[,;,-
ever, any friction that exists between the Belh, ville spring._ at_,lthe |'ad
extending lhrough the spring center line would be transferred into the
table frame instead of to the specimen and, thus, au error in the load
measurement would occttr. To prew, nt rubbing between the sprintts and tilt,
rod and still retain spring aligztmenL, the spring.s were aligned in a ._ur-
rounding cylinder.
Test l_ocedure
In. this phase, tmnot0.hed ,nd notched (Kt_8.11) special:as of ASTM A-302,
AISI type 310 stainless steel, and Ti-6AI-JIV were exposed to 10,O00-ps_
hydrogell fox- various lengths of time and then were tensile tested to
failure without removing them from that environment. No load other than
that caused by the gas pressure was applied to the specinmns during the
periods of expostu'e tt_ tile 10,000-psi hydrogen. .L_'r._! A-302 anti AI.SI .tyl,e
W
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,r-- 310 stainless steel specimens were (.Xl)Osed t,o the lO,O00-1)si h vdro_.n for
o) 1, 8, and 2h hours before ten._ile testing Lo failure. Ti-(,AI-'JV
(annealed and soluLion-treated and aged) sp(:vimens w,.r(, exl)osq.d to the
lO,O00-psi hydrogen for O, I (only for urmoLched, ammaled si)vciru.n,_ ),
and 2h hours before tensile testing to failure. Specimens of th(: three
materials were also tensile tested to failure in lO,O00-psi helium for
comparison purposes.
Time of exposure to lO,O00-psi hydrogen was measured from the time at
which the high-purity lO,O00-psi hydrogen enviromnent was establislmd in
the test vessels. For the initial tests in this phase, ai'r was i,,wg,.)d
from the test vessels by using three l)ressurization-depress,_rization cycles
with hydrogen (or helium) from 10,000 psi t.o approximately [ atmosphere;
gas pressure was then brought up to lO,O00 psi.
As a part of this phase, the effect of evacuation purging wa._ investigated.
This treatment consisted of evacuation of the Lest vessel to approxinmtely
300 microns and back-filling to [00-psi hydrogen (or helimn) thr,,e times,
followed by the three-cycle pressurization-depressurization )r(,atmen¢
described above.
Urmot(:hed specimens were strain I)aC,,d at O.()O'-).,'min from () l(,a(l Lo yi,'[d
and at 0 '' "
.O_.,mxn from yield to ultinutt,.,. Notvhed sl)(.¢ iraen.-" "_.r,, load paced
at a rate c,orresl)omling to a strain rate of 0.0007, t._in.
As noted in the prvvious Apparatus s,.ction, load :m, asvred by tlh. load cell
was recorded by a strip chart r(:cordcr. '[h,. yiehI ._tr_.ngth ,,f utmot.(hed
specimens was con._idered to be the point of departure from llmarit.v on
the load-versus-time curve.
3
Calculation of the tensile stress for t(,sts conduct,:(i in high-l)re._,u'e
environments required that the sliding seal friction aml trnsih, f-r_'e
obtained from the high-pressure gas b(. considered. Static aml dynamic
friction forces _'er(. 83 and 61 i)ound._, resl)_.t:tivcly. Static frier ion waa
It-7780-1 3()
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used to compute the notch strength and unnotched yield strength, and
dynamic friction was used to calculate the unnotched ultimate tensile
strength. These friction forces were subtracted from the applied load.
Load exerted by the gas pressure for notched specimens was equal to tim
pressure times the difference in specimen area at the sliding seals and
at the base of the notch, l.'ov unnotched specimens, the maximum cbmhin_,d
tensile load was assumed to occur prior to ncciling; thus the load excrt_.d
by the" gas pressure _n_s assumed equal to the gas pressurt, multiplied by
the difference between the area at the seals and ihe area immediately
adjacent to the necked-down region, l,orid exerted by the gas pr¢,ssure _'as
added to the loiHl indicated by the load cell.
The percent elozlgation of the unnotched specimens was measured between
punch marks placed two inch_.s apart _JtJtside of aml bridging ttm reduced
section. In calculating the imrcent t. longation, it was _Jssumed that
essentially all elongation t, ook place in the rc.duced see.lion. The redtu.-
lion of area of the ulmoteh_.d specimens was dett. rmined by measuring the'
cro._s section _'ith a microm_.ter. Tlw reduction of ar_ta of notched SlmCi-
mens _'as determined by using an optical comparator to measure th,. cross
section of tht. notch before, and after testing.
_Y
Tests were performed in triplicate in lO,O00-psi h vdrog_,n and in dtlpli(:at(.
in lO,O00-psi helium.
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RESULTS AN_ DISCUSSION
Results of the Phase I tests are presented in Table Ij. These data are
the averages of three tests for the tests in hydrogen mid two rests for
the tests in helium. Data from the individual tests are contained in
A-)O., I-3 and I-tt for Al.<l typeAppendix Tables I-1 and I-2 for ASTM " "
310 stainless steel, and I-5 and I-6 for Ti-6AI-IW.
For the AISI type 310 stainless steel, there was no observable difference
between the strength and ductility of unnotched specimens in lO,0_0-psi
hydrogen and that in 10,000-psi helium. Nlightly lower strength and
ductility was observed in notched specimens in 10,000-psi hydr,,,,en com-
pared to 10,000-psi helium. This small degree of hydrogen-envir_mnent
embrittlement wa._ not affected by the time of exposure. After lesting,
both the notched and unnotched AISI type 310 stainless steel specimens
were checked with a f,_irly .%trong test m_lgTlet, and no indicatio,_ of
magnetism in the specimens was found. Thus, T.here was no gross phase
transformation during straining, although some transformation _o marten-
site could have occurred in localized regions.
Unnotched specimens of A_IS.! A-302 had approximately 50 percent lower
reduction of area and slightly lower elongation in lO,O00-psi hydrogen
than in 10,000-psi helium. No significant difference were noted between
the tensile strength of unnotched ._pecimens in 10,000-p._i hydrogen and
in lO,000-psi helium. For all exposure time._, the strength of notched
AST.M A-302 specimens was approximately 22 per,:ent lower in lO,I)¢}¢)-psi
hydrogen than in 10,000-psi helium. Ductility of the notched specimens
was also considerably reduced in hydrogen. The degree of 10,0oO-p._i
hydrogen environment embrittlement of AST.M A-302 was not significantly
different for the different hydrogen exposure times.
!
As noted in the Materials section, the ASTM A-302 specimens used in this
phase were taken from the same plate as were the specimens tested in the
previous program. It is instructive to ct,mlmre the results of the tests
!
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on this material under the two i,rf,grams, lt should be recalled that
t,he mal erial u:;ed in tills progr;,, h-;ts reheat Ireatcd, t, hich re._ulted in
higher tensile ._;trength and Io_er ductility than the it_alerial tested in
the previous program° Also. the specimens tested in the previous pro,
gram were held under t,ensile l.ad in high-pressur, hydr_,gen prior to
tensile testing to failure, lh,wevcr, the results fr.m Ihe previ-us pr.-
gram and frnm i'hase ill of this t,r,gram indicate that the dbgree .f
g
hydrogen-envir,m._ent embrittle_ent of specimens of I,,w ill loy sleels such
as As'r._! ,',-502 is not affected by holding the speci.-.mns under load in
I_ydrogen. Specimens teated in this phase _'ere bore ewbrittled by the
lO,O00-1mi hydrogen environment than were specimens tesled in the pre _-
!
vious program. The percent reductiml of tensile properties by the lO,O00-
psi hydrogen environment (comp;,red to those in lO,O00-psi he litrm) compare
as follows bet._.een the specimens tested in the present program nnd those
t.esi,ed with a I-day-hold period in the previous prt_gram:
t
P
F.Iongat.ion: 13 percent rcdpc/.ion (present) and 0 percent` reducti,m
(previ ous )
Reduction of area: tl7 l,errenl (present) attd 10 percent (l,revi0,u,.:)
Notch strength: '2'2 percent (t,re:,ent) aml 15 per,.enl (l,revi-us]
,Y
3
This greater degree of hydrugen-envirtmmcnt embr_tllement found in the
present, program is believed duc to the higher strength ,nd I.wer duc t.i I i t,y
resulling from the reheaL treatment of the material _:sed in this [,r,gr_,m.
It. can be seen from Table h that the tensile properties of tmnotched,
annealed Ti-6AI-hV :;peeimens t,'ere the same in lO,O0()-p:;i hydrogen as in
lO,O00-1_si helium for all hydrogen exposure conditions, llowever, the
:;trength of notched, annealed specimens was considerably lower in lO,O00-
psi hydrogen, ami the hydrogen-environment embrittlement, was greater after
zero exposure time (test run immediately upon e:;tablishing hydrogen environ-
merit) than after the 2/_-hour hold time in lO,OOt)-psi hydrogen.
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D Tensile pV,l)erties of unnotched Ti=6AI-',V STA specimens were (.he ._ame
in IO,O00-psi hydrogen a, in Io,()OO-l,'i heliwn. Tile :;(rengtl, of notched
Sq'A gpecimen:: was von.,-'idernbly ]re, or ill l().OOO-psi hydrogen t,han in It),OOO-
psi helium, lie:suits ,,f the lest:, (,rz the notched "Ti-i)A1-)_V STA s_pe(.imens
•_ere of ptlriivu!nr interest bec,u._e lilt. 5" ._ho_'ed that, there was n lar;ze
dependency of tensile l)rope.rties in 10,OOl)-psi hydrogen (m the method
of'imrging the re::( veslels. Thus, the_e result._ shm,'n in Table /_ x, ill
be discu:.'sed, in some detail.
l"ir._t, two zeru-exposure-time tests (marRed (}(t'l trader hold Lime in
Table st) _ere performed on n,,l,ehed S'TA _pecime_,s in lO,O00-l,si hydrogen ,
_lfi,_,r using the 3-c.vele l,res._urizalion-del,re,_surizaiion purging t reat_
ment. and _heve was no: dift'erem.e between the tensile lwoperlies of lhe:,e
,_pevimens nnd .-l,erimen.: tv:,ied in ll),(l{l()-psi helitm). Then. thre(* zero-
_(') ,_ha]d-time tests (marked t) i,, r_,l, le ) were eomluvled on noL,.hed 5FA
specimen.-- in l(I.0()O-psi hydr,)gen ilft(.r the le._l v(,ssels were purged t,v
evncual, ing 1.o alq,r,_itn,,el_ ," _U{} mi,.rons, bm'kfi l l in,g _,i th |,ydro_on [_,
10() ps:J ih'ree i. ime,_, and f.l l-wed by l l,e "_-v)'r:le pre._,uz'iza_t,i,n ( [(),n(;(I
l_Si)-del)rt._::urizal ion [I a_lmoephol'e) h v,lro_en f!ushinl_, limbo s_,evimt.ns
ha,d ;I lnrne r,,ducl ion t,I _trenglh v,rnpi,:'ed It) Sl,e,.imen:; tested in IO,t)OU-
psi helium.
To evaluate more thoroughly (he efft.el of vn(:uum l,Ur_ng lhe tesl vessels
l)rior t,o the l)re,.-uviz/,t ion-del,ves_,riz;,t ion h.vdr,g(,n flush|he, lhz'ee
notched Ti-IiAI-qV S:I'A sl,e('im(.'n._ were bt.:_led, eiwh with a difte/'enl [)urg-
in K technique n,: ft, llo_: Sl)ecinwn I. 3-cycle pressurization (l().O0() l,si)-
del)ressurizatio_, (I ,(mO,_l)here'} hydrogen flushing: sl,et'imen 2, 15-('ycle
l)ressurizat ion ( 10 ,(}O() i)s i )-del)ressul'tzttl ion ( l atmosphere) hydrogen
flushing: sl)e('imen "_, 3-eye ! e evaeun t it)n to npltroximate ly "_0() micron.-,
und bael:filling with hydrogen 1o 100 psi follo_.'ed by .5-cy(:le l)re._surizn-
Lion (10,(lO0 i,si)-del)re_.,qtrizotitm (l ntrUOSl_here) |lyt|rogetl flushing.
The result:, shm, ed thnt the reduction of not.oh sirength coral)areal to
sl)e(.imen. ,, lested in lt).,OOO-l).qi helium wits 29) =¢1, anti &_3 percent, respect-
ively, "for :q)eeimen:" t. 2, and 3. Thus, the ewwtmt.i()n treatment did
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result in a considerable increase in the hydro_en-,,nvir,,l=,,nt ez_rittle-
ment. Increasing the number of press,lrization-d(,pres._uri,_ation cycl,.,shad
little effect and the results for specimens I antl 2 above w,,rc averaged
and included in Table h "(marked 0 (b) _mder hold time). It: light of the
results for these two specimelm, it is now not clear why i.he first two
notched Ti-6AI-PIV STA specimens tested in 10,000-psL hvdrogrn were not
embrittled.
J
Two explanations were considered for the increase in h vdrog,.n-environment
embrittlement of Ti-_AI-/tV because of the prior evacuation purging treat-
ment. The first was simply that the evacuation treatment served to im-
prove the purity of the 10,000-psi hydrogen environment in the test w_s._el.
The second explanation is that the evacuation treatment ._erw.d to remow_
adsorbed gases, probably oxygen, from the sin-face of the :l,,,cimrds. kn
tmnmbiguo_s choice between these two explanations is not possible on the
basis of the Phase I results alone, although if purity of the h.vdrf,_en
environment was the problem, then increasing the number of prcs._urization-
depressurization cycles shouhl have had some effect. In any case, some
results from l'hase III, as will be discussed in that section, _t._ld to
indfcate that the removal of surface gases is the correct ,,xplas_._tion.
F_mbrittlement of notched Ti-6hlmtV STA ._pecimens by lO,t)(_)-p._L h vdrog_,n
was less after the 211-ho_r exposure tim¢,._ than with zer- hc, ld time. • This
inverse effect of exposure time on h.vdrogen-environmcnt rmbrittlc_._nt also
occurred with the notched, annealed Ti-0A1-.'_V spe_.imens and i_ bell,wed
to be a real effect. The reason for this inverse effect i-_ sot clear,
although the following explanations have been considered. Ilvdrogen purity
in the test vessel may be decreasing with hold time, sad titanium alloys
are very sensitive to the impurity content of the hydrogen. IIowever, tests
were being conducted on other alloys at the same time in the same type of
cquipment with exposure times of up to 100 days and no ai_nificant impurity
increase in the hydrogen was indicated. The inverse expo_tre time effect
for the notched Ti-611-hV STA specimens could be explaim.d in terms of
surface gas removal by the evacuation treatment and the re-establishment
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© with time of an adsorbed layer of impurities (in'obably oxygen) from the
hydrogen. This will he discussed further under Phase III. llowever, thi._
explanation is not _lpplieable to tile notched, arawaled Ti-6AI-'A' specimens
because they were 11ot subjected to the evacuation treatment. Finally,
tile inverse exposure time effect could be due to. strain aging. There xs
evidence that at least the Ti-6Al-hY STA undergoes considerable strain
aging.
D
As pointed out earlier, the purpose of this phase was to establish the pro-
cedure to be used in subsequent phases when performing tensile tests in
high-l_ressure hydrogen. For the ASTM A-502, AISI type 310 stainless st, eel,
and mmealed 'l'i-bhl-:W and Ti-6AI-hV STA tested in (his phase, it was found
that the degree of hydrogen-enviromacnt cmbrittlement was either unaffected
hy the time of exposure to the hydrogen or was the ,zreatest for zero ex-
posure time, lessening with increaseil exposure tZme. Thus, it was det, id,d
that for subse,luent phases (e.g., for screening materials), the basic
procedure for performing tensile tests in high-pressure hydrogen would
use a zero exposure tim(.. That is, as soon as a bank of test vessels l..i
been properly purged and the test prrssure eslabli._hed, tl:v tensile test:
_,'ould be perform_,d a.,_rapidly a._ possible. It was also found in this
phase that the degree of hydrogen-envirortmcnt |,mbrittlemont _'a_ in.creased
if evacua'tion o£ the test vessel was included as a part of the purgint_
operation, lk.cause i.he reason for the evacuation effect kas not clear,
it was decided to use vacuum purging in all subsequent l es_,s. The purging,
treatment established was to evacuate th,, test vessels to approximately
20 microns and backl'ill _'ith hydrogen to 100 psi three _imes, followed hy
three pressurization (to test presaure)-depressurization (1 atmo.Jphere)
cycles before raising the hydrogen to the test pressure. A few tests _ere
performed in subsequent phases before the evacuation treatment was incor-
porate, t in the purging procedure.
D
Tests were performed on ASTH A-302, AISI type 310 stainless steel, anti
annealed and Ti-6AI-PtV STA to determine the effect of exposure _ime of
unloaded (except for gas pressure) specimens to lO,O00-psi hydrogen on
the degree of embrittlement by that environment,. TILe effect on hydrog.en-
environment embrittIement of including evacuation in tile tesL vessel' '
purging treatment was investigated for the Ti-(_AI-/tV alloy.
The degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlement was fotmd to be consid-
erable for ASTH A-302 and Ti-6Al-_V, but slight for" AISI type 310 stainless
steel. Degree of embrittlement was unaffected by the Lime of exposure to
lO,O00-psi hydrogen for ASTH A-302 mul AISI type 310 stainless steel, but
was greatest for zero exposure time told lessened with incvnasing time for
Ti-6AI-hV. L_'acuation of the test vessels co_isiderabl) increased the
hydrogen-envi ronment embri tttement of T i-6Al-!tV.
Because of these results, the following basic test procedure was adopted
for subsequent tensile tests £n high-pressure hydrogen. ._ ba_ of _c.st
vessels are evacuated to approximately 20 microns and bacl:fillcd vi_h
h_rogen to I00 psi three times. This is followed by pre._._riztng ::ith
hydrogen to the test pressure and deln'e_surizing t_J t atmo._phcrc thr_)e
times, after which the hydrogen pressure is brf)ughl up to the test prc_-
sure and the bank of tensile tests are perform_.d otw after Lhe other _s
rapidly as feasible.
) 0
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© CONCLUSIONS
Based on tile precedirlg test procedures, the following conclusions were
re_iched.
I. ASTM A-302 told annealed Ti-6AI-IIV and Ti-6AI-tIV STA axe considerably
embrittled by a lO,O00-psi hy.drogen environment, but AISI type 310
stainless steel is only slightly embrittled.
2. Tile degree of embrittlement of ASTH A-302 and AISI type _I0 st.ain-
less steel is imaffected by the time of exposure to the IO,O01)-psi
hydrogen envi roHment.
5. The degree of embrittlement of annealed Ti-6Al-!iV and Ti-0AI-!_V
STA by a lO,O_)()-psi hydrogen environment is greatest for zero
time prior exposure to IO,000-psi hydrogen.
tl. lh'ior evacuation of the lest vessels considerably incrertses the
embrit_.lement of Ti-6AI-_V by lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
t
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PHASE II: E_I'1_:('T OI" A lO,O00-I,_I IP(1)R()(;L:N I':NVHtOhYiF,hT
ON TIRE,TE,_ILI,: H_()I'I,ltTIES OF A VJUtI/-;1_l" OF AI,I_OYS
D
INTRODUCTION
In previous investigations conducted at Rocketdyne and elsewhere into
the effects of ambient-temperature, high-pressure hydrogen on metals,
only a relatively fe_ alloys. (mainly steels) had been studied. Thus,
the purpose of this phase was to determine the effect of a lO,000-psi
ambient-temperature hydrogen environment on the tensile properties of a
number of different type alloys.
Unnotched and notched (Kt_ 8.P,) specimens of 2"_ alloys w_,r_, tensile
tested at ambient temperature in lO,O00-p_i hydrogen; for comparison,
they were also subjected to 10,O00-psi helium and ambioat-pressure air.
In accordance with the results of Phase I, the tensile te_t.-: were per-
formed as soon as the test evlvironment _.as e_tabli_hed, without any
hold period. Data on all tests conduct,,d in thi_ phase ,r,, initially
presented und discussed. For completene._s, data from oth_,r pha_,s ar_
also included in the discussion and the summary.
Alloys tested in this phase included the followin_:
)
lMre Iron:
Carbon Steels:
Low Alloy Steels:
Forging Steel:
lligh-,Strength Steels:
Austenitic Stainless Steels:
Armco Iron
AlSI lO)t2 normalized
AISI 10PIP quenched and tempered
AISI Pal'_O
IP*'-lO0
ASI._I A-372 Class IX" (AI'[ X-,_O)
P
Fe-gNi -4to-0.25C
18 Nickel (250) mara_ing steel
AISI type 30'_I,
AIST type "_0_
alsr type 516
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© Ferritic Stainless Steel:
.Hartensitic Stainless Steel:
Preci pi tat i on-llardeni ng Stee 1 s :
Aluminum ,111oys:
Titanium ,111oys:
Copper Alloys:
Nickel Allo_s:
AISI type _30F
AISI type Ii]0
AISI type _OC
17-7 _l stainless steel
A-286 stainless steel
"1100-0 commercially pur,, _iluminum
7073-T73
6061-T6
Commercially pure titanium
Ti-Shl-2.5Sn
0HIC copper
Beryllium-copper
Nickel 270
Inconel 71_
Rene hi
LXPI-:]{I._.VrAI, PltOCl.])L]tI:
Hateri als
Chemical compositions, heat trea/meuts,and mechanical propertie._ of the
alloys tested in this pha._e are pre._ented in Tables ?, b, and 7,
respectively.
Tensile Specimen Design
Design of the tensile ._pecimens is described in detail under Phase I.
The reduced sections of the unnotched. AISI type 50111,._t.ainless steel.
AISI type 505 stainless steel, and 0FIIC copper specimens were 0.150 inch
in diameter, inslead of the O.2"_O-inch diameter of the other specimens.
This changf,'_,as nece._sary because loads sufficient to fracture n 0.25()-
inch-diameter reduced s_,ction of the._e alloys would also plastically
.-,,. .
n
2 ¸
,_o
" i
I-4
F..<
r,_
_4
0
0
[.4
I-4
t r_
I-4
te_
go=_,
=, .
0
I.
J
- _ ._
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E_
E_
,loot Treatment by Supplier
Hateri.| (A.-Rveptved (:.ndtta.n)
IT-7 P|I ._:_lllt|@-# ._t*el
Annolled mml cold dra_n
I
%-_W_ _t._;nle_. _'t_-Pi . _ol.tl,,n trc.,ctc-d +,t lt_5,) F' for
! '2 |i-ur_; _ot+.r quenched: _g*4
i
, at 1_'_'5 F' f.r It) h,mr_; air
• coo i,'d
!
i. |l_ll.ll ._tl¢ll|Irlkl_ _ O tllnl|14"f
71_'_5 _-7"_ Al_Iml.um , Ile.t tr_.t*d t. T-T'_ w_p_r
(,i;f_| T-() ._.[,,m_nu_ _ il,.al tre_trd to T-t, h.mi,*r
_,fav_lUal, I.'um_t.rel.,ll._ P_lr_ ' Ib, t r,,lled
Tt-SAI-;_.;%n El.| , R,,¢k-tdyne ,_pe_ RII')IV;p-,'T'J
O[]D" i (_;']d drown
A||¢,y "_'_ _'-(' i CIlltdtLtOll
Nickel 27_, t llot R. llrd
i
lne.ne i 71 _ I Amtt.. I,.d
I
I
Rene kl i lqT5 F" for I hour; _.ter
L_._ . .[qu,n,'tt_d
lie r d oe._.
'2a7 HIN
I
R 29 I
C ....i
lie. I Tre0tme,it _t R.ckt._dyn,.
............... |
None
011P ,+,at I,t' .|w'el_.'ll- nnr_ls}az-+| .t 163n F
_,lr | hfllir ;ind _lir ¢.,,,le.,I; ,+lie -,'1 /l_,rl_,-
_milzed dS 0hot,.. th,'t, ,+flrJ,.nled |'_ F _',+t
| b,Jur, w+lt,.r qoent.h,,d, t_.m|,er.,l .it _,., _'
fr, r _ huur., .rid _tr e,,.,lrd
A,.n_[ i,t 1;_,, _" for J i,,,u,, ..h,r qu_J,eh
None
AJlll_ll I_l ]_-#1 F f_: ) h.ltr. Ol_ q_li*llCh"
d')ub|e t_mFer at |+*U t) P f,,r -_ huur_
_i_" al 'NI,, _' for b |io.Jr-
N,,l'm,,Itl_ _t 1')_/1 J l,,r I ll,.ur, e_r c,,,,l
.l_olt e
Non@
Ao_e_l _It IP.'p' [" for I h.,,r, ,,tl qurr,e,:
leap.', IsL IU 041 ¥ f..r L h..ur
He,it _iuvl) t,, t*t<.) F r.,r I h_ur. _,,!
qtll'llrh; ti'l[,er i*t _"_' _" fi, r 2 |l++,:r-
Anvi,.dl_d _t |q]_' _" f++g I h-,lr: ,,r
(:OU|PI|; NIl_'t'/lltlll_'# _i_ ;_htl _ r* i }-
h_Id 3o m:w,lt,-; tan_,Jl.t,,l,_ .,_t'd ..t
IO_U _" fur i-I "_ h,.,Ir.
NOll_
NI}IIP
_llllO
V.II'IIIll dflll_';ll .Jr |l¢:_I, l_" r,+l Ii h,,,+rm;
+trlluu c+,llI
N_,ItP
Nuhe
.N,,OP
Aueir+lled ,,1 IT'_'I F f,,l I hour; ;,Jr ,.,_le,l
r_he.t_d t. l'q2"_ P for H }l,*ur_; f,,rn.r,.
fooled 14, ||ed) g el LiH, I":hr: hi'ld f,)r
ill Iloufm; air tt,,drd
|IIT_ P _or | ht.llr; _+0lor l_lll.lltlll.lJ; aged ¢II,
|;llll) I t l'llr Ib h-ur,,; tltr ro,,l,-d
Jl_.rdo_e_
Ith '13 • 5
Rb h_
Be 5_.5
3
5 ° • R-77BO-]
TABLE 7
.#
• HECHANICM, PROPERTIES OF HL_SE II ._tTERLtI,S
(Supplier Certification)
Armco Iron
AISI 1(}_2
AISI tl Ill0
Hliteria I
AISI Type
AISI Type
AIS I Type
AISI Type
AISI Tyl,e
AISI Type
17-7 PII S
IPL I00
ASI_ 372 Clas,, _" (iPI N-80)
Fe-gNi-hCo-O.25Cl
18_ Nlckel (250) Haraging Steel
304L Stainless Steel
305 Stainless. Fteel
3lb Stainle_ Steel
?I30F Stainless Steel
410 Stainless Steel
?,/diCStainless St,.el
ta inle.qs Steel
A-28b Stainless Steel
1100-0 Aluminum It
7075 T-73 Aluminum
bOb1 T-b Aluminum
Titanium, C,)mmerciully Pure
Ti-SAI-2. _n ELI
0HIC Col, per
Alloy 25 Be-Cu
Nickel 270
Inconel 718
Rene ttI
Tens, le
Strengtll,
kst
1
IOq ¢) " 1
I125.O
259;11(")
q2.O
9u. 1
94. t
93.0
108.0
176.0 (a)
161.2
77.0
42.0
b_. 5
121.5
_0.O(Minl
97.7
51.5
.on.o(")
(')
Yield
Strength,
P,,rcent
lleduct ion
of Area
I
I Percent ll"
Elongn t ion [
t
Not Furnished
Not Furnished
70.0
78.o
87.0
bb. O
35.0
b2.0
117.0
6li. 8
1,6.7
Not _u rni _hed
76.0
70. h
¢_2. o
bT. 0 1
h6.2 ttl 2.2
Not _lt'rii shed
15.O
3l .0
25.0
L8.5
tilt. (I
2O. O
2 1 .t,
15.0
2h.l
7.{}
ItJ.O
29. $
1o.3
IO.o
20.5
15.o
21,.I
lla rd. ne.l s
207 BIL_
257 BILN
262 BIhN
It c /_9.5
17O BIIN
Rb 98
2 1'i BIL\"
li b 99
363 BILN
32 1 BILN
It 3 t,
30 N-59
R e g7
R tlO
C
(_'a'The properties li._ted were deter=tiled by.ithe ,quplllier lin m,it,.rial frtim the ._ime
heat as _uplllied to llocketdyne and were heat trelit,.ll in the sl,lne llililier il_ the
heut trenliuents conducted nt llorketdyne (shown in Tiihle _ ). The Inlll.eriul _.ill4
received In the ulinl.iiled eulidition.
i
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reduce the larger 0.)06-inch-diameter section and cause leakage at the
sliding seal.
Apparatus
The apparatus used for performing the tensile tests is also described in
detail under Phase I.
Test Procedure
Tensile testing procedure used in this phase was essentially the same as
described in Phase I. However, the notched specimens of AISI type 30_L
stainless steel, AISI type _30F stainless steel, and 6061-T6 aluminum
alloy were p_ced at O.005/minute instead of 0.O007/'minute, rmd notched
specimens of A-286 stainless steel were paced at O.001_/minute. Tests
were conducted in lO,O00-psi helium on notched AISI I0_2, AISI type 316
stainless steel, and AISI type _i)0F stainless steel, at both O.O05,/minuze
t
and O.O00#/minute strain rates, with no difference in properties.
o
Whether or not evncuatiorwwas used in purging the test vessels is indi-
cated for each alloy in the Results and Discussion section, which follo_,s.
!
RESULTS AN) DISCUSSION
Results
Results of the tensile tests on the 25 Phase [I alloys are presented in
Table 8; the tables within the Appendix that contain the data for the
individual specimen are also referenced. Alloys are listed in Table 8
i,, the order of decreasing reduction of strength of notched specimens
in lO,000_psi hydrogen.
D
IIigh-strength steels tested in this program were quenched and tempered
AISI 10_12, AISI hllJO, Fe-gNi-/tCo-0.25C, and 18 nickel (250) _lraging
Steel. These steels were all extremely embrittled by gaseous hydrogen
5_ R-7780-I
• , ,. o
/
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,_...
..,: '+." •
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o
/
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TABLE 8
I_tASE II TESTS ON VARIOUS ALLOYS
IN IO,O00-PSI
IN IO,O00-PSI KELIUH
HYDROGEN
Strength
in lO,O00-poi
liellum
J. llotebed
• or Tield, Ultimate,
Niterio I Uunotebed ksl ksi
is .i_kol (2_o) _. 21e 25o _l
Iqoregini Steel N " _J25j
AXSZ_ _lo uw lw2 211_s_
Stainless Steel N . - _}t_ to)
AIHI IO_ " t_i 165 --
quenebed end M 2_H_
: Teupered
17-7m _ l_o l._'!,
i Stainless Stool N 302 Is7
I?sogNA-tCo-'0.20C tim 187 199
b; 9 2140_e1
b
N f 313
Ioconel 718 Utq 182 21)7
if 97_
A_I Type _ t_ 2_6 2q3
LitS I nleell Steel N 14q
A_I Type _oP U_ 72 _0
S*,.lelses Steel N I_2
Nickel 279 UN _fl(e)
X 77
M-100 UN 97 113. •
Jl 22_L')
AS'D4" A-37_ - UN Wd i 18
Class I_ M 200
AISI lOk2 i _ _ qo
Nom 1i sed g 153
• Ti -SA 1 o2.58,, "UN 106 113
N 2OI
Ames Iron t_l % 56
M 121
AISl Type _O_L U_ 14 (s) 77
_btDleSi St4Pl _* ](_
AI_I Type 305 UN .51 g05"_
Stainlosq Steel N 16§% be
I_-Cu Alloy N_ UN _) 94
M 195
Tltensum (Cm- _N _ h_
aerosol ly Pure) N _Jb
A-2N) Steimlso8 ! Uii 123 15t¢
Steel N 2_;3
7079 ?-73 , : t_ % 66
N lib
6061 T-b Al . Uif _ 39
AIloy " ' N T_
llOO-O At UN Ib '
M IS
OlqlC Copper tin ._9 k2
N _7
AISI Type 516 UN 64 94
_tO iolelts Steal lq 1hi
_treugth
la I_,O00*pli
._ydrofel
-_0.0
-2.5 22.0 14.0
-_2.0 , •
_.o (hI y_.o
-3o.o
20.0 18.0
-27.0
-I .7 20.0 9.6
-26,0
29.0 _2.0
-25.0
20.0 18.0
,_19.o
18.0 15.o
.14.e
_,O "Tq.O
-13.O
-3.o 03.0 b5.O
-11.0
22.0 _2.0
-7.0
32.0 31 .O
-5.0
26.0 _9.n
15.0 12.o
-2.0
19.0 Iq.o
I
42,0 _,9.o
20.0 20.0
59.o 5_."
L'l_nje
Fr_
Ultnmito, Se h ms, iO,0OO-poi
k*l I_rcont Helium
171 -_2.0 8.2
5o -_.o
166 -in .o 15.o °)
82 -78.0
IW7 --
53 -7s,o
i_1 -s.o 17.o (b)
70 -77.0
175 -12.o L 15.0
i
_e_ -76.0
1_5 -tb.o ll.o (b)
77 -_'_.0
1784 -4.0 ik.O
125 -60.0
193 -7,0 ! 17.0
126 -5_.u I
I
1 lq -6u.o [
7_
78
I04
5O
%
115
116
8q
Ilk
162
_7
105
To
_9
S7
181
120
Ib2
227
6_
Ilk
kO
7S
1_(_)
_1"1
86
_9
161
Ductillty
Jlo_otlem, i_ductton of A_rel,
periesl per@eat
10.000-pat: IO,(_l-lii, IO,_-pll
ltTd rodeo lie hum
0.2 55.0
_._
o ;76
,/hi
0.5 67.o
_._ _.o_b_
3.41b)
2.6 4N.O
2._
1.5 26.0
1.7
3.2
(_. o
_9.o (hI
23.0
76.o
7.3
53.0
2.0
_.0
8._
45.0
3.1
_3,O
6._
7_.0
21.0
7..o
lq.U
TL.n
12.0
b1.0
IO.U
44.0
5.b
37.0
?.IS
6! .0
q.5
?3°li
20.0
04. ¢i
20.0
72.0
IN.O
(a)Streulltb ii sir |luo 10,000 psi to cumpenmite for offeit of 10,OO0*psi pieeourw
(b)_letilitT In sir ..
(e)5oOO-pot llydre|el or helium
HTdro£en
2.5
0.0
12.0
0.b
0
0.6
2.$
0.4
15.0
0.2
11.0
0.2
8.8
0.9
0.11
o.2
o
0
37.o
o.6
67.0
b.9
63.0
3.pt
1_.0
2.8
27.0
2.8
3q.o
I.B
_l.o
1.7
71.0
11.0
i 75.0
17.o
71.0
13.o
61.0
7._
4"_ .0
6.2
_5.0
2._
bli. O
11.0
93.0
i 21.0
94.0
21.0
75.0
j l,i.o___
Appe_dlt
Table l_amber
Vieuuu For lllvid.al
uriedlll_lCl_l Dali
Tea 11-1
¥e8
Yes II-2
Yel
Ye= II-_
ill
i_a 114.
T_l
T_I
Yes 11
Yea
Yes 1117
Yea
Yea I_ -._
Yen
Ye m I 1 -q
No
li_ ll-lO
No
lea II-II
i** 11-12'
Yo* II I_ '
N,, _111-14
No
Ye_ 11-15
Tel
Yes 11-16
No
No 11-17
No
Tea II-IS
Tee
Tea s lI-IV
T,. 11-20
Yen
No II-21
So
No 11-22
No
No II-23
Yea
Y,aYe* ] 11-2_
Y*P _I-25
Yea
He ll-2b
We
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© as indicated by large reductions of notch strength and unnotched and
notched ductility. Unnotched ductility of these specimens was reduced
over 75 percent, and the notch ductility was essentially zero for all of
the specimens tested in lO,O00-psi hydrogen. Reduction of notch strength
ranged from 60 percent for AISI 41_0 to 88 percent for 18 nickel (270)
biaraging Steel. The 18 nickel (250) _raging Steel specimens were the
most embrittled of all the materials tested in this program. This steel
had a 32-percent reduction in unnotched strength, as well as an 88-percent
reduction in notched strength.
Low alloy steels (Armco Iron, AISI I0_2 normalized,HY-100, and ASTH A-372)
are tough, ductile alloysl and the degree of embrittlement was about the
same for all. Reduction of ductility of the unnotched specimen was
greatest for ASTM A-372 class IV and least for IIT-IO0. Reduction of notch
strength was about 25 percent for HT-100 and ASTM A-372, and 14 percent
for Armco Iron. _xcept for the ,LSTH A-372, the notched ductility of these
steels was drastically reduced by the 10,000-psi hydrogen environment.
The tOO series stainless steels (AISI type 430F, _I0, and 4_0C) were
among the most hydrogen-envAronment-embrittled steels tested. Among
these steels iz appears the stronger the steel, the greater the hydrogen
environment embrittlement, although the results for AISI type 4_0C are
somewhat ambiguous because of its extreme notch sensitivity. The average
reduction of notch strength of 440C attributable to lO,000-psi hydrogen
was 50 percent. This is impressive because comparison was made to the
notch strength in 10,000-psi helium, which was only I_9,000 psi, because
of the notch sensitivity of _OC.
There was also a reduction of strength of the unnotched specimens in
high-pressure hydrogen. Strength reductions wer_ 2.5 percent for AISI
type 430F, 22 percent for AISI type _10, and 59 percent for AISI type
_0C. Ultimate strength reduction of unnotched specimens of AISI type
4_0C was _onsiderably greater than has been observed for any other mate-
rial, including H-ll tool steel, tested in l_ase III of this program.
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Resuit._ of tests on 17-7 PII stainless-steel specim_.rl_ ._hnw. a._ expectml.
that this steel was highly embrittled by I{).O00-p._i hv,lrn,_,en.
A precipitation-hardened austenitic stainless st_.f,I (A-'_'_6 _t:tirtle._s
•_tccl) _'_l._ also te_ted in this program. The data shin, tha_ only ._light
embrittlement was caused by lhe lO,O00-p._i hydrogl, n _,nvlrc,nm,,nt, and
there was no decrease in ductility of tlne mmStch_,,I ;z,! fmtrhvd A-2,_6
alloy specimens. Tensile strength of the notche'd _W, cimen was ,pproxl-
tp /,)
mately 7000 psi (..-l/_ percent) lo_,er in hydrogen them it :,a.- iti l(},{)OO-
psi helium.
These data indicate that the nickel-ha._e alloy._ (Nlck_,l 2711, Incont:l 71_,
and ReJie Pll) are at lea:_t as susceptible to embrittlf, ment by _za:_,o_l_
hydrogen as are the iron-base alloys. Nickel 27(), ",,hic, h is cnmm,.rci_lly
pure nickel, wa._ embrittled by lO,O00-psi hytlrocen to ;_ Mrt, att, r degree
than Armco Iron and most of the low-str'englh, hi_h-1su,zhn-_: ._teel._
tested. Ductility of the urmotched specim_,n_ _,a_ r_,duced _,v 10.Oltl}-p_i
hydrogen and by hydrogen-contaminated helium (Table _ ), but no1 by
10,000-psi helium containing 0._d_ ppm hydrozen. All three'of th,,._e
hydrogen environments caused a reduction in _tt'enztl_ u_,l d_ct_lity of
the notched specimens. Tnconcl 71_, along _,_th the pr'_,v_,_t._ly dtscu._s_.d
1,q nickel (2_(1) Maraging Steel. had the _re_t_,_t r_ducti_,_, in ductility
of unnotched ._pecimens in IO.f}OO-psi hvdro,,en '[h,. h_.ltw_: envtronment
in _;hich the [nconel 718 specimens _ere tested. ,,a_ contaminated with
hydrogen, bul only o]te o[" bht, four ._pe_'i,_,tt._ _,.-tt.tl w:x._ t._,:hri_t l,,tl.
That specimen hml a 20-percent reduction of notch ._1r_,ngth. Ilene ,_l al._o
hltt| one of the largest reducti,.ns of notch str_,r_,.,th hy hizh--pre._ure
hydrogen. The average reduction of notch strength for thi._ alloy y.as
7"$ percent.
These results have been corroborated I,y l.'orman on lm_om.l 71_ (It,,f. 5 ),
who has shown a e_on_iderable reduction of l_i(:(,ll.,) v_lues when tv._tin_ in
hydrogen environmer_ts with pressures of le._s than IO00 psi.
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© The 300 series ._tainless stecl._ tested it, this phase are AISI type ZO/JL,
30_, and 316. The reduction of area of unnotched AISI type 301,1. speci-
mens was reduced approximately IO p,.rcent by the lO,O00-psi environment.
The notched specimens hat[ between approximately lO anti 17 percent strenr_th
reduction and 50 percerJt ductility reduction due to the hydrozen environ-
mont. All of the specimens were m:tgm.tic near the fracture after tesiing.
• Specimens of AISI type 305 stainless steel were very slightly magnetic
after testing: no surface cracking _,as observed, but the, re w;_s _light in-
dication of r4,duction of ductility of the unnotched and notch,.d speci-
mens. The.re _,as. hob, ever, a ._mall reduction (about /_ percent) of un-
I
notched strength armri I I p_,rcent reduation of notch strength. Thus.
AISI type _O5 ._tainless steel _,'_,s somewhat less embrit_led by lO,O00-p_i
hydrogen than _as AIS] t vpe304I, stainless steel, which h_ld a refh,c_ior_
of ductilit.v as u'ell as strength in high-pressnre hydrogen.
There was no indication of n reduction of strength or ductility of the
unnotched _md crotched AIS] iype 316 specimens due to exposure to the
high-pressure J_.vdrogen environment. For ._ome r_ason, the scatter in the
ultimate strent:th result._ for the unnotched AISI type 5l#, stainless-steel
o
specimens tested in hydrogen u'as larger than normally encountered. The
results suggest a small incre;tse of unnotched strength due to the hydrogen
environment but, because of the scatter, this is trot believed to he sig-
nificant. The AISI type 31(_ stainless-steel specimens were not magnetic
after testing. The degree to _,'hich the AISI type 300 s_,rie._ stainless
steels are embrittled by lO,O00-psi hydrogen appear._ therefore to bca
function of degree of magnetism near the specimen fracture. This would
suggest that the body-centered cubic .dtrueture is needed for these mate-
• #
rials to be embrittled, l_ase ] tests on AISI type 310 stainless-steel
specimens, ho_ever, indicated a slight degree of embri_ctlement caused by
the lO,O00-psi hydrogen environment.
.Host of the tests for commercially pure titanium and Ti-SAI-2.SSn were" con-
ducted on lest vessels that had been previously evacuated. The unnotched
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cmnmercially pure titanium specimens were not _mhrittled by iO,O00-psi
hydrogen. However. there was a consi,lerable decrease of notch ,luctiltty
and a small decrease of notch strength of tile tx, o ._pecimen_ rested in
li),OOO-1)si hydrogen after prior test vessel evacuation. The notchml
_pecimer), which wa._ tested il) high-pre._sure hydrogen without prior ev_tc-
uation of the test vessel, had no ductility dee,'e_._e and only a ._li_ht
:trength decrease. The difference of strain rate at _hich the three
(e._ts were conducted is considered too small to affect the re_,_lt._
._igni ficant ly.
There was a reduction of notched strength and unnotched spt, cimt, n ,luctility
of the Ti-SAI-2.SSn alloy. It is intere._ti,lg to not_. that the urmotched
Ti-SA1-2.SSn specimens were emb,'ittled by lO,O00-p_i hydrogen, while the
l_mse T tests on unnotched Ti-GAI-hV ._pecimens ._ho_,ed rio emhrittlement
far either the annealed or STA conditions. The d/,terminirl_Z factor i._
apparently whether vacuum purging _as used prior to testing, becau._e the
test vessels were not evacuated for the Ti-()AIJ_V ),.._ts, b,,t were for
the Ti-SA1-2.SSn tests.
l'nalloyed alumifmm (IIO0 alurnim)m) wa.: tt,_e(| in 3()O0-p._i !,ydroger; i)l--
_tead of I0,000 p._i l)eeau._e the ten._ile ._tre_s exeti.i.(l })y the ll),(}()()-
psi hydrostatic pr'e._sur,, would b,-o;,k the ._peeimen x, lthout ;){)plvtz,_ an
external load. There was no imlication of emhrittle,,,,.nt uf the IlO0;-O
;tl,tmimmi in ';(){)O-psi hy,lr,_el) t_r ,_f ()O61-T(, alumir_u,,, ;_[Iny ,r, Itl.()()O-psi
hv(Irn_en. Th(" te))._ile propertie._ ,)f 7075-I'7=i al).mllr)um :tllov wvre _tpl)roxi-
mately the same it) hydrogen antl l,.lium e)Ivir-f_m(.nt._, llo_,ever, the averago
ductility of tht, tmnotched and aotched spec)mens _,a._ ._ii_htiy lo_;(,r it)
IO.O00-p._i hydrogen than in lO.OO(}-psi helium. Notched strt, nlzth _,,_._ ._t)me-
_,hat decreased from the avet'atz(, strength in helium, l)ut the ._trentti:h of
_tll three specimens tested in hydrogen was higher than tile lowe:_t ._trength
ohtained in lO,O00-psi helium.
3
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The tesl vessels were vacuum pu.r_ed prior to pressuriTatinn with lO.OOO-
psi lJy(Irogen for tile l lO0 aluminum tests, but this pr'ef,.d,_re wa._ not insti-
tuted hefore the tests were performed on the other two _,]uminum alloys.
lilts is unfortunate because it is believed that altu_inmn .lloy may po._-
sibly react similarly to titanium alloys for which prior vacuum purgin_
led to considerably greater sub._equeat hydrogen-_;nvirorm2.nt emhrittle-
ment. The fact that small amounts of'embrittlement were encountbred ir_
this program should he viewed with caution because of thr. low KiC(ri2 )
values for aluminum observed by Forman (Ref. $). lie reported r, 25 pet--
cent decrease of KiC (air) values when testing in hydrog(.n at.pressurc._
les._ than I000 psi. Results of tests on both unnotcln.d and notched
._pecimens of OHIC copper indicated no embrittlement from expo._ure to
high-pre._sure hydroaen. All of the hydrogen t_.sts were conducted after
the tes{ cells were vacuum purg,,d.
Ilesult_ of tests on Be-Cu alloy 25 indicated no embrittlc.ment of the ur,-
#
notched specimens by high-pressure hydrog.n. There waF. however, a
7-percent reduction of notched strength in 10,O00-p._i hwirogen and a
5-percent reduction in lO,OO0-psi helium containing td_ ppm hydrogen.
The hi_her hydrogen contamination level in 10,OO0-psi helium did sot re-
duce the notch strenzth. Notch ductility was not affect_:d bv high-
pressure hydrogen.
_IIydroF_en-Contaminated Iteliim. Panbrittlement occurred in a series of
tests cotJducted with IO,O00-p._i helium contaminated with hydrogen:
Those materials affected were IiY-100, AISI type 505 stainless steel,
AI,qI type t, 10 stainless steel, 17-7 I_[ stainless steel. Nickel 270,
Inconel 718, Rene t, 1, and Be-Cu alloy 25. Embrittlement was indicated
)
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by reduction in strength and ductility of the notched specimens com
pared to these properties in air after compen._ating for the effect of
hydrostatic pressure. There was also evidence of emhrittlement of
some of the unnotched specimens from the helium environment.
The most obvious explanati.on for this embrittlement was that the helium
had been contaminated with hydrogen. Thus, the high-pressure supply
system was thoroughly flushed with helium and repres_urized to 15,000-
psi helium pressure. Tensile properties of Nickel 270 specimens were
then measured in this helium environment over an ll-_lay p¢.riod. The
first tests that were performed gave no indication of emhrittlement, hut
after 11 days there appeared to be a measurable reduction in stren,.,th of
the notched and unnotched specimens and a small reduction in ductility.
Degree Of embrittlement was quite small compared to that ohtainml for
the earlier tests in lO,OO0-psi helium contaminated with hydro__en.
At the end of this period (12 days after thl, system _as pres._ur_zcd),
tests in lO,O00-psi helium wore performed on five of the ncrtchf.d Pha._e IT
materials. Followin_ these tests, the helium _,as analvzed an,{ found to
contain hl_ ppm hydrogen, which corresponds to a hydrogen partial pre._sur¢,
of 0.4It psi in the lO,O00-psi helium.
Degree of emhrittlement wa._ markedly reduced by fl_i.-hin_ the ._v_t,,m
thoronghly _ith helium prior to pre._._urization, but it wa._ not _12mi-
nated. The source of the hydrogen is unclear hut there _,ere indication._
that hydrogen accunmlntion occurs hy evolution frmn the hi,_h-pro._urP
components. This deduction i._ hased mainly on thv apparent inc/'va._e of
embrittlement of the Nickel 270 specimens w_th an iucrcaso in exposure
q
!
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time to high-pressure helium within tile system. To eliminate this po._-
sible source of hydrn_en, the gas purification unit and the hi,-h-pressure
side of the tenting system were held under vacutlm for several days. The
system was then refilled with helium to 15,000 psi and a gas ._ampIe tak_.*n.
Analysis of the helium sample showed 0,9 ppm hydrogen. There _as no in-
dication of embrittlement in subsequent l_mse II tests in lO,O00.-psi
he I i urn.
Data obtained from the _ests in hydrogen-contaminated helium _ere en-
lightening because they sho_'ed that embrittlvm_,nt can occur at very lo_'
hydrogen pressures, and that dilution with high-pre_._ure helium did no_
prevent the effect. Unfortunately, the degree of hydrogen contamination
was not ascertained for the original _'ontaminated helium. Results of
tests" performed in the original hydrog_.n-con_aminated helium, in the
helium containing IjPl ppm hydrogen, and in lO,O00-psi hydrogen are sum-
marized in Table _.}. llydrogen contamination in the helium _'a_ certainly
an effective embrittling environment. There i._ no explanation as to _hy
there was indication of a small de_rec of emb_'ittlement of the lh,-_u
alloy in lO,O00-psi h_,lium contaminated _'ith O.P_6 psi hydrogen. _hile
hydrogen eon-amination believed to be greater did not result in embrit-
tlement. The test vessels for all of the tests performed b ith hvdro_,._7-
contaminated helium had been evacuatf.d prior to pressurizing _'ith
]O,O00-psi helium.
r! t
Discussion. As an aid to assessing whether any relationship exists be--
I
tween the mechanical prop,'rties in air and the propensity toh'ard embrii-
tlement by _aseous hydrogen, properties of all materials including tho._,
from other pha._es are listed in Table lO in decreasin_ order of reduc-
tion of notch strength, along _ith their air environment mechanical
properties. Other criteria, rather than reduction of notch strength
(e.g., reduction of dnctility of unnotched specimens) could be used to
(,2 11-778o- l
TABLE 9
RF_UCTION OF NOTCH_ STR.LNGTII FROM IIY])ROG'I:.'N
CONTAblINATION LN IO,000-PSI II_II}l
Material
flY-100
AISI Type 305 Stainless Steel
AISI Type _I0 Stainless Steel
17-7 PH Stainless Steel
Nickel 270
Inconel 718
Rene _1
Be-Cu Alloy 25
Percent I_duction of Strength (Average)
Helium Plus
_ ppm
IIydrogen
0
13
8
3
5
l_drogen-
Contamiilated
llelimn
7
11
50
53
20
lo
20
o
10,000-psi
ltvdrogen
'-'7
11
79
77
3t
5_
72
7
. °
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TABLE 10
AILRANGEHENT OF MATERIALS IN ORDER OF PFJtCENq7 RI_UCTION
OF NOTCH STILENGTII IN 10,000-PSI IIYI)ROG_
Material
Air
Yield
Point,
kst
m ,.
IB Nickel (290) Harsging Steel 190 (°)
AI$1 Type 410 .Stniules| Steal
AISI 1042 (QUenched mud
Tempered )
17-7 Pal Stainless _el
U-ll Tosl Steel
,o
9NI-_Co--O. 20C
AI_I 41_0
Ineonel 71_
.AIS1 Type 44OC Stainless Steel
Ti-6AI-4V STA
_s1_ A-_I2 (_t " 4.2)
15.(')
(b)
Ib3
|_1"1
154(°)
l%
230
1561 e)
3.
Air
Ultimst;,
,ksi
UN I N
261 I 436
'221 _ 39*)
174 I 23b
294 I '_52(b/
208 J 373
206 I 290
197 [ 318
213 [ 284
301 I 149 (e)
l_ _ I 22.1_1
73 I 112
AlSl Type 4_OF S&sJnleas Steel
Nickel 270
A.q_4 A-_l_
|I_-lO0
ASTH A372 Class IV
Ti-bAl-_V J_nneo led
AISI l@q2 Normalised
_1_4 A-_02
UY._o
AI_I 1020
Ti-Sx]-2.55n
ArmcS Iron
AIS! _ype 304L $t_inl;ee Steal
_ x-517 (x t . 4.2)
Al$1 Type _0_ Stainlesa Stool
I_-Cu
Titan/ms (ComNrcislly Pure)
Al,ql Type 310 _tainlees St4el
i-_e6 Superetrength Alloy
7o7_ T-7_
_61 T-6
1100 AI
OYilC Copper
AISI Type 3lb Stainless Steel
S_ sq I 1o6
_2 I _ ' 85
t q
49 :_ t 10_tel
llO. 123 I 234
95 .127 I 207
'_ I]62 t _43(s)
b7 ] q7 I lbl
._ 120tc) [ 227 (c)
9_ lOT I 1_9_c)
54 71 [ I14
116 121 ] _0_
3i t_ t 133
24 • 8O ! 102
109 lib I 204
62 I00 | 175
92 104 ! _0
57 70 I 141
_l (c) 77 _¢) 1 st6 (°)
12b 169 I 250 ,
bO 74 I 119
40 46 I 91
6 12 I 21
_7 52 I 9_
79 95 I 177
(a)Yield paint in hydrogen plt_* 10,000 psi
UN
Ylald,'
Ulti2mta
o.7'_
o.71
0.94
O. _,
0,74
0.80
O. 94
0.90
.. 7_
0.95
o. 52
O. 9o
O. 37
o.67
O. 69
O.75
O. 9_
O.b9
0._7
0.70
'0.90
0.47
0.30
0.92
0.62
0,88
0,Sl
0.5_
0.75
o. $9
0,87
0.50
o.7i
0.83
_er¢eu&
Reduction
st N
Stren|th
t_
79
7$
77
76
70
73
be
_o
45
33
_2
30
30
27
26
25
22
21
_0
19
14
13
11
II
7
5
3
2
0
0
0
0
Percent
t_x,,.,tot i o_9_n
7.9
J5
]7
11
lb
21
14
lh
_._
l_(_)
37
22
56
39
21
lq
16"
.,_)
19 (c)
26
3'-'
IS
19
7q
07
2_
_(e)
13
17
14
4_
I_cti I t t__in Air
Percent Per( el,_
I_ductioa Reduction
of Areo of Ares
53 _. 1
UO 1._
2.3
45 ,.6
3(I o.o
_9 3.4
57 3._
27 1.7
3.1 o.t, (c)
4_( e ) 2.a (el
5_ 12
04 2.
90 24
bb
71 7.3
50 2.q
45 ,_.Jc )
b6 (c) 15
04 _.6
b5 13
I,o 3.7
79 5.9
_1 15 .
4V 3 .
7_ Ib
67 )i
53 IL
_4(c) 2o(e)
45 4.2
32 2._
5h b, I
90
_9 2._
7"} i J7
• ,%.. )
' . .. .. ", • ,
,_ - • ", , g , , •
•(b)The unnstebed mehanie*l propertiem nf lOb? (qu,neh_d and ienp*r*d) v,r* not n_a,tlrt.d In tu*rt
environments beeen_ theme specimens rrnetnr_d in the _hr_aded grip region
°. ,
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Yes
I
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i
Yes .1
)as
_es
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_es
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_eo
_eg
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_es
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_os
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No
t
_es
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No
No
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© rate materials as to their susceptibility of embrittlement, lIowever,
there is generally a close correlation between r_.d_ction of ductility
and reduction of notch strength for most of the materials tested. The
last col,iron in Table lO indicates whether the te._t vessels were vacuum"
purged prior to pressuttizing _'ith hydrogen. Evacuatinn of the test vessel
was also performed prior to conducting the tests in 10,000 p._i helium.
Those materials tented in hydrogen after prior te_t ve._._el" evaclmtion were
in most ca._es, also tested in helium using the ew_cuation procedure.
)
Figure 7 show._ the relationship bet_,een the degree of embrittlement and
strength and ductility of the materials tested in IO,O00-psi hydrogen.
There is considerable scatter, but it is evtdent thut embrittlement is
greatest for the higher strength, low-ductility'metals. There +tppear._
to be a discontinuity in the relationship between yield _trength and em-
brittlement, Specimens with yield _tren_th._ above 150 ksi had _re_lter
than 50 percent reduction of notch strength in IO,OOO-p._i hydrogen and
specimens with a yield .strength le._._ than 150 k._i had les._ th;m 55 per-
cent reduction of notch strength in lO,O00-p._j hydrogen.
On the average, there was about "30 percent le_ decrea._,, of elongation
than decrease in reduction of area of the unnotrhed _pvclm,,r_ 0tz_e to the
lO.O00-psi hydrogen environment. Thi_ difference of embrittlem,.nt he-
t_,'een the two type._ of measureme.nt._ ts cot_.-i.,,tenl _,ith the ¢+h+_vrvation
that stlrface crattkillg ill hi,h-pressure hydroff_.ll i_ geller;,t}.V ;m._-'ocinted
with the n+,<.kt.d t'e_lotl, indic+:tin_ th+_t ihe m,.jurJtv of th,. elot+_.atiorl
occurred prior to cracking. On the other h,nd, the ma.jnrity of the ar_.+t
red_ietion may occur after initiation of nerking, ,,mi thi._ param,.ter '.+.o_ttd
thus be more affected by ._urf_ce cracking than _,ould the _,lo_,_,ation. A.*
will he di._cussed in more detail in I_tase X, frncture of the extremely
emhrittled specimens proceeded from a sin._le surface crack, _,hich ordi-
narily rormed and propagated prior to necking. Thu._, the elon,_,;_tim, a._
_'ell :,s reduction of area of the extremely embrittled speeim+,n._ was re-
duced by lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
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It has bee# postulated (Ref. 3 ) that tile degree of emhrittlement, as
measured by strength reduction, may be a function of the yield strength//
ultimate strength ratio. This is based on the theory that mlpture of
the surface oxide occurs during plastic deformation and this precedes
embrittlement. There is experimental evidence that embrittlement pro-
ceeds only after a critical degree of deformation. It has beell noted
that surface cracking in "severely" embrittled specimens is fr.quently
limited to the necked-downregion (region of maximum plastic deformation)
of the specimen. Secondly, it has been observed that failure of the
unnotched high-strength metal specimens frequently occurred soon
after deviation from linearity of the load-versus-time curve. This
would suggest that emhrittlement of the .xtremely embrittled specimens
is associated with a small but critical amount of plastic deformation
being obtained. There appears to be no relation._hip between embrittle-
merit and the yiehi strength/ultimate strength ratio inclmlcd in Table 10.
Therefore it is suggested that the chemtcal composition_ and toughness
are important parameters affecting the degree of embrittl_,ment of metals,
as well as the yield strength/ultim.tc strength ratio. In l%ases ITI
and VII this ratio will bb sho_n to h. an important embrittleme.t par,_m-
eter when the chemistry and structur4, remain approximately constant.
Relation Between Internal Hydrog::n [:mhrittlement and IIwtro_en-Fnvironment
Embrittl.ment. I_ is of interest to compare the relative :usceptibili-
ties of metals to hydrogen-environment embrittlemeat and i.ternal hydro-
gen embrittlement. Groeneveld, Fletcher. and Elsea (l{ef. _J) compared
the susceptibility of various metals to different electrolytic charging
conditions ranging from "seyere" to "very mild." The sp,.cim.ns were
subjected to stress-rupture tests while being charged with hydrogen.
Based on their results, the metals c.n be divided into four categories,
ranging from not susceptible to susceptible for all charging conditions,
Table 11 compares their results and the results of ambient-temperature
tests on similar metals in lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
)
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© There appears to be Very little correlation between embrittlement re-
sulting from internal hydrogen introdllced by electrolytic charging and
that resulting from a hydrogen environment. Inconel 718 _tnd Rene Pll
are two of the materials most embrittled by high-pressure hydrogen, but
were classified by Groenevald et ill. as not susceptible to embrittlement.
Effect of Pressllre on Hechanieal Properties. The large volume of tensile
data obtained in iunbient air and in 10,000-psi helium environments on a
wide variety of alloys gave, in spite of considerable scatter, a good in-
dication of the effect of presst.re on the mechanical properties of metals.
Yield strength in lO,0OO-psi hydrogen and helit_m should be approximately
10,000 psi less than in 1 atmosphere air. The lO,000-psi strength re- "
duction would occur for slip On the plane of m.qximum ._hear stress, which
is oriented li5 degrees to the specimen axis. The difference of yield
strength between tests conducted in air and in lO.O00-psi helium ranged
between 3000 and 22,000 psi, with an average difference of 10,_00 psi
and a mean difference of ll,000 psi. The difference of yield strength
between tests conducted in air and in lO,O00-psi hydrogen ranged between
3000 and 16,000 psi, with an average difference of'lO,100 psi and a mean
difference of 10,000 psi. In all case_, the yield strength _as lower in
lO,O00-psi gaseous environments than in air at 1-atmosphere pressure.
Thus, although the results are scattered, there appears to be on an
average good correlation bet_;een the predicted and experimental yield
strength reduction from lO,000-psi environments.
There was also a reduction of the ultimate strength of 1_nnotched speci-
mens and the strength of notched specimens bec_mse of the high pressure
in high-pressure helium tests. Ultimate strength was between lO00 and
12,000 psi lower in tests conducted in lO,O00-psi helium than in tests
conducted in air. The average difference was 8500 psi and the mean dif-
ference wits 9000 psi. It is interesting that the two materials with
the least strength redIIctions were the very ductile ArSI type _15 and
_OtiL stainless steels, with lO00 and l_O00 psi lower strength in lO,O00-
psi helium than in air. It is possible that" preferred orientation,
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© resulting from the large plastic deformation, caused final failure oz"
shear lip formation to occur at other than tile PJS-degree plane of maxi-
mum shear stress. If this was the case, then the hydrostatic pressure
would have less influence on the strength.
N, tched strength var_ed similarly hetween that obtained in air and in
lO,O00-psi helium. :_otched strength _'as between _000 and ]b,l}O0 psi
lower in teats conducted in 10,000-psi helium than in tests conducted
in air. The average difference was 9500 psi and the mean difference _'as
8500 psi.
For most of the metals tested, the ductility of the notched and unnofched
specimens was essentially the same in air and in lO,O00-psi helium envi-
ronn:ents. Exceptions were AISI type "_Ot,L arid 316 stainless steels.
llO0-O alumiml,_{}O/,l T-6 and 7075 T-73 aluminum alloys, commercially
pure titanium. Ti-SAI-2.SSn, Ol_[C copper, and B_-C,1 Alloy 25. Unnotchod
specimens of these alloys had significantly higher ductility in lO,OO0-
"x
psi helium than in-;_ir. The parameter most affected was _,lon_ation.
which was increased from 79 to 86 percent for AISi type ZO4L stainless
steel and from 2_ to 37 percent for commercially" pure titanilun. This
corresponded _o an increase of ductility, h'hich ranged from 0 percent
for AISI type 30_L stainless steel to t08 percent for con_nercially pule
titani_un.
Of these metals, there were only two (commercially pure titanium and
7075 T-73 aluminum alloy) that had significant increases in reduction
of area because of high-pressure helium. The percent reduction of area
increased from 53 _o 61 for commercially pure titanium and from 32 to 37
for 7075 T-73 aluminum alloy.
t
I
w_
Metals that showed a significant increase of notch ductility from air
to 10,000-psi helium, as measured by reduction o'f area of the notch,
were AISI type 30_L stainless steel (which increased from 15 to 21 percent),
AISI type 305 stainless steel (which changed from 16 to l _) percent), and
bOG1 T-6 aluminum alloy (which changed from 5.'5 to 9.5 percent).
70 1t-778o- 1
© An increase of ductility from hydrostatic pressure was also observed by
Davidson and Ansell (Ref. 7 ) on various plain carbon steels in the
annealed and spheroidized conditions. They found that there was an in-
crease of elongation with increasing hydrostatic pressure between 1 and
22 kilobars (15,000 and 330,000 psi). Their investigation indicates
only about I to 2 percent increase of elongation from 10,O00-psi pres-
sure. This correlated well with the results from this program that in-
dicate no measurable increase of elongation of the low alloy and plain
carbon steels due to 10,000-psi helium.
Unnotched and notched iron, nickel, titanium, aluminum, and copper-base
tensile specimens were tensile tested in air (1 atmosphere), 10,000-psi
helium, and 10,000-psi hydrogen environments. From the results of these
tests, the metals have been classified, according to their relative
degree of embrittlement (based on reduction of notched strength) in
10,000-psi hydrogen, into the following categories of embrittlements;
Extreme, Severe, Slight, and Negligible.
IQ
o
Extreme Embrittlement. The high-strength steel_ and high-
strength nickel-base alloys fall into this category. These
materials had a large decrease of notch, strength anti ductility,
and some decre-se of unnotched strength in 10,000-psi hydrogen.
Reduction of ductility was between 8tt ami 92 percent for ;_ll "
three ductility categories (elongation and reduction of _lrea
of the unnotched specimens, anti reduction of area of the
notched specimens). The materials in this category are sum-
t
marized in Table 12.
Severe Embrittlement. The majority of the metals tested are
in this category and are listed in Table 1_., The dl,ctile,
lower-strength steels (Armco Tron), pure nickel, and the"
titanium base alloy vere severely emhrittled. These materials
had a considerable reduction of notch strength and ductility,
R-7780- ! 7;
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but no reduction of unnotched strength. The criterion most
affected by the high-pressure hydrogen environment was notch
ductility
3. Slight Embrittlement. The non-stable AISI type 300 series
stainless steels (AISI types 30ill, and 305), beryllium copper,
,l
and commercially pure titanium fall into this embrittlement
:_, category. These materials had a small decrease of notch strength
and small or negligible decrease of unnotched ductility. Both
AISI _ype 30_I+ and commercially pure titanium also had a mod-
erate (tj8 to 27 percent, respectively) reduction of notch
ductility. The materials in this category are _ummarized in
Table l_.
4. Negligible F_nbrittlement. Alloys in this category a're listed
in Table 1'_ and include the aluminum alloys, stable a_ste.itic
stainless_steels, A-286 (o Precipitation-hardened m_st'enitic
stai.less steel), and 0RIC copper.
A series of tests /_ere conducted in a hydrogen-cont_minated 10,000-p_i
helium environment. Ilydrogen content was _d_ ppm. or 0./d_-psi partial
pressure. Specimens from metals in the slight, severe• and @xtreme
embrittlement categories were. tested, and a measurable reduction of
notch strength was observed on specimens in each cat(,gory. Thus, em-
brittlement by gaseous-hydrogen environments is not restricted to 'high-
• pressure hydrogen even for the materials in the slight embrittlement
category.
A comparison was made between the relative susceptibilities of metals to
" hydrogen-environment embrittlement and internal hydrogen embrittlement.
There appeared to be very little correlation between embrittl_,me.t re-.
sulting from internal hydrogen induced by electrolytic chargin_ and that
resulting from a hydrogen environment. The poorest correlation _,as for
the two nickel alloys (Inconel 718 and Rene /_l), _hich were not embrittled
by electrolytic charging but were extremely embrittled when tested in
lO ,000-psi hydrogen.
, .
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The l_trge volume of tensile data obt;_illed in _mhient ;_ir aml in lO,O00-
psi helium on _lwide variety of _lloys gave, in spite of considerable
scattter, _tgood indication of the effect of pres._ure on the mechanical
properties of metals. The yield _Ind ||Itim_|t|,strengths of the unnotched
._pecimens and the strength of the notched ._pecim|,n.q_,ere reduced approxi-
mately I0,000 p::i from exposure to the lO,O00-psi helium environment.
This strength reduction w_ls c_tused by the lO,O00-psi shear component on
the specimen._ from hydro._tatic press_are. Itw_ts also ob._f.rved that the,
weaker metals (OI'1[C copper, commercially pure titanium, aluminum alloys,
and the A]_S[ type 500 series stziinless steels) had significantly higher
ductility in lO,O00-psi helium th_zn in _lmbierJ_ _lir..The p_|rameter most
affected was elongation.
CONCI,US IONS
#
M(,tals stlldied in this ph_t._e and other pha._e._ were cl;lssified into _:he
fo|lowil_g categories with reg;lrd to theil" ._ll,_c(.ptibility to emhrittle-
me)|t in lO,OOO-psi hydrogen:
I. Extreme _b|'ittlement (li_rg(, red_ictlon of ))otch_,d ;)n(l u))_iotched
stre_gth antl ductility): lligh-._tren)zth ._te(,l,_ _)n(l high-strength
nickel-base _I loys
"2. Severe Eml)|'ittlement (consid(,r,_l)l.. red_ctio_ of r_otched .qtrength
_tnd _nnotched ductility): I)uetile, lower-._trength ._t(:eI$,
Armco Tron, pure nickel, and the tit_tnium-b¢_se ,_lloys
3. Slight Embrittlement (sm;_ll red_ction of notched strength):
Non-stable AISI type 3(;O-series ._t_inless steels, beryllium-
copper, pure titanium
_, Negligible Fmbrittlement: Aluminum :_lloys, stable austenitic"
stainless steels, copper
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t PIDLSE IIl: EFFECT 01,' I.ON(;-TI.HE _I'OSDIU,: OF 5TIHBSI"D SI'ECIHI.'2q5
TO I[I(HI-PI_SSUII_: IIYDI_fi[_ ON THE DEGlCk:E Of,' I,.HIIRITTIJ.:_IF2_r
IN_ItODUCT ION
In this phase it was determined _,'h'atinfluence holding speci'nens under
load in high-pressure hydrogen h_,d on the degree of embrit¢l_,men! by the
hydrogen environment. Both unnotched and notched (K t_8.rj) specimens of
AISI 1020, :LSTH A-515, lh'-80, and II-ll tool steel were tested in t,etlsion
to failure in lO,000-psi hydrogen followin_ exposure to the envir_,tunent
for various periods of Lime and at various loads.
Unnotched specimens were held under sustained load.-: of ell her 75 percent
Of yield strength or midway between yield and ultimate strt,,|_th. Sustained
loads were based on the yield and ultimate strengths of _h4_ alloys tested
in lO,000-psi hydrogen with a prior hydrogen exposure tim_, -f zero. Yield
strength in lO,000-psi hydrogen was taken to be the str.._ .t. which plastic
defoz_mtion was rirst ob._erw,d. Sustaiaed loads u._cd for the notched
specimens _,'ere either t_t} o,- !1<) i_t, rcenl ,,f the strength of t_otch_.d _peci-
mess of the particular alloy in iO,O00-psi hydro/zeti with a tJ,'iur hyd'ro_en
exposure time of zero. llydrogen exposure times _,eve l and lOtJ d;_xs for
all conditions plus the zero hold lime test._ to develup b_,:,.linv i>rt_pertics
#
mentioned above. For comparistJn with l||v hydrogen test rv_,_lts, tt.._ts
s,'ere also performed in air with zero hohi time at,d in l<)._tOo-p._i helium
with 0-, 1-, and lO-day hold times.
Specimens of AISI 1020 were prestrained under tension it, _lr i_nediately
prior to testing'to investigate the role of strain or stre._s agin_ during
the long-duration tests• Unnotched specimens were strained I percent
across the reduced section; notched specimens were prestrained 0.001 inch
across the notch, which yes equal to a 50-percenL elongation across the
O.001-inch root radius of the notch. .-
In addition to the previously described tests on the four steels, similar
tests were conducted on Ti-6AI-I_V specimens but with only a l-day hold
period•
a-vTao- . Precedingpageblank 79.,
© LXPI.all,_LI'_TA1. PROCEDUItE
|
_tany of the procedures employed in this phase of the program were identical
1o those in Phase I. Both Tettsile Specimen Design and ,_pparat.u_ are t_o
such areas; hence, they are eliminated from this discussion.
Materials
Chemical composition, heat tre||iJnents, and mechanical properties of the o
alloys tested in this phase are presented in Tables 16, 17, and 18,
respectively.
Test Procedure
]n most respects the tensile testing procedure used in this pha,-:e was the
s_me as described under Phase 1. Except for a few of the earl'icst tests.
the test vessel purging included evacuation tre.t=ent. The test vessel
purging technique used in each case is indicated in the Results and Dx._-
cusaion sections of this report.
o!
In contrast to Phase I, the tests in Phase Ill involved much longer hold
*
times. During these hold periods, the specimens were.stressed as described
in the introduction of this phase.
Phase II! test sequence was as follows. The teat vessel was purged, the
10,000-psi hydrogen or helium environment was established, and the desired
tensile load _as applied to the specimen, using the hydraulic loading de-
vise. The load was maintained on the specimen by spring tension for the
desired hold time, and the hydraulic loading device was used to tensile
test the specimen to failure.
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DRES'UI,TS AND DISCUSSION
Unnotched Steel Specimens
Results of the Phase IIl Jests on unnotched AISI 1020, ASTH A-515, ID'-80,
and'H-ll tool steel specimens are given in Table 19. Individual specimen
test data are contained within Appendix Tables III-l tl,rough III-_.
The most evident effect of. the duration of the hold period on the unnotched
steel specimens was nn increase in yield strength of AISI I020, ASTH A-515,
and ID'-80. For AISI I020 the yield ._trength was higher after the longer
hold times _nd with the higher hold stress; the yield strenglh increase
was approximately the same in lO,O00-psi helium as in lO,O00-psi hydm_gen.
For the 35,?OO-psi hold stress tests, the yield strength increase was
6000 psi for the l-day hold times in helium and hydrogen and 12,OO0 psi
for the 100-day hold times in hydrngen, h'hen the AISI 1020 specimen:s
were held at the higher stress which was above _he zero hold Lime yield
strengih in hydrogen, a ne_" yield point was found in the _ubsequeut ten-
sile test. This will be discussed in more detail later in this sect i_m.
The new y*ield strength _'os II,000 psi above the hold stress for the l-day
hold Jests in hath hydrogen and helimn, I_,OO0 psi above the Imld stress
for the lO-day hold l,eriod in helium, and ]9,000 psi above the hold stress
for the lO0-day hold l,eriod in hydrogen. Ultimate tensile strengths of
A1SI 1020 specimens were essentially unchanged by" holding ai, the lower
hold stx :._.._es, but were ._ignificantly increased by holding at the higher
hold stre._s in either hydrogen or helium. The increase in yield and
ultimate ten.tile strength durittg t,he hold periods of ummtched AISI 1()20
specimens was not a function of the enviromncni,, because the increa._e
was the saint, in helimn as in hydrogen.
Elot_ation of AIS1 1o20 specimens _'as not significnntly affected by hold
Lime or lmld stress, but generally was slightly lower for tests in io,O00-
psi hydrogen th;m fox' tests in lO,O00-psi helium. Reduction of" ,rea of
8tt !l-778o- I
TABLE, 19
TENSILE FROPt_TIES OF UNNOTCtIED SPECIMENS OF AISI 1020, ASTM A-St5,
¢
IIY-80, AND ll-ll TOOL STEEL IN IO,O00-PSI HYDROGKN,
IO,000-PSI HELIUM, AND AIR "x
t's
Material $
llSl 1020 (Prestraiued
I Percent)
AS'rMA-515 Gr.70
19f-80
Environmeut
Air
He I ium
I
L
Hydrogen
Air
llelitm
Hydi°gen
Air
Helnum
Hydrogen
.........Hold Hold
Pressure, Time, Stre.s, [
!ps i g d ay_.___l
0
0
l(a)
l
1
10
0
10,000
0
I
tO0
I
I00
0 0
10,000 0
I0,000 0
1
100
I
I00
0 0
10,000 0
10,000 0
l
lO0
l
lO0
"0 0
lO ,000 0
lO,O00 0
10,000 0
100
I/-11 Tool Steel Air
He I ium
lie I i tm
Hydrogen
....... L ........
Stre._________
Yield,
ksi ksi
0 41
0 43
35.5 47
53.0 o3
53.0 71
45(b)
0 h0
Y_.5 4_,
35._ 52
53.0 t,4
53.0 72
0 49
o _4o(b)
o _4_ (b)
32.3 44
32.3 45
54.0 b3
54.0 b9
o q3
o _,_2(b)
0 sG
64.4 85
92.5 q_
92. & It_2
0 I t,5
0 ---
(] --_
0
12_.0 I_3
128.0 14b
Ultimate,
ksi
- 77--t
66
b4
t,7
72
h2
63
hg
73 --
t,5 42.0
b4 29 •0
(,7 28. o
hh 27.0
b7 29.0
71 27.0
IO7
'48 2";. 0
¢tq 211.0
'_q _2.0
101 22.0
101 20.0
105 17.o
• 2qq l X. t)
2qq _.
277 l i,
171 0
172 It
Ib7 O
......................
I)_ct i I ity
Reduc t i on
Elongation, of Area.
percent percent
-- 65
40. 0 hS
39.0 b9
34 .O (,8
37.0 71
31.0 ¢,q
32.0 1,5
33.0 1,5
2G.O 4_
30.0 45
30.0 54
_7
35
34
38
30
47
b4
70
bO
52
58
5_
30
_O
l 2
O
O
O
(a)Aliowed to stand for 24 houre in sir after prestraintng before t_st. ing to failure in IO,0OO-p*i helium
(b)calcul.ted from strain indicator read|ng (C)llvdrogen. -coutaml.ated. h.l*um
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© AISI 1020 in helium was virtually the same for all test conditions.
Reduction of area was considerably lower in hydrogen than in helium
for all test conditions, and there appears to have been a tendency in
the hydrogen tests for the reduction of area to increase with hold time
and hold stress although the relationships are somewhat obscured by data
scatter (see Appendix Table III-1).
©
Yield strength of unnotched specimens of ASTYl A-515 was unaffected by
holding in hydrogen at the lower hold stress, which was below the yield
strength. However, as with AISI 1020, when the ASTYIA-515 specimens
were held at a stress above the yield strength, a new yield point was
found in the subsequent tensile test. This yield point was 9000 and
15,000 psi above the hold stress for the 1- and lO0-day tests in hydro-
gen, respectively. Ultimate tensile strength was essentially the same
for all hold conditions in hydrogen. Yield and ultimate tensile strength
for zero hold time tests in hydrogen were the same as in helium.
Elongation of unnotched ASTYI A-515 specimens was definitely lower in
lO,O00-psi hydrogen than in lO,O00-psi helium, but it was u_llaffected
by hold time or hold stress. Reduction of area was considerably lower
in hydrogen than in helium, and there was some tendency for it to increase
with an increase in hold time and hold stress.
,f
©
Yield strength of IIY-80 was not affected by holding at a stress below
the yield strength. After holding in hydrogen at a stress above the
yield strength, a yield point was found that was 5700 p_i and 9500 psi
above the hold stress for 1- and lO0-day hold tests, respectively. Ul-
timate tensile strength of unnotched UY-80 specimens was unaffected by
hold time or hold stress. Yield and ultimate tensile strengths were
the same in hydrogen as in helium for zero hold time tests. Elongation
of unnotched t_-80 specimens was essentially the same under all test
conditions. Reduction in area was lower in hydrogen than in helium,
but not as much as for AISI 1020 and ASTH A-515, while it was essentially
the same for all test conditions in hydrogen.
86 R-7780-1
© IIydrogen (:Xl)Osure )e._ts on II-ll _'ere l)erformed with only one hold stress.
From the zero hold time tests, it was found lhat I1-11 had zero ductility
in 10,O(IO-psi hydrogen. Thus) II-ll had no true yield strength in 10,OOO-.
psi hydrogen. The single hold ._/.ress u._ed was 7'3 percent, of u'ltimate
strength in 10,f)OO-p._i hydrogen _,ith zero hdld time. Yield strengths
listed in Table 19 for ll-ll were determined ;_._ described under the Phase
I Te_t Procedure _ection, i.e., they'd, ere the imint._ where any devi.ation
from l inearity occurred in tile load ver._us t. ime curves and are fhus more
like proi)ortional limits. It is int.eresting that throutthout the different
phases of this program the high-strength materials ._uch a-_ ll-ll tended
to fail in lO,O()O-psi hydrogen short Iv afl.er tic, via) ion from l ineariLy
occurred. IJlt. imate tensile strength of ]l-II in h)drogen was not signifi-
cantly influenced by hold Lime, but it t, as great, ly reduced from the strength
in hell,tin. Elongation and reduci, ion of iJrea x,ere both reduced t.() zero for
II-ll in lO,OOO-i)si hydrogen. The ex(reme (:fft'('l ,)f hydrogen on II-ll tool
steel is further attested t,)by the re-sit.- ('I'_[ble 19) of (.e._-ts on two
unnotched l[-ll tool-.._!eel spt, cimens ill h,,liu::: theft was con( amina ted with
hydrogen. The amount of hydrogen i_l the hetilun i_ believed to h_ve been
less than I ppm, vct the ultimate t_'n.-ile stv,_n_th ,_mt duvt. i lit, v _,t_re
significa),tly rt.tluced by ).his ._mall l)art.,_,l [)r,:sstiI,. of l_)[ll'(j_c._.
Unnolched specimens of flY-s0 and AS'I'H A-'315 _,ere ),()) embrittled by the
same contaminated helium.
Thus, for the :_me test. conditions, yield am[ ulli.ql;,te (.ensile s,reng?h.-;
of unnotched AISI 1020, As'r.H A-:_IS, and ll_-_() ,_l)e('_men.s were the :ame in
both lO,O00-i)si hydr,)gen and lO)O()[)-t)sl helium. Tht' lower ultima(e
strength of li-ll tool steel in hydrogen can l)rol)_tbly be at tribui, ed to
the extreme brittleness of (his material in 10,O()O-psi hydrogen. The
ductility of all four steels were luwer in lo,O()O-l)._i hydrogen than in
lO)OO(}-l)si helium) but the ductility reduction varied from the relatively
modest reduction for IIY-80 f.0 the extreme reduction, to zero ductility
for I!-11. There was some indication that t.he ductility of AISI 1020 and
AST._I A-515 increased with increa._ed hold stress t)r Imld time in hydrogen)
but the effect. _,'assmall,
t
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© Thus, t.here was no signifir.an| effect of hold time or hold stre._s on
_.he effect, of tile lO,OOI#-l)si h.vdro_en environment on the tensile pro-
l)eriies of the unnotched Sl,eci),c,ns of the four si, eels. There were ef-
fecl.s of h. ld ,-tress and hold i ime on tensile l)r()i)eriie._ of AISI I020)
,%STH A-ql_, ai_(] IIY=_O specimens) irr(:,_l)e(:tive of envirotmmn(, and these
are (liscu._:ed helow.
The increase in yield strengih of the unnotched AISI 1020 ._pe(:imens,
l)rest.rained and held at a slress bel,)w the yield sirentt_h, appears to
have been tyl)ical carbon strain aging, lh)lding mtsi,ressed in air after
l)res(.raitlin_ before tesiing in heliign resulted in an increase in yield
sire)tgih, although smaller than thai, which re.qulied fr,m holding ._l)eei-
mens under ._(rc._._ for the sam(" Lime. These very l imi(.ed result._ indicat'e
1,ha(. holding under s_ress accelerate:- strain aging. Yield s_reng_h _us
essentially the .qame afler holding 1 day in helium as after holdin_ 1 day
in hydrogen. Thus, the envirnnment al)l)arently had no affect nn the yield
s_rength. The fact that (he yield slreng(h was essentially the ._ame after
holding I() days in helilm_ as after holdin__ I00 days in hy(Iro_en indi(.ates
ilml the s)rain aging _as com))lete _'ithin the l()-day l)(,ri()d. Since _he
:\ST:I h-'.Sl r) and lIY-,qO sl)evimens were not l)restrained, no slrain _)ging
could occur i'n (he Sl)eci_nens held bel()w yield strength) and thus yield
strength was not affected by hold time f-r these sp-cim(,ns. For speci-
mens held abort, yield stvcnEth, enough [)last. ic d(.formatioa occurred .in
loading to '_h(" hold str,.ss to elimi,ate COml)let_'ly any effect of prior
pre stz'a i ul ng.
Re-esiablishment of a yield point after holding above the normal yield
sLrengi.h for AISI 1020) ANT},! A=._I_) and IIY-80 is described in greater
detail for clarity. Figure 8 sho_'s a load-versus-time curve from a
load recorder chart for a test of an unhatched AISI 1020 specimen in
helium. As descrit)ed in i'hase £) the hydraulic l,ading device )¢as used
(.o Derform.the tensile test. A hold test in hydrogen with u stress above
t
u
©
t4t4 R=7780 = 1
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yield slrenglh proceeded as follows. After establishment of the lO,|_O0-
psi hydrogen envirozunent, the hydraulic loadizlg device was used {o load
the ._pecimen in tlle same manner as if a tensile test. were being performed,
except loading was sl,opped at a stress midway be|._'een yield sad ultir, al.e
tensile strengths. Up to this lmint the load-versu._-time curve appeared
the same as in Fig. 8. The nut was tighCened aMain._t the Io_'er plate
of the spring l.ading system (refer to Fig. 6, Phase [), and the hydrau-
lic loading device was removed. Thus, the ._pring maintained the l,ad on
the specimen. After the hold period the hy:draul ic loading device was
replaced, the ram was bruught up against lhe lower spring plate, and a
tensile test was performed.
@
O
Figure O shows a load-ver._us-t.ime curve for an unrmlched A[.<I lO"() si,eci-
men after a lO0-day hold period in hydrogen. The curve begins at, r,he
point at which the hydraulic l.ading device began receiving the l_,ad
from the spring. Once the loading device a._sumed the l.ad, the load-
versus-time curve was linear and had the same sl_,l,e as ihe ela._i,ic por-
t.ion of the preloading curve. That is, after the hold period, _hen the
load was again increased, the specimen behaved elas_i,'ally until a yield
point was reached and the load drc_l,ped _brul,tly, as ._h_'n in Fig. 9.
The lead measured from the load cell by _he recorder remain,d a_ this
lower level for the majority of the plastic defo_mt, ion atld increased
only slightly at failure. Although the measured load remained relatively
constant between the l.wer yield point and failure, _.he str_._._ _'a_ i_l-
creasing during this peri.d. This occurred .because the dtfferem:e between
the area at the necked region and at. the sliding seal._ _,',._incr_a._ing
which, in turn, increa._ed the tensile load exerted by the l,re._._ure. As
noted above, this behavi,r _'as typical for unnotched AISI 1021_. A.wr._! A-_lS,
and I1Y-80 specimens held above the zero h, hl time yield str, ngt.h, and the
difference between the upper yield l,,_iut and the hold _tre_s was greater
after holding 100 days than afier ! day. The increase in Upl,er and ll_wer
yield points as a result of holding above the normal yield strength appears
to have been a stres._ or strain-aging effect.
t'ure on this phenomenon appears below.
A brief review of the liters-
I
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O Wilson and Russell (Ref. 7) studied the tensile properties between the
lower yield strength and the fracture stress of low-carbon steels f,hat
were prestrained and aged for various periods of time at 60 C, and ob-
served three stages of aging. During the first, stage, the I_ders strain
increased with greater aging duration, but there was only a slight in-
crease in the lower yield strength. The second aging stage was char-
acterized by an increase in the lower yield strength, and the third stage
by an increase of flow stress, strain hardening coefficient, and ultimate
strength, Times for these stages to occur were about 0 to 20 minutes for
the first stage, 20 to 200 minutes for the second stage, and over 200
minutes for the third.
O
l_lrther work by Wilson and Russell (Rcf. 9) indicated that first-stage
aging resulted from migratio_l of interstitiais to dislocations, and at
the end of tile first stage all of the disclocations were pinned. The
second stage of agiag was caused hy the clustering of interstitials
around dislocation and was thus the first stage of precipitation. These
pre-precipitates do not affect flow stress after Luders strains have
occurred. Wilson and Russell suggested that the third stage resulted
from the formation of stable pz_ecipitates which acted as barriers to
dislocation motion and so incr_:ased the flow and ultimate stresses.
O
A similar increase of yield and ultimale strengths hi_s been f.und to
occur after aging prestrained, high-strength, I,_ alloy ._leel._. Goel,
l
Busch, and Zackay (Ref. lO) showed that the yield slreng_h 'ultimate
strength ratio of ll-ll toc,l ._teel van increased if, near unity by pre-
straining and aging at 900 F. The ductility of the specir.mns w.ns apl,r_xi-
mr'ely the same after the different :ncchanic;:l-thcrmal trcatment, s. Sim-
ilar results were also observed by S[evenson and el,hen (Ref. ll) from
the prestraining and rctempering of AIS[ li'SriO. They observed for cert.ain
tempering treatments lhat the yield strength e_}rresponded to the maximum
tensile load and following yielding there was _lmc, st a cumplefe l_Jck _f
stable elongat, ion, i.e., plastic elongation at m:|xim_tm _tress. Stevenson
and Cohen al:_o observed thai a reduct, ion of duel i lily accompanied t_e
increase in strength which occurred during strain aging.
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Both of these investigations (Ref. lO and ll) indicated that during
tempering there was a re-solution of tile carbide particles and then a
re-formation of finer precipitates. Goel, Busch, and Zackay calculated
that the change in the carbide spacing alone could not account for the
higher yield strength from aging. They suggestedp however, that the
large particle density "would be expected td cause an increase in the
rate of dislocation multiplication. This would account for the strength
"increase on the basis of an increased dislocation density."
!
No references were found on the influence of tensile stress during strain
aging. There are, however, recent investigations by IIarrington (Ref. 12
and 13) on stress aging. In the experiments, IIarrington's specimens were
held for short periods at elevated temperatures under a tensile stress
less than the yield strength. His investigations showed that a large ,
increase of proportional limit, yield strength and ductility, and a
smaller increase of ultimate strength resulted from aging (at 600 to
800 l" for less than I/2 hour) high-strength steels held at a stress
bellow the elastic limit. Strain aging also increased tile electrical
conductivi'._y, llarrington explained these results by postulating thai
stress- or strain-induced precipitation occurred from the so lid solution,
which redtlced the solute content of the solid solution matrix. In this
respect, stress aging would have similar charncteristics _o strain aging,
but stress aging is not dependent upon pre-straining.
I
°
)
This brief review of strain and stress aging indicates that l,roperties
similar to 1.hos'e obtained in thi._ program by holding the low alloy steels
under stress at room temperature art'also obtainable from strain agiu_
prestrained specimens or from elevated-temperature stress aging. The
Phase Ill steels have greater similarity to the low carbon steels used
in the investigations of Wilson and Russell than tim low alloy steels
used iu the other investigations reviewed. Aging temperature used in
their work was also relatively low (rioC). In this program, holding
above the yield strength evidently resulted in second-stage aging accord-
ing to the classification of 14ilson and liussell, aml the lO-day hold
period for AISI 1{}20 spt, ci,nens resulted in third-stage _,ging.
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To explain the strength increase observed during the Phase Ill tests_
it can be postulated that the applied stress accelerated the aging
reaction. The aging reaction probably resulted from interstitial clus-
tering and/or precipitation as postulated in all strain and stress aging
theories.
Notched Steel Specimens
Results of the Phase III tests on notched AISI 1020, ASTM A-515, HY-80,
and H-11 tool-steel specimens are given in Table 20. Tables of indi-
vidual specimen test data are contained in Appendix Tables III-5 through
III-8.
In accordance with the hydrogen-environment embrittlement classification
used in Phase If, AISI 1020, ASTM A-515, and HY-80 were severely embrit-
fled while H-If tool steel was extremely embrittled by the 10,000-psi
hydrogen compared to lO,O00-psi helium environment. The results show
that holding under stress in 10,000-psi hydrogen did not increase the
degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlement and, in fact, the notch
strength and ductility were in some cases higher after holding in hydrogen.
#
t
Strain aging probably occurred during the long-duration tests on.he
notched AISI I020 specimens because they were prestrained 0.O01 inch
across the notch prior to testing in high-pressure helium and hydrogen.
There was no change of notch strength or ductility during the I- and I0-
!
day exposure tests in lO,000-psi helium. Nevertheless, it is probable
that yielding occurred at a higher stress after the l- and lO-dny tests
than after the zero hold duration tests because of strain a_ing.
Reduction of notch strength in lO,O00-psi hydrogen compared to that in
10,O00-psi helium decreased from about l_ percent at zero hold time to
percent and I percent after l-day and 100-day hold durations in lO,000-
psi hydrogen. This decrease of embrittlement due to holding under stress
t
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TLNSILE PROP'LT_TIES OF NOTCIW_ SPECI.q_S OF AISI 1020, ASK! A-515,
tlY-80, _XND1t-ll TOOL STEEL IN 10,O00-PS1 IlY_OGI_,
IO,O00-PSI HELIL_.I, ,LX_DAZR
.qaterial.
AISI 1020
AS_.I A-515 Gr.70
IiT-_O
I
H-ll Toot Steel
I
I
t_i romeent
Air
lie l turn
Helium
He !ium
lle I ium
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen (b ;
liydrozenfbl
Itydrogen (b)
Helium
lfydrogen
l.lydrogen
llydrogen
_o.drogen (b)
ilydrngen (b)
Hydrogen (b)
llel ium
ll)'drogeu
Itydrogen
l[ydrogett
led rogen( h )
Itydrogen (b)
lb.drogen (b)
lie tium
Hydrogen
Hyd roge il
llyd ro:tl u (b)
Hyd roge n(b)
Ilyd roge n( b )
Test Conditions
Hold
l'res_ure, Time,
psig days
o 0
1o ,000 0
l(.)
1
1o
o
1
10o
o
1
1oo
o
o
1
I00
0
1
luo
o
o
1
IOO
0
1
100
o
0
1o0
i o
Test He.u|t_
Stret_th
Percent
Change
Ultimate. From
ksi Helium
llq
105
10_
101
103
0O lq
I01 q
104 l
84 2O
101
IO_ I
1o6
81 2_
_2 23
8_ 22
7_ 32
83 22
85 22
190
155 1_
160 16
154 19
151 20
161 15
155 18
252
65 75
95 62
57 77
78 69
112 50
Hold
Stress,
ksi
0
0
0
76
76
o
72
72
0
76
76
o
0
b5
65
0
67
67
o
o
12_
0
13b
136
0
0
50
0
5_
IMetility
I_reeni.
ll_ductinn
of Ares
12.0
I_.0
16.0
19.0
I_.0
8.3
9.2
9._
8.2
8.7
8.1
2.5
3.2
3.8
3._
5.t.
5.7
8.6
3.b
5.5
3,_
5.9
t..2
_.5
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
(a)Allowid to stand for 24 hours in iir after preitreinlng before testing to fsilurm
in lO,O00-psi helium
(b)rest cells et'scuated prior to testing
t
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parallels the increase of yield strength in the unn_tvhed specimen._
and is believed associaled with an increase in the yield strength and
thus the yield strength/ultimate strength ratio of the notched specimens
due to strain aging. 1_is effect will be discussed in greateT detail in
Phase VI L
There was no significant effect of hold stress on notch strength or duc-
tility; however, the twa hold stresses were nearly the same because of
a change of test procedure during notched specimen testing. For t.he
first set of tests performed, the test vessels were purged, using only
a pressurization-depressurizat, ion treatment. I)uring these tests it was
found that evacuation prior to the pressurizaticJn treatment resulted in
more severe hydrogen-environment embrittlement (see Discussion under
Phase I); therefore, the evacuation treatment was used far the sect_nd
set of tests.
llold stress used (luring the first tests was t4{)percent of the zero time
hold notch strengih in hydrngen without the ewlc'uatic_n treatment For
the second set of tests, the hold stress was raised tn _)()percent of
the zer. time h,_Id not, ch strenglh in hydr¢_gen, but based on the lower
strengi.h which resulted from the use of prior evacualion.
I
Zero hold time noi.ch strength t_f AI._] l()"() and AST_[ A-31'_ _,'as signifi-
cantly reduced by" prior test vessel evacuati,)n, il,_.cxer, after a hold
time in hydrogen of even l day (as well as iO0 days), there was "no dif-
ference in notch strength between tests performed with and without prior
e,ucuation. This does not seem to have l)een merely an impm_vemcnt of
test vessel hydrangea purity, which reverted because c_f leakage to purity
levels without prior evacuation. If such were the case, then i.he ntJtch
strengths of all of the steels should have increased with hold time, and
considerably hetween l and IO0 day._, for lmth evac.uat.ion and non-evacuation
purging, l[owew.r, this was not so. Although the amount of hydrogen in
an individual test. ves._el wa., not sufficient for an a('curate gas analysis,
the hydrogen ill the storage vessel (receiver) was analyzed after f he lO0-
day t.es_.s and no increase in impurily content wn_ found.
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It is suggested that evacuation of tile test vessels removes adsorbed
gases, most importantly oxygen, from the surface of the specimens, and
that this ceduced concentration of adsorbed oxygen on the surface is
below the concentration which would be in equilibrium with hydrogen of
the purity used in the tests. To elaborate, the vacuum obtained duri'ng
test vessel evacuation is approximately 20 microns (It x 10 -It psi) gas
pressure or, since air is being removed, approximately 1 x 10 -It psi
oxygen pre._sure• The oxygen content in the test hydrogen is 0.5 ppm or
5 x 10 -5 psi oxygen partial pressure in tile lO,OO0-psi hydrogen. Thus,
the ox).gen partial pressure was lower during evacuation than during ex-
posure to-lO,OO_;-psi hydrogen and, consequently, the concentratiot.l of
adsorbed o.xygen on the surface of the specimen would be lower during
evacuation t.han _'hen equilibril_ was attained with the 10,O00-psi hydr.gen.
After evacuati.n and upon exposure to the lO,OOO-psi hydrogen, the hydro-
gen can more effectively adsorb on the metal surface because of the l,_er
P
adsorbed tJx._-gen concentrati_m, resulting in greater embrit.tlement• Upon
holding in ]O,:_i)O-psi hydrogen, the oxygen from the hydr,_gen preferentially
ads_rb:_ _n the metal surface; ibis reduces the degree to _'hicb hydrogen
can adsorb on lhe _urface, thu._ reducing the embrittlement. In l,_lrticl_lar
for the ASI._I A-'.51.5 ._pecimens, the bydrogez,-envir_nmenl embriit lement _as
the ._ame after the l-day lmld period as after the l{)O-day h. ld ],er_l,d.
Thi._ indic_ltes that c¢tuilibritu_l between the adsorbed ,_xygen c,_nc,.*n_r_ti,m
,_n the met_,l ._urfa,,e and t.he oxygen in the lO,Ot_O-l,si hydrogen _'_,._ a_ rained
_,'ithin ihe l-day hold time.
The efIec, t ,f ad._orbed nitr.gen was not considered in .he almve hyl.,I.hesis
becau._e ][-fmunn and ll_ul._ (Ref. lh ) showed that argan and purified nitr_,gen
addi tion.¢ to high-pres._ure hydrogen did not affevt the degree of embrit.tle-
meat of s_eel._, but the addition .f 1 percent oxygen to hydr_gen at 1910
pai completely eiiminated ,,he embrittling effect ,,f the hydrvgen.
O COMPARISON OF ItESUI,TSFOR STEELS WITII
RESULTS ITt0M PREVIOUS PROGP_k_i
It is of interest to correlate the results of the long-duration tests
in this program with those performed previously (Re!. 2) on ASTM A-212,
ASTH A-517, and ASTM A-302 low-alloy ductile steels. The effect of hold
stress on the degree of embrittlement was evaluated in the previous pro-
gram for ASTM A-302, and it was observed that embrittlement decreased
with increasing hold stress for both unnotched and notched specimens.
The main effect of hold duration found in the previous program was a
few failures that occurred during the bold period in ASTYi A-212 parent
metal specimens and ASTH A-517 weld metal specimens.
Decrease £n embrittlement of ASTM A-302 unnotched specimens with increas-
ing hold stress correlates well witb the results from the current pro-
gram; however, hold stress did not influence the degree of embrittlement
of the notcbed specimens. No failures occurred during the bold period
in the current program, and failures during the hold period in the pre-
vious program may be related to temperature fluctuations during the tests.
These fluctuations occurred because the temperature of the laboratory
was" not controlled, and many variations in temperature were noted during
P
the long-duration tests. Temperature fluctuations cause pressure cbanges
in the test vessels and consequently cbanges in the load applied to the
specimen by the pressure. Therefore, increased load and load cycling
because of the temperature fluctuations could have contributed to the
failures in the long-duration tests in the previous program. A laboratory
temperature control was installed during the present program and uniformity
of test results was found to improve.
Ti-6AI-_,V Specimens
Results of the Phase III tests on Ti-6AI-_V specimens are given in Table
21. Tables of individual specimen test data are contained in Appendix
Tables llI-9 and lll-lO. Test vessel purging included the evacuation treat-
ment for all tests on Ti-6AI-W in this phase.
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As can be seen from' Table 21, there was no indieat•ion of any hydr_)gen-
environment embriltlement of ummtched 'l'i-{JAI-PiV STA _pecimen._. ._,_me
mlrface cracking similar to that found in I'ha._e l occurred in the necked
region ot" the specimens test,ed in hydrt_gen. This wi 11 be [li._eussed in
i'ha._e X.
The only significant change in propertie:_ of usmotched STA specimens
was an increase in yield strength, which resulted from h. lding the speci-
mens under load for 2rl hours in 10,000-1,._i hydrogen. II. is not believed
thai the hydrogen affected the yield strength [_r played any role il_ its
increase. The nomnal yield strength, i.e., without the h. ld period, was
determined during the preloading of the specimens that were held at a
stress above the yield strength. A l_)ad rec.rde_ determined the yield
strength from the l_md-versus-time curve I. he Illl) ksi. It should he
noted that t.he hold stresses u_ed in thi._ pha_e were based on the yield
st.rength deti:rmined in Phase I for Ti-6AI-'_V STA, using a'strain indi-
caO)r. That value was higher _lmn the lP0[! k._i readin#z given above.
Yield strength dctvslnim'd frum the load-versus-time curw' is re. re
at.curate.
Thus, the average yield strengi.h of unnot,_.hcd "rl-bAl-rlV ._'rA ._pecimeas
increased from ltiO t_* 155 ksi as a result .f holding "for 2_ hours at a
._tress below the yield strength, h]mn ummtched Ti-bA1-/_V STA specimens
wexe tensile teated after holding for ,.,v_ Imur._ at a stress above the
yield, strength, a new yield strength was found. That is, as described
. earlier for the steels tested in this phase, when the load on the spec,i-
men was increased above the hold stress, the specimen belmved elastically
until yielding occurred• The yield strength thu_ determined was almost
as high as the ultimate strength, which _as u.t hi'letted by the hold period.
Thus, as fur the steels, it appears that same strain or stress aging
occurred in the unnotched Ti-bAI-_V STA ._pecimen._ during the l-day hold
per iod.
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)Strengtl_ of notci_ed Tt-{_AI-IIV specin_ns was considerably reduced in
lO,O00-psi I,vdrogen compared to lO,O00-pSi heliunl. In both this phase
and Phase I, .the reavlts of tests in hydrogen on notched Ti-OAI-IJ,"
specimens were quite erratic. As a conseque.cc, the data in Table 21 for
notched specimens tested in hydrogenrepresent individual specimen test
results.
Notched Ti-6AI-hV STA ._pecimens were scheduled to be he. ld I tiny at _,
t
stress of 120 ksi, i.e., qo percent of the notched strength it, 10,OttO-
psi hydrogen with zero hold time determined in Phase I. One specimen
failed within a fe_ see.ads ufter reaching that s_r'e_s level. A second
specimen broke during preloading at a stress l'd}O psi below the scheduled
ohold stress. :Xs noted ab.ve, the results of the zer. hold time test,- in
l'ha._e I were erratic and one of thosesltecimens failed at 12t) Its/.- Thus,
120 ksi may be the m_,st u,.f.urate ultimate strength for notched Ti-0AI-:W
STA specimens in lO,O00-psi hydrogen. A lhird notched Ti-6AI-hV ST:%
_pecimen was test, ed in ll_•tmO-l)si hydrogen at a fast strain rate (o.(JZcJ/
minute), and its stren_Tit was 25 percent h_gher than the strength in
hydrogen at _.he norm_,l st.rain rate t,f 0.007 'winute• The main character-
is,it observed for the tests of notched Ti-_,:%l-hV STA sl,et'imens was the
very rapid crack propagation in hydrogen ,ncea crack h;_d been initiated.
Results f.r the notched, annealed Ti-0Al-'tV spet linens tested in hydrogen
were also erratic• The first test .specimen failed within a few se,:onds
after reaching a hold stress of lh0 ksi, which ,'as t.X) percent ,_f the
notched strength in l(},(l_O-p._i hydrp_en wiih no hold period. The stcond
specimen failed within a few seconds after reaching a hold stress of SO
percent of the notched strengt.h in the same envirt_nment.
A third specimen was stressed to 62 percent of the strength in hydrogen
with zero tmld time. No cracks were observed when the specimen was
removed from the test vessel and examined• Tit. specimen _as returned to
the teat vessel, held u,lstr_:ssed in 10,00f}-psi hydrogen for li days, and
then loaded iu increments over a Z-day perit,d until final failure occurred
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O at 155 l,ercent ,f the not.ched ._tr(,ngl.h in l{),Ot)_)-l):_i hy(Ir,t,,cn. This is
about the same value as found in l(),()()O-psi helium. Tile sl)e(.imen also
fat led wi thin a few seeomls a'fter In,ring establ i.'_hed (he las( hold st |.ess.
I.:lecLricat resist, iviLy wa.-; mor|itored |in a fourth :l,ecimen during I.ading
in the hydr,)gen environment. It was planned (t) hold the l,)ad c,)nsLnnt.
at the first in(Ileal, ion ,,f cravl¢ it, i L;.::( ;-n: however, I',ill)re ,,eeurro,l
almost itnmediately after the firsl, indication of a crack.
Thus, in almost till cases, bol.h annealed and STA nail.he(| Ti-iiAI-.)tV spet:i-
mens failed within m|,men(.._ aft(:r a hohl stress was e._t.al)li._hed, hhy the
failures did not occur more 0fLea (luring Ihe relative'y sl()w raie ,f
loading is not clear.
The four steels tested in l'has(. Ill were con_i(lerabiv ('._.l),.'itt led l)v o
' IO,OOO-p._i hydrogen envirotunent as coml)ared to l(),()()t)-p_i helium. The
steels listed in order of in(.c,.,,s)n_z h v(Ir,)tzen-otwir_,tt.q:e:tl ,..qll)ri_tleme::t
included IfY-NO, AISI I;112t)) L<'ISI .X-Sl:. ilml II--ll t,),)l ._t.ct, I, _,htch had
zero ductility in the hstlr,,get|. Nt, eiloct orl the (l_./$re(, ;)f }lvtlt'f,,_,(rl.I-
environment embrittlcment of ihe steels could lie _tl tril)uletl it) }n) Iding
specimens under .a(.rt_._s in ll),t)Ot)-!)si hydrogen f,)" l)eri()ds u I, t:, 11)1) days
before tensile testing. Yield _(renttth_ of unu()t.(_hed AISI I02() sl)ecim(:ns
increased with hold lime _hea held at a stress below lht. yield strengt.h;
however, specimens, were I)rt:stt'itiaett and th( y yield ._r.rcngth |nvret|se was
attribul.ed it) strain aging. '(ield strengths of ullnotched I_'-S(_ nn(l ASTH
A-515 sl)eeimens, which were n()l i)rest.rai)|ed, were not. affec(ed by h()l(lintz
at a stress below the yield strengths. _ihen unrtotchcd AISI ]()'_)O, AS'I3.1
A=515, and I_'-811 specimens _ere tensile tested after holding at. a stress
above the yield strength, a new yield point was found thai increased with
a longer hold time. Thi.-) increase in yield strength was attribuied tt)
strain or stress aging,
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The degree of hydrogen-enviroltmellt embrittlement, as mea.qured by reduc-
tion'of notch strength in lO,O00-psi hydrogen compared to that in lO,O00-
psi helium, decreased with increasing exposure duration for the prestr_,ined_
notched AIST 1020 specimens, it was suggested that this embrittlement
decrease related to an increase of yield strength/ultimate strength ratio,
resulting from strain aging during the hold period. Evacuation of the
test vessels prior to pressurization-depressurization imrging led to _-
creased emhritilement from the 10,O00-psi hydrogen environmenl in te,-ts
involving no hold period. The increased embrittlement was attributed _,o
a reduction in the concentration of oxygen adsorbed on the specimen sur-
face. After holding for l day or longer, the embrittlemeni, in 10,000-],si
hydrogen was the same whether or not the test vessels had been evacuaied.
The _trength of notched Ti-6AI-_V specimens was considerably lower in
I(},OO(}-psi hydrogen as compared to 10,O(}O.-psi helit_. In almost all
cases, both annealed and STA notched Ti-6AI-hV specimens failed in hydro-
gen shortly after a hold stress was established,' rather than while the
specimens were being loaded. Once cracking was initiated in hydrogen,
failure was rapid. There was no indication of hydrogen-enviromnent era-!
hrittlement f unnotched Ti-6AI-&V STA specimens, but an increase of
yield strength occurred during the hold period and was attributed to
strain or stress aging.
CONCLUSIONS "
Based on the preceding tests the following conclusions were drawn:
I. IIY80, AISI 1020, ASTM A-515, and ll-ll tool steel are consid-
erably embrittled by a lO,000-psi hydrogen environment, with
the increasing degree of embrittlement in that order.
2. Holding unnotched or notched IlT-80, AISI 1020, ASTM A-?lS, or
l[-ll i_ool steel under stress in lO,000-pai hydrogen has no
effect on the degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlement.
I
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0 Be The notch strength of both lmnealed and STA Ti-6Al-liV is con-
siderably reduced in lO,O0()-psi hy(lro_cn u_ compared to lO,O0()-
psi helium, but there is no embritt, lement of unnotvhed Ti-bAl-:tV
specimens by lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
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PIIASE IV- INFLUENCE OF IIYDROGEN I'R|._SLqLE ON
TIIE DEGRI_" OF _IBRITTIh'-U.E_r
1 NTRODUCT ION
Phase IV tests were conducted to better evatu_te the influence _,t"hydro-
gen pressure on hydrogen-environment embrittlem,,tlt. Unnotched and notched
specimens of ASI_4 A-302 and AISI type 510 stainl_.._s steel _ere tested to
failure under tension in a hydi'ogerl environment _t pres._ur(.s of I atmos-
phere, I00 psig, lOO0 psig, and I0,000 psig, and, for c_,mp;_rison, in a
helium environment at I000 and IO,000 psig. .I, ;_ccorda,ce with tile results
of Phase I, the t,ens£1e tests were perfl_rmed as ._o.n as tht, test envir,Jn-
ment was established without any hold period.
I
L_PERIbiENTA L t'ROCI_bltE
Both the ten._ile spt.cimen design and alilmratus _cre idellti(';sl t._l whose
described in Phase I. Therefore, no further di._c_,._._ion ,,1 tht.._. _,r_.s
;,ppears in this ._ection.
Ha tt.ria Is
Chemical composition, heat treatment, +mnd m,,cll;tn_(.+,l[)l',)p+,tti,,.__l" tilt.
alloys te._ted in thi_ phase are presented in T,,bi,._ 22, 2_, _,m| _D.
respectiw, ly.
Ti, st l_l'tlc,'du rt ,
%
Tensile testing llrllcedures wel'e Ilescribl,d ill lllill._t • [, 'rli,, test vl,._._el
pllrging prlll:eduri_ included initial evlii-ulltion fill" i_ll tt,._i._ ill tlii._ lllUi._l • .
For t#st.-t Cliliducted in |-iitlii_|lhl_re-|ll'e.u._ure h)'dr,,l_t'n, bnckt'i I l ilig iil'tl, r
evliculi{i_lli _'_i8 Lo I iltmo._llliere hydrogeli pi'essllre riither th;ili tile Illli p._i
usl'd for the l.l,._l.x lit all othl, r hydrllg(:n liro_Sill'l'.u,
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RESULTS AN3) DISCUSSION
Results for all of the tests in this phase a_'e given in Table 23. The
individual specimen test data are contained in Appendix Tables I¥-i and
IV-2 for AISI t_e 310 stainless steel, IV-3 and IV-ll for ASTM A-302,
IV-5 for ASTH A-212, and IV-6 for Inconel 718.
There is no evidence of any reduction of strength or ductility of the
unhatched AISI type 510 stainless steel beciluse of the hydrogen environ-
men*. However, there appears to be a small decrease of strength and
ductility of the notched specimens, and the degree of embrittlement les-
sens with decreasing pressure. Data at hydrogen pressures less than 10,000
psi are possible within experimental scatter of the expected properties
in inert environments. The notch ductility at lo_'er hydrogen pressures
is somewhat lower on an average than the ductility ix, 10,000-psi helium,
but this difference may be due to an ix,crease of ductility in the 10,000-
psi helium due to pressure per se as has been discussed in Phase II.
Interpretation of the data for ASTH A-502 is somewhat difficult because
the ASTbt A-302 specimens were given two different he, t treatments. Initi-
ally, a sufficient number of bars were prepared to perform all the tests,
but examination after heat treatment revealed that some of these contained
cracks. Replacement bars were then prepared and these bars were slightly
harder than the orlginal group. The small difference in hardness and
strength may have been due to the different location in the large forging
from which the bars were removed or may h_ve been due to a small difference
between the two heat treatments.
Strength and ductility of the unhatched ASTM .-%-502 specimens are shown in
Fig. i0 and Ii. There may be a slight reduct,on of "strength of the speci-
mens tested in 10,000-psi hydrogen, but there was no strength reduction
for specimens tested in hydrogen at lower pressures. A substantial loss
$
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TAB_ 25
-%
t
TEhEILE PROPERTIES OF NOTCI£ED AND UNNOTCHED SPECINEhB OF
AISI TYPE 310 STAINLESS STEEL, ASTH A-302, ASTH A-212,
AND INCONEL 718 IN IIYDROGEN, KELIUH AND AIR
AT VARIOUS PRESSURES
.- • 4
•,.4,,4
Test Conditinns Test fle..lt8
Material
AI_I T)'pe
}I0 Stain-
less Steel
A-212
Ineoeol 71e
Notched
nr
Unnotched
U
U Air
'-" Iklllm
l_ydrngen
N Air
tleiium
Xydrogen
_t rain _ut • _Hmut¢ Strentlt h
0 l_ad lleI ium
Pressnre, to to' Yneld, UI t ,mote. t'hm_e.
Environment psi K Yield Ultimate ksi ksl Jercent
Itelima . 0 0.0020 0.OttOO 33.5 _q --
1,0OO 35.0 ,#O --
I0,000 _ i'7 --
ilydrogen 0 0.0_20 0.0400 35.0 87 -2.2
ioo 3b.3 _7 -2.2
I,OOO 3/t.0 8q -I.I
.r. I0,000 7_ +1.5
dillies" 10,0OO 0.0007 0.0007 -- 11(:
8ydrogeo 0 0.0007 0.0007 _ 12_ -1.() (as
I I
lO0 -- 123 -2._ _°l
J I
l,OOO -- 12_ -1._, eel
d _
•"I 10,000 -- 108 __.,;_ap
flplium O 0.0020 0.0400 llH.O 118 --
1,OOO 119.5 llb
IU,OOO -- 120 --
ibdrogen 0 r 0@_20 Oe_ 115.0 11_ 0
IOO llH.O 120 +1.7
l,OOO lJ_.5 117 *0.9
I0,000 _o0 116 -3.2
I_1 into 0 O.0007 0,0OO7 -- 21h (b)
I0,OOO _ 227
_drogeo 0 0.0007 0.0OO7 -- 235 -o.q _s_
iO0 -- " 212 qb]'" -l.fl
1,000 -- 218 -7.6 q°)
_ t
10,000 -- 17b -22.5 ta)
UTdrngen 1.000 0.0007 0,OOO7 _ 105 -20.5
3,OO0 _ I04 -19.5
5,000 _ IO3 -Iq,5
i 7,500 (_0 --2_.5
0 O.OOaO 0.O_0e 187.5 aS7 --
1,000 19_.0 216
1,000 186.3 215 -0.5
0 0.0OO7 0.0_7 --- 2x_ --
1,000 -- 282 --
1,000 169 _2.0
(m)Uesed on 1000 psi strength decreoee for
pressure for tmlimt couplrxoono
(b)second beet treoUsent
(c)Percont reduction of tree in k0,OOO-psi Imlim - 12.0 percent
110' . : ,,. '.
ouch 10OO p81 increase of
Ducti I t*_"
Elon_et ion,
percent Reduce ton
(l.25-tn, h of Area,
Rage lemtt h) percent
_5.0 b6.50
5_.0 67.50
56.0 tA.O0
5%5 b5.50
52.3 bb.OO
5_.0 bT.00
5b.o , f,3.3o
I'#.HO
|_.7o
1_.00
-- It). O0
28.0 70.0_
23.5 71.50
iq.5 b7.50
21 .o hH.30
22.3 67.3n
20.0 57.70
16.7 _2.70
12.00
lI.OO
-- 7.10
-- 7._o
-- _ ._0
2.90
__ _.151')
_ (_.,_o1_)
__ _._o (_)
_ _._o(_)
16.0 3l .(_)
L6.5 32.00
17._; 2_.oo
I ._5
I ._0
-- 1.30
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of ducti li ty was noted in tile _slulotched ,_C:TM A-'_()2 SlWCilnen_ tested in
hydrogen ;it lO()O- and l(),()()O-psit2 pressures (l"itz. 1.1). 'l'tno toys i_f due-
tility l_,ssened with dt:erl,asing hydrogen IWessure, and tlwro alWo;_r(:d to
be almost no embritLlemen( of spt,(:imens tested in hytlro_l,n at I/)(I psig
and none at, l-aim.sphere i)t'l, sstne'q., l[owever, _tlrflnee erlicki/i/L occllrl-Od
-n unnotchf, d ASTH A-5_2 specimer_s tested at all lt vdrot_,n pres._ures, in-
cludittg I atmosphere.
The decrease of notched tensile ._trent_th of _LSTlq A-5()2 as a functilm of
hydrogen pressure is illustrated in Fig. 12. The minimum h.vdr-t_en pres-
sure for which tltere is a notch strength reduction is some_.h.t difficult
to determine because the tests at 100-psig hydr.gen pressur_ _ero con-
dueled on a different heat of m_,ter/al" Strengtlt of the specimen.- tested
at leO-psi hydrogen was about /he s.m,, or slightly |m, er than tlw strength
of this mnt.erial in helium. Thus, from these daLa it appe_u-s that the
hydrogen enviromaent caused a measur;tb[o stvi:n_t.h d_cz'ease of the A._T_,I
A-502 notched (K t --- 8.h) sl_ecin..ns .¢ pressures _zvi:atot' lhml LeO psi.
The decrease in ductilit,yA_f the n,Jtch,,d _pecimens as a function uf hy-
drogen pressure is illustrated in l-'i_. 15. De,_.roo of embritt_.em_nt
lessened with decreasing hydrogl.n pressut'e" but t,vt:tt at I atmo..,phet'e,
the percent. I'othlcLiOIt of at-ca wit-,.; v.nsidev,bly |owet' thiLll oblainpd ill
aJt inert enviro:_ent.
"X
Two notched (Kt, P,.'2) ._c;l'H A-:21 ° lmrent tat, tel sp,.cinwns from the prevtou_
program (Ref. 2 ) were t_,sted in IO(l()-p._t itytlr-gen to determine t.ht, tlwr
the decrease of embrittlement '.li t.h decreasing hydr_igen pressures observed
it= the previous program between 3000 and IO,O()O psi extended d.wn to IO00-
psi hydrogen pressure. It. can be seen fr.m Tvhle 25 that there was no
significant difference between the tensile properties in IO()(|-psi hydro-
gen and in 3000-psi hydrogen.
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@ The influence of pressure w_is also determined to a limited extent on
Inconel 718. In this phase, a series of tests were run on. Inconel 718
in 1000-psi hydrogen; the results appear in Table 25. In Phase If, a
series of tests were run on Inconel 718 in lO,O00-psi hydrogen; those
results app.eor in Table 8. There were small differences in the heat
treatments given the two sets of specimens, but the mechanical properties
in air were quite similar (refer to Tables 6, 7, 23, and 2_).
The results in Table 25 indicate u small reductinn of ductility, as mea-
sured by reduction of area, of the unnotched specimens because of exposure
to lOOO-psi hydrogen. This is a considerable difference from the almost
zero ductility resulting from tests conducted in lO,OO0-psi hydrogen (Table
8 ). It. is interesting that the reduction of area for the individual
specin, ens in lO00-psi hydrogen _'_._directly proporti.._Jl to the size of
the surface cr_ick causing fracture. The fact that a surface crack was
formed was indicated by the abse.ce of a shear lip uver _ small dist.nce
at the _urface. The fracture of a specimen with a 2_-percent reduction
of area was initiated by a short surf;Joe crack. The fracture of s speci-
men with _ 29-percent reduction of are_1 w;Js ;rlso initiated by a surface
crack, but the crack was of vanishingly short length. There wr,s no i_Idi-
cation of surf_Jce cracking of a specimen with a 31-percent reduction .f
area.
P
Notched strength w_s reduced 35 to 40 percent in lOOO-psi hydrotzen, com-
pared to 51 to 55 percent in lO,O(}O-pai hydrogen. There was _ small re-
duction in ductility of the nt)tched specimens from exposure to IO00-p._i
hydrogen, wl_ile the notched specimens tested in IO,O00-psi hydrogen h_,d
almost zer. ductility.
SL,_tAItY
3
Embrittlement ,if AISI type 510 sttJinless steel was limited to the IO,O00-
psi hydrogen envir.nment. I'_,brittleme.t of ASTYl A-302 lessened with de-
creasing pressure, und fur m(_sl, properties'was negligible .t hydrogen
11 () R-77_0- l
O
b
pressures equal to or less than 100 psig. Exceptiom_ _ex-e the notch
ductility, which was considerably reduced by l-atmosphere hydrogen pres-
sure, and surface cracking, which was obs_,rvable on unnotched ._pecimens
tested in 1 atmosphere hydrogen. The degree of hydrogen-environment
embrittlement of ASTH A-212 was found to be approximately tile same in
lOO0-psi hydrogen as in 3OO0-psi hydrogen in a previous program.
The tests conducted on Inconel 718 in lOO0-psi hydrogen indicated that
the unnotched specimen ductility was reduced to a much smaller degree by
lO00-psi hydrogen titan by lO,O00-psi hydrogen. The notched stre,gth waq
reduced 35 to bO percent in l()O0-psi hydrogen, compared to 51 to 55 per-
cent in lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
CONCLL_I01_
O
Results of the testing indicated that the degree of hydrogen-environment
embrittlement lessens with decreasing hydrogen pressure, but tllere are
o
embrittlement effects at the lowest hydrogen pressures investigated (1
atmosphere for ,L_'rHA-302 and 1000-psi for ASTH A-212 _nd Inconel 718).
@
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INTRODUCTION
PIIASE V: INFLLrENCE OF NOTCI[ Sl.,_l'3tITYON
HYDRO GEN-I,,_'I I{ON_NT E._BRITT l.l.'.._H._N'r
All prior progrmns in which specimens were tested to failure in high-
pressure hydrogen showed the importance of tile pre._ence of notches.
The investigation by Steinman, et al. (Ref. 15) indicated that the re-
duction of notched tensile strength of AIS[ Ill'tO steel wits greater the
sharper the notch, llowcfver, the two notche_ used in that investigation
were both rather dull, as was the notch used in the previous Itocketdyne
program (fief. 2).
Thus, Phase _" was conducted to determine the i||flu,,nc_, of notch _everity
on the degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlement of _teel: of interest
a._ pressure vessel structural or protective liner m'tterials. This phase
consist.-, of two separate task_:
A. Influence of Notch Severity o11 llydrogen-Fnvirt_nment F,mhrittle-
merit of Ten,,ile Specimens.
t
B. Influence of l[ydrog,,n Environment._ on Fractuv_.,Tt_u_hness.
Fxp_,rimen/al work on T:_sk B _,'asex_cended p_tsr the tim,, _,hich s.ould h,tv,.
allowed t.h:,t task to _,_- covt, red in this repnrt. Thu_, Ta._k It is rvported
upon in a suppl,.ment to this r_,port. The discu::sion of T_sk A folio_,:.
AST._! A-502, AST._I A--517, and AISI type 310 ._tainless-st_,el sp,.cimt.ns
with various notch geometries were tested in tension to fai lure in
lO,O00-psi hydrogen and. for comparison, in lO.O00-psi helium at:d one-
atmosph_,re air. There was no prior hold period before testing to fail-
t, re. Notch geometries were approximately 'l.t), _,.0, and ,_.h li t.
Precedingpageblank
L'X_._II.MENTAL PI_OCI'IDLqlE
Hate ri al s
Chemical compositions, heat treatments, and mechanical properties of the
materials tested in. this phase are given in Tables 26, 27, and 28,
respectively. '
Tensile Specimen Design
Only notched specimens _,'eretested in this phase. The basic specimen
design was described in Phase I. The 0.306-inch diameter specimens con-
rained a (_O-degree V notch. Tile specimen diameter a_ the bottom of tile
notch waF 0.1_O ± O.O01 i'nch. Three root radii were us,ld for this phase;
O.00Pj6 _ 0.0001 inch to give a Kt of approximately /J.O, 0.0020 .+-0.0001
inch to give a Kt of approximately 6.0, and 0.000')5 -* 0.O001 to give a
Kt of approximately 8.:i. 0f course, there are nominal radii and Kt
values; the ._c_ual radius was measured and Kt calculated according to
Peterson (P.ef. /i) for each specimen. These blt values are reported in
the Results and Discussion section for each specimen.
,Apparatus
The apparatus used for the tensile _ests was described in de_ail in
t
l_mse I.
Test Procedure
The tensile testing procedure was described in detail in Phase I. Test
vessel purging did not include prior evacuation for any of the tests in
this phase.
"X
°
B
O
• RESUI,TS AND DISCUSSION
llc._ull._ of the tensile tests performed on ASTH A-302, ASTH A-517, and
AISI typ- "_10 stainlcs_-:teel ._pecimens with variou_ notch geometries
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are presented in Table '29. Tile Alq_endix tables containing data for
individual specimens of each alloy are identified in Table °9. Results
in Table °9 are an average of three tests for tests in hydrogen and two
for tests in helium and air.
Results shown in Table 29 for AISI type 310 stainless steel indicafe
that embrittlement by the 10,000-psi hydrogen environm6nt was limited
to those specimens with the sharpest of the three notches, and even in
those specimens the embrittlement was slight.
O
Reduction of notch strength in 10,000-psi hydrogen compared to the notch
strength in 10,000-psi helium versus the stress concentration factor is
plotted for ASTH A-302 and AST._! A-517 in Fig'. Ill and 15, respectively.
Each point in these figures represent an individual specimen test. In
addition to the data obtained in this phase. Fig. lit and 15 contain re-
sults for precracked specimens from Phase _'I and for unnotched (Kt = 1)
specimens from Phase I, for AST._I A-302, and I_ase VI, AST._! A-517. The
Kt value for the fatigue crack wa._ arbitrarily assumed to be between
19 and 20. llelium u._q,d for the tests in lO,000-psi helium on the Kt_-8._.
ASTH A-517 specimens was contaminated with hydrogen; consequently,-the
reduction of notch strength in hydrogen of those specimens was determined
by comparison _'ith tests in air (_'ith compensation for pressure effects).
P
Figures ltj and 15 sho_," that the precracked specimens of both A._TY! A-_02
and ASTM A-517 _'ere not as embrittled by lO,(100-psi hydrogen a,_ _ere the
specimens _'ith Kt_-6.0 and 8.It notch geometries. Thus. hydrogen-
enviro-ment embrittlement apparently does not increase indefinitely _,'ith
decreasing notch radius, at least for these low alloy steels. At low
values of Kt, the degree of hydrogen-environment embrittlement appeared
to increase almost linearly with increasing Kt. The degree of hydrogen-
environment embrittlement a._ a function of Kt passed through a maximum
at approximately 9 (estimated) for ASTM A-302 and 6 for ASTM A-517.
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SU_S1M'tY
The degree of embrittlement by 10,000-psi hydrogen of ASTH A-502 and
ASTH A-517 was found to increase linearly Kith ._tress concentration fac-
tor (,Kt) at low values of Kt, pass through a maximum at approximateiy
"Kt = 9 for ASTH A-302 and g t = 6 for ASTM A-517. and then decrease with
further increase in K,. For both steels, the degree of embrittlement by '
]O,000-psi hydrogen was lower for fatigue precracked specimens than_for
specimens with Kt _ 6 or 8./_.
There was no embrittlement by 10,000-psi hydrogen of AISI type 310
stainless-steel specimens with K t-_ ll.0 and 6, and only slight embrittle-'.
ment of specimens with K t__ 8.tl.
CONCLUSIONS
The hydrogen-environment embrittlement of low alloy steels is a func-
tion of stress concentration factor (Kt) , increasing with Kt at low Kt,
passing through a maximum for K t _ 6 to 9, and then decreasing with
K t for the higher K t values.
}
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PIb_SEVI :
IICrlIODUCTION
INTLI.rI"NCE OF IWDROC,EN ENVIItO._ff,.'_r ON LOre CY('L/."
FATIGUE PRO_TILS OF ALI,OYS"
.o
A likely mechanism of failure of high-pressure gas storage vessels and
other engineering structures is .low cycle fatigue. Because even low-
pressure hydrogen environments have been shown to accelerate crack
growth in statically loaded steel specimens (Ref. 16 and 17), it was
expected that a hydrogen environment, particularly a high-pressure hydro-
gen environment, would tend to accelerate propagation of_a fatigue crack
and might also accelerate crack initiation. Thus, Phase VI was con-
ducted to determine the load for lO00-cycle fatigue failure in hydrogen
and inert environments for steels considered for" use a._ struc(ural or
liner materials in pressure vessels. Unnotched anti n,tct:ed-and-
precracked-in-air specimens of ASTH A-302, ASTH A-517, and AIS[ type
310 stainless steel were fatigue tested to failure in air, lO,000-psi
helium, and I000-and 10,000-p._i hydrogen.
EXPI'_THENTA I, PIIOCFI)[_E
Materials
I
Chemical compositions, heat treatm¢,nts, and mechanical properties of the
alloy_ tested in this phase are pre_ented in T.ble._ 3¢}, 31, and 32.
respectively.
Fatigue Specimen _esign
Design of the unnotched specimens tested in fatigue in this phase was
identical to that of the tensile specimens te._ted in other ph_t_es and
is described in detail umler I_lase I. For testing in this pha._o,
notched specimens with the same design a._ the tensile ._pectm,,ns de-
scribed in l_las_, I, were preerat:ked hy hi,lh-cycle tension f;ittgue in
air. The._e fati,.zue cracks were quite shallo_ and uniform around the
peYiphery of the specimen.
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Apparatus
0
The tensile testing apparatus described in detail under lqmse I was
used for the fatigue tests in thi._ phase. Low-cycle fatigue tests were
performed using the hydraulic ram shown in Fig. 5 and 0 . A solenoid-
operated valve automatically control led the hydraulic ram movement,
while a recorder was used to record the load from the load cell signal.
t/hen the load reached a preset value, the solenoid valves were triggered
and the hydraulic ram moved either up or do_, according to the indi-
cated signal.
o
It was desirable to follow the crack propagation during cyclic loading.
The method judged most feasible was to measure the change of electrical
resistivity of the specimen _;hile the crack was propagating. Thi_
method required that the specimen be electrically isolated from the
test apparatus; a design that accomplished this requirement is sho_n
in Fig. 16• The steel plate that houses the ball .joint is separated
electrically from the remainder of the apparatus hy the micarta plate,
and the ball stem passes through a sufficiently large opening ,_o that
it does not touch the steel frame.
O
, A second location of possible electrical contact between the tensile
specimen and test apparatus _'as at the sliding se_,Is. The sliding, seal
design used in the previous program (Ref. 2 ) contained brass backup
rings that tended to contact the tensile specimen after the seal plug
was torqued into the pressure vessel to compress the Teflon O-rings.
This metal-to-metal contact increased the friction forces as _;ell as
prevented electrical isolation. To eliminate this problem, hardened-
steel backup rings were designed to fit tightly into the pressu're vessel
cavity and not touch the tensile specimen. This improved sliding seal
design was then used for all the tests on the No. l system, which was
the sys¢em used for conducting all except the long-duration Phase Ill
tests•
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Fi_ire IG. Test Apparatus for Heasuring Crack Propagation
by Electrical Resistivity Heasurements
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A schematic of the system for electrical resistivity measurement is
Shown in Fig. 17. Tile millivolt re'corder was adjusted to indicate change
'of potential rather than absolute potential. It was impractical to meas-
ure the absolute potential across the specimen, because the potential
change during the test was relatively small as compared to the absolute
value. Change of potential due to crack growth prior to specimen fail-
ure was between 0.05 and 0.15 millivolts and physically spanned only
1//2 to I-I/2 inches on the millivolt recorder. This sensitivity was
sufficient to resolve all the individual crack steps which occurred in
hydrogen, but not the smaller initial ones which occurred in inert
environments. Attempts to improve the sensitivity were unsuccessful.
Considerable effort was made to amplify the voltage drop across the
crack prior to recording the potential. Unfortunately, the d-c ,ampli-
fiers amplified stray signals generated from the loading apparatus,
which made the record impossible to interpret. An E,_IFof unknown origin
occurred, which had an amplitude directly proportional to the rate of
loading. The source of this signal could not be ascertained, although
it appeared to come from the specimen itself. Strangely, the E.HF was
in a direction so as to indicate resistance decrease durin_ loading and
increase during unloading. This phenomenon had to be damped o_lt to
measure the crack gro_-th and, thus, it was not possible to use a.d-c
ampl i fi er.
Test Procedure
l'Lxcept for the type of loading, i.e., load cyclin_ rather than tensile
testing, the procedures for the fatigue te._ts in this phase are similar
to the tensile test procedures described in detail in lqm._e I. Test
vessel purging included evacuation for all the hydrogen and helium te._ts
in this phase.
The specimens were load cycled by means of the hydraulic ram as de-
scribed in the previous Apparatus section. Tests _¢ere conducted by
load cycling betx,'eenzero applied load am! a constant maximum applied
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load, which resulted in a _tress between the yield am! ultimttte strengths.
I
The actual load, however, included the load exert_.d by the gaq pre._sure.
Tile pressure component was equal to tile difference of area of the _p_ci-
men at the sliding seal and ,at the precracked or reduced section multi-
plied by the pressure. A third force, which influenced the specimen
stress was friction. During loading, the friction stress of 83 pounds
acts to decrease the lord; during unloading, the friction force acts to
prevent unloading. The minimum tensile stress exerted by the pressdre .
in lO,O00-psi environments was _tbout _l,O00 psi for the precracked speci-
mens and 3250 psi for the unnotched specimens. The maximum tensile lord
#
during cycling was the sum of the applied load plus the pressure com-
ponent minus the 8_ pounds of friction force.
0
As the specimen cross section decreased during cyc!ic loading, the pres-
sure component to the load increased. Thus, the load or force exerted
on the specimen increased with increasing cycles. The difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum tensile forces, .however, rem;tJned constant,
since the pressure component does not v[Iry x+ith applied load. There-
fore, the stress amplitude durin_ cyclic loadin_ _,'a._equal to the applied
stress minim t_¢o times the friction stress.
RESULTS ANT) DISCUSSION
Almost all the data presented in this section are in the form of figttres.
The points plotted in these figure_ represent itMxvidual :pecimen tt_tta.
Tables of data for individual specimens are cotltained in Appendix Tahle._
VI-1 for unnotched AST.q A-'_02 _pecimens, VI°_ for unnotched AST._! A-'_17
specimens, VI-_ for precrncked AI._I typs 310 stainless steel ._pecimen._,
VI-_ for precracked AST,q A-302 specimens, +tilt! V[-5 for px'ecrac|¢ed
AST_t A-517 _pecimens.
Unnotched Npeeimens
Results of tests on tmnotched AST.X! A-'J02 specimPus (Fig.lld) are rather
widely scattered. One of the reasons for this scatter is probably
1t-77_o- I 137
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lerrors in load measurements because of the rapid loading rate u._ed during
the first three tests (shown as square points in l"ig. 18). Nevertheless,
it is apparent that the strenr, ths of the unnotched specimens in 10,00,0-
p*i hydrogen were approximately identical in low cycle fatigue as the
ultimate tensile strength obtained in 10,000-psi hydrogen without load
cycling.
D
Applied loads at the yield and ultimate strengths of this material .were
approximately identical when tested in a 10,O00-p._i hydrogen environment,
and this made it difficult to conduct the tests in the region between
yield and ultimate strength. It is interesting to note that the ASTM
A-302 specimen _ith the large._t number of cycles to failure (one speci-
men did not fail) also under-'eat the least elongation, only 5..5 percent.
Visual examination of the specimens indicated that the fracture origin
extended most of the di._tance around the perimeter for the specimens
tensile tested to failure in 10,000-psi hydrogen. Fracture origins of
specimens that failed du_ing cyclic loading, however, appeared as a
small semicircular region that extended from a short crack at the surface.
During macroscopic examination, a few siriations were observed near the
inside extensions of the fracture origins for the two specimens that
failed with the greatest number of cycles. It is believed that stri_
ntions of this type were caused by fatigue, because they were not noticed
during examination of n large number of low alloy steel specimens ten-
sile tes¢ed in lO,O00-psi hydrogen. Tensile specimens were not, however,
ex_nined with this in mind. Electron microscopy examination of pre-
cracked specimens fractured in fatigue in lO,O00-psi hydrogen did not
show fatigue striations although the striations were present in speci-
mens fractured in fatigue in air and in lO,O00-psi helium environments.
It is possible, therefore, that the fatigue striations _,llichform in
lO,O00-psi hydrogen occur only on a macroscopic but not a microscopic
scale.
i
Two fatigue teats were¢performed on unnotched ASTM A-317 specimens with
stresses _'hich ranged between 3250 and 113,000 psi; test results are
R-77SO-I ' 139
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_hox_n in Table 33. I,_ad versus deflection was monitored for the first
cycle to en._ure that pl;_tic deformatio1_ was achieved. Haximum stress
was only7000 psi he]ow the tensile ._tren_th, but neither specimen failed
because of cyclic loading.
After 3000 cycles had _,lap..:vd,one of the two specimens i,¢_sloaded to
failure. The yield and ultimate strerl_th.qof this specim,.n w.re evi-
dently 'not _iffectod I,y the previou, cycling in the lO,O00-p_i hydro.-en
environment, but the ductility wa._ measurably reduced. The second speci-
men, failed at the'-thre;,ded Cpecimen end after 3099 cycles. It there-
fore appears that the lO00-cycle fatigue strength in lO.O00-psi hydrogen
of the unnotched ,LST._I A-]17 ._pecimens is not appreciably different from
the tensile strength in lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
The tests on ASTH A-302 _m,I ASTH A-517 specimens here conducted by main-
taining a con._tani maximum load, and it is possible, thai had the tests
been conducted in such a way so as to maintain a constant strain in-
crement per cycle, the 1000-cycle strength would be considerably lower
than the tensile strength of the materials. A factor that also influences
_he fatigue strength is change of mechanical properties of the material
during the tests. Cyclic loading i._ known to harden "soft" materials and
soften "hard" materials, llam (Ref. 18) states that initially "soft" mate-
rials (typically _ith ultimate te;_sile strength o_l and yield strength
Gy such that cTn Gy >l.t,) show cyclic hardening in that they require an
increase (by as much as 500 percent) in stress amplitude to maintain a
constant strain amplitude, llard materials (typically (xu/gy <1.2) are
softene( and the stress amplitude required to maintain a constant strain
amplitude falls by as nmch as 50 percbnt. The o_i/ay values for ASTH
A-302, ASTH A-517 and AI.SI type 310 stainless steel are 1.16, 1.05, and
2.5, respectively. Therefore, fatigue softening would be predicted for
ASTH A-302 and ASTH A-517 specimens, _.'ith fatigue hardening for AISI
type _I0 stainless steel.
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Pracrneked Specimens
A series of low cycle fatigue tv.qta, were conducted on notched (Kt-_8.1_)
specimens _'hich were precracked by high cycle tension fatigue in air
prior to testing in low cycle fatig_le. Resulting fatigue cracks _'ere
quite shallow anti uniform around the perimeter of the spacimen. The re-
sult._ of tests conducted on the precracked AIST type 510 stai,le_s-stvel
specimens are plotted in Fig. 19 and 20. The precracl_ed diamelcr could
not he determined with any degree of certainty on the AIS[ type 310
stainless-steel specimens, thus the ori'_inal notch diameter prior to
precrackin_ was used to calculate the ._tres._. Figure 19 i.: a plot of
maximum stress versus cycles to failure. It can be seen that the lO00-
cycle fatiguf. _trength of the precracked specimens is about the same as
the notch tensile strength of precrncked specimens, and there is no dif-
ference between the fatigue strength in lO,O00-psi hydrogen and in
lO,O00-psi helium. Figure 20 is a plot of stress amplitude versus cycles
to failure. The data do not extrapolate to the tensile ._trength. _t
would appear that the stress amplitude is not useful in the analysis of
tension-tension fatigue data when the maxinnim stress is very close to
the tensile strength.
I,ow cycle fatigue tests were not performed on the unnotched AISI type
310 stainless-steel specimens. It is quite unlikely that the unnotched
AISI type 310 stainless-steel specimens would be affected by hydrogen in
low cycle fatigue when there is no effect of 10,000-psi hydrogen on the
unnotched tensile properties and 10,000-psi hydrogen did not reduce the
low cycle fatigue strength of p_ecracked AISI type 310 stainless-steel
specimens.
Results of tests on precracked ASTM A-302 specimens are plotted in
Fig. 21, 22 and 23. Figure 21 is an S-N (S = maximum stress) plot,
using the'notch specimen diameters prior to precrncking. Figure 22 is
the sameas Fig. 21 except that the maximum stress was calculated using
the diameter after the specimen was precracked.- The diameter after the
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_pecimen was preeracked _'as only slightly }e._s than the notch diameler.
and it was somewhat difficull to measure. The choice of diameter_ did
not affect the relation between the re._ults in hydrog,,n and in inert
e nvi ronments.
Fi_u]'es 21 and '2'2 .the-," that the lo_," cycle fatigue stret_th is much less
in lO,O_)(I-psi hydrogen than in lO,O00-p._i helium. 1'her,_ i_ al_o itali-
c
cation of a lo_ cycle fatigue limit in lO.O00-p._i hydrogen a_ about t_5
ksi. The data appe_:r to be almost without scatter, which is probably
becau._e the .-pectins.as _,ere fatJg;_e cracked in air prior to the. environ-
mental cyclic loading tesls. Thus, it would seem that the. apparenl
fatigue limit is real _md not due to data -_catter.
Figure 25" is a plot of the cycles to failure ver:us the stress amplitude
over which the tests were conducted. In this plot, there is.consider-
able difference in the stress amplitude to cause failure in lO00 cy_-les
in 1000-psi and 10,000-psi hydrogen. The 1000-cycle strength (amplitude)
..
i.s 30 ksi in lO,O00-p_i hydrogen, 70 ksi in lO00-psi hydrogen, and 1"22
k._i in lO,O00-psi helium. The plot of stress a_plitude versu_ cycles
to failure appears to give a much better repre._entation of the low cycle
fatigue data than the plot of maximum stress versus cycles to failure.
Except for the apparent fatigue limit in lO,O00-psi hydrogen, the S-N
curves apparently have about the same slope in the three environments.
?
• . "(_
Ilesults of the test._ on the precracked ASTH A-517 specimens are plotted
in Fig. 2i,, 25 and 26. Figlzres '.'/t and 25 are plots of maximum stre._s
versus cycles to failure. In Fig.._:p_ the strength is calculated on the
basis of the diameter prior to precracking the specimens by high cycle
fatigue. In Fig. 25 the data are plotted using the precracked diamel;er.
Precracked diameter could not be adequately discerned in about half of
the tests, thus there are fe_,'er points in Fig. 25 than in Fig. 2_.
Figure 2t_ shows that the maximum stress to failure was about the same
in lO00- and lO,O00-psi hydrogen, and the lO00-cycle strength in the
110hi R- 778o: I
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@ hydrogen environments was about 50 percent of that in lO,000-psi helium.
Fatigue strength in lO,O00-psi helium was higher than in air, but this
difference was mainly due to tlledifference of the lower stress between
these two environments as will be dexcribed below. As with ASTb! A-)02,
the 10,O00-psi hydrogen data for AST,q A-517 suggests a low cycle fatigue
o
limit at about 75 ks!.
O
O
A plot of the stress amplitude over _'hich the ASTYI A-517 fatigue tests
were conducted versus cycles to failure is sho_aa in Fig' 26. The stress
amplitude to cause failure in 1000 cycles is considerably lower in
10,000-psi hydrogen than in 1000-psi hydrogen. A second difference be-
tween Fig. 21t and 23 is that in Fig. 26 the s_ress amplitude to cause
failure in a given number of Cycles in 10,O00-psi helium is about lO,O00
psi lower than in air. This is equal to the increase of shear s_ress
due to 10,O00-psi hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, the fatigu e strength
in air and in 10,000-psi helium was the same within the accuracy of the
measurements.
There was a problem, during the period in which ihe helium tests were
conducted, of obtaining hydrogen-free helium, and the purification train
was circumvented during this period to eliminate it as -_sourc_ of hydro-
gen contamination. As a consequence, the impurity content._ range from
I.I to I.-_,ppm 0o and 5.0 to 6.9 planN,, compared to less than "_0 perrcnt
of these contents obtained for in,rifled helium, l'hu._ the O_ partial
prt.s._ure in lO,O00-psi ht, lium was about 0.0l psi I().5 _ma lig). This
oxygen partial pressure is many order._ of m;_gnitudt, hitcher _.han in a
r_easonable vacuum. Therefore, the large increase of fatigue lifo ex-
perienced itr vacuum environments woulil not likely b,, observed in hel,um
containing oxygen at that partial pres.-ure.
The stress amplitude to cause failure in It)d0 cycles accordint_ to Fig. 26
is atmut Pt), 85, 130, and ]3'5 ks! in lO,O03-psi hydrogen, lO00-p._i ll.vdro- t
gen_ air (1 atmosphere)and in lO,O00-psi helittm, respectively. The slope
of the, stress amplitude versus cycles to failure eurx,es are steeper in
R-778O-1
p
@ air apd h(,lium than in the hydrogen enviruntneut._, am! it. appears that6
convergence would occur at about lO cycles.
Therefore, the low cycle fatigue strength_ ,,f hS'l'.t! A-51}2 am! ASTM A-517 '
are quite similar. The lower tensile stress during cycling .in the 10,000
psi environments was ,mfficiently high Olat the stre._s amplitude rather
than m,_ximum stress was the better stress criterion for re.present£ng
the "fatigue results. For both materials, the 101N} cycle fatigue strength
in 10,000-psi hydrogen x_'asabout I/:3 that in 10.000-p._ihelium. For l_oth
materials, there appears to be n lo_' cycle fatigue limit in 10.000-psi
hydrogen, which occurred bet_'een 1000 to 2000 vycles. The lack of scatter
of all the data obtained on the precrncked ._pecimens _,ould suggest that
this fatigue limit is real. Correlation was made _ilh ]O.O00-psi helium
environment tests; the data obtained in air at l atmosphere, pressure in-
dicates that the fatigue strength in lO,O00-psi helium w,._ about the
same as that in air (1 arm). The fatigue _tren_th in loO0-p._i hydrogen
was about midway bet_:een the ._trength in lO.O00-psi hydrogen and that in
lO,O00-psi helium for both materials.
Ten._ile strength i,as plotted in the figures _t._ 1 (.vvl,,. ,1 g_,od argument
could be m_tde for plotting these d_lta :as [/2 cycle sincl, the stre_s
cycle in tension-tension f_ltigue is 1/2. of the total cycle.. At an)' r_lte.
•extrapolation to the tensile strength w;_._ poor in most in._t_mc¢,._ regard-
less of _,here the tensile d_lta were plotted,
Crack grox_th was follo_ed hy resistivity mJ,a:,urem_.nts for mo._t of the
low-cycle fatigue _ests. Resistivity measurt, nt_nt._ could re:olve a
crack step of about 0.00l inch in length. From electron microvcopy.
the i,niti_! fatigue steps in 10,000-psi helium and air x,'ere found to be
about 0.00007 inch. Thus, tlle first crack steps proh_dJly _;ere not re-
solved in these environments and the change in resistivity _,'asgr_Hlual
rather than stepwise. The first crack step w_Is assumed to occur at the
point that the resistivity increa._ed from the value prior to testing.
It-77so-I 153
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Tile resistivity measurements indicated that crack growth in all environ-
meats _'as not uniform, Even at high stresses for which virtually every
crack step could be recorded, there were many cycles for which no crack
growth was noted° Often, a region of no crack growth would separate re-
gions in which crack movements of various lengths occurred during each •
cyc Ie.
A definite crack step occurred during the first cycle for all of the tests
conducted on precr_cked _ISI type )10 stainless-steel specimens. The num-
ber of cycles at which the first crack-step was noted was a function of
cyclic stress aml environment for lhe two lm; alloy steel._. Figure 27
and 28 show that the first crack slep was observed at fewer cycles ou
the AST._! A-302 and ASTH J_-517 specimens in the hydrogen environments
than in the im, rt environments. Rs would be expected, the hi_her the
stress, the lm_er the mimber of cycles for appearance of the first crack
step. It _¢ould 'appear, therefore, that the hydrogen environment affects
crack initiation a_ _ell as propagation. This conclusiml is *entativc.
however, because of _he comparatiw; lack of resolution particularly at
the bc_innin_ of the te._._ where the stre._s is the ]m,e_ beck,use the
cross section lie. = tier heen.rcduc,d by propagation of the cr_tck.
There were consider_,.b]v fm_er ro._olved crack sXeps than f_,ligm, e.x'cle_
.as i_ il|u._t)'::tf,d in _ig. 2q. 50 and ._l for ATSt type glO ,taJnl,.,.-._
._teel, AS'Ikl A-)O.. and AST._I A-31,. respectively. [l,_,urt,.< 3(J :)t_,_ 31 :-'!mw
11|_1[ fc',er crat:l_ ._top_ occ_l|'red itl 1he hydro_-en ,,l:virot_mt.ut_ :)lan in th-
eft enx'ironmcnz._ f_r the low--alloy :reel SlmCtm,.n,. t'rack sleps _.urt.
observed during t_,n_il_, testing (l tj'clt,) ou A]':._I 5|1) st,,_al_:..- sieu]
for all (,nvirt,,_ment.. and on the AS_._IA-_()2 _tnd .kST._, ,'_-r;].Tspecimens ten-
Slit tested i_ lO.O00-psi hydrogen. The fact that cry,ok ._ro.'th is _tcp-
:;i._e in hydrogen in the !me-alloy steel sp,.cira,,n._may be helpful in
clarifyin_ the embrittlem_,nt meclu,ui._m._.
Figures "52 and 3_ sbm, thai the average distance _,ach crack grew _,as
indeed greater in hydrogen than in in(,rt environments.
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The rate of crack growth during fatigue is important in predicati'ng the
life of parts subject to fatigue. This rate as a function of stress
amplitude was calculated for several of the specimens tested in low-
cycle fatigue. Calculations were made by relating the initial specimen
cross section, and the cross section immediately prior to catastrophic
failure to the overall resistivity change. Resi_tivity was recorded on
a strip chart recorder and therefore the resistivity change per cycle•
/,
-could be measured. This analysis was not subject to the limitation of
noDresolvable crack steps because the calculations _ere based on the
averag_ resistivity change over various stress increments or fatigue
cycle span increments•
Crack. growth per cycle is plotted as a function of stress amplitude
(differenc_ between maximum and minimum stress) for the ASTH A-502 and
i
A_TM A-517 specimens in Fig. 3/t and 3_. The overall environmental
effect on crack propagation is that the rate of propagation is con,_ider-
ably faster in.lO,O00-psi hydrogen than in 10,O00-psi helium, and the
rate in lO00-psi hydrogen is near theft in 10,000-psi hydrogen initally.
(that is at low stress amplitudes at the beginning of the tost._) but
falls off to slot_'er rates compared _a that in 10,000-p,_i hydrogen as
the crack propagates.
J
An explanation of the _'ariation of the hydrogen environment rate data
is that there _'as a critie_l combination of minimum hydrogen pressure
and maximum'crack d.plh.._o thai the rate of crack propagation _ ,le-
pendentupon the rate at which hydrogen ga_ reached _he crack _p, when
that rate felt below a ce_ tai_ minimum valne. Compari.-on bet_¢ee_ the
10.O00-p._i hydroge_ data for ASTH A-_02 and AST.N A-517 _hows that the
curves extrapolale _o that theylie essentially on top of each other.
.But the. ]000-p-_i ASTH A-302"c_rv_ and the low-cycle, lO(}O-psi A._TH A-517
curve deviate fr.m the ]O,O(}O-psi hydr,_geu curves at al,,,ut t,ho same rela-
tive positions from the start of the test. Tl_u_ it appears that the crack
rate in lO00-psi hydrogen i_ determined by both the distance the crack
propagated and the stres.-, amplitude.
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!'rh_,._hatlow slope obtained from the higher cycle data on ASTH A-517 spec-
imens in IO00-psi hydrogen can be explained in tile same manner. Stress
_implitude of this test was initially 68 ksi. The specimen area at the.
s;tme stre._s ;_mplitudes wt_s nbout 50 percent less for the higher cycle
tests thnn for the lower; and thus the crack depth at similar stress
_tmplitude was considerably deeper for the higher cycle tests. It is
s11_gested th.t cr_ick depth during the high-cycle hydrogen test wtls so
deep over the portion of the test analyzed that the rate of crack prop-
_tg;_tion w.s limited by the rate of hydrogen transport to the crack tip.
If the lJn.lysis could he extended to lower stress amplitudes, the rate
of cr.ek gro_,'th shoLJld compare with the rate obtained from the lower
cycle tests.
The _lbove analyses assume that the crack growth of the cylindrical pre-
cr.cked specimens c.n be expressed as a semi-log function of crack dis-
placemexlt vers_js stre:_._ _mplitude. Gener_illy, the crack growth is ex-
pre_._ed as el ther a semi-log or log-log function of cr.ck displacement
ver._n._ stress Izltensity. _he small specimens used for these tests do
IJot re.dily iernd them:_elve._ to stress intensity .nalysis.
l.o_-cycle f.tig.e strengths in various environments of unnotched speei-
merJs of .ll tl}ree m.terilils and of precrucked, A'ISI type 310 stainless-
steel specimens _.'ereabout the same _Ls their tensile s'trengths in the
s.me enviroriment. The low-cycle fatigue properties of the precracked
A,_'I'._IA-ZO'2 .nd ASTbl A-517 specimens _'ere quite similar to each other in "x
.ll environments. For both materials, the IO00-cycle fatigue strength
i_ l(),O00-p._t hydrogen was about I/5 that in lO,OOO-psi helium; and for
the I(_,O00-psi hydrogen tests there appeared to he . low-cycle fatigue
limit that occurred between !000 and 2000 cycles. The fatigue strengths
o
of precr.cked ASTH A-502 and ASTH A-517 specimens in iO00-psi hydrogen
_ere ._bout mid_,.y between the strengths in lO,O00-psi hydrogen and that
P
in IO,O00-psi helium.
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{,rack growth measurements indicated that crack initiation occurred at
fewer cycl,.._ in hydrogen than in inert environments. There were fewer
crack stop.Q in hydrogen and the. distance the crack traveled per crack
._tep was _reater in hydrogen than in the inert environments. The, re-
la_ion._hip betwe_.n stress amplitude and logarithm of crack growth per
cycle wa._ linear for the 10,O00-psi hydrogen and lO,O00-psi helium
environmenls. ('urvt:._ in }OOO-psi hydrogen deviated from linearity to '
slower r.te._ of crack growth with increasing crack depth, and it is
sugge._ted that the r.te of crack propagation was dependent upon the rate
at which lO00-p._i hydrogen gas reached the crack tip.
+t
• .:,.- .
, •
_°
C()NI;I.IISIONS
1. The stress amplitude to cause failure in 1000 cycles of pre-
cr;lcked ASTM A7302 is approximately hO, 70, and 120 ksi in
iO.O00-psi hydrogen, lO00-psi hydrogen, and in lO,O00-psi
helium, respectively.
'2. The stress amplitude to cause failure in 1000 cycles of pre-
cracked AST._I A-517 is approximately 35, 75, 105, and 120 ksi
in IO,O00-psi hydrogen, lO00-psi hydrogen, lO,OO0-psi helium
and air at 1 atmosphere pressure, respectively.
5. The lo_-cycle fatigue strengths in various environments of un-
notched specimens of all three materials and of precracked
AISI type 310 stainless-steel specimens is about the same as
their tensile strengths in the same environment.
t
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PHASE VII: I_LATION BETWEEN TIIE MECIIAN'ICAL PROPERTIES OF STFELS
IN AIR AND SUSCEFrIBILITY TO I[YDROGEN-E,_IltON/_ffLvr E_IIITTI.I.:YlEN_r
I NTRODUCT IO N
In the previous program conducted at llocketdyne, the three low-alloy
steels investigated (ASTbt A-302, ASTbl A-517, and ASTbt A-212) exhibited
the following characteristics: (1) the strength and ductility of notched
specimens and reduction of area of unnotched specimens was'considerably"
reduced by a lO,O00-psi hydrogen environment, (2) the strength and elon-
gation was little affected by the hydrogen environments, anti (_) surface
cracking occurred in the necked-do_rn region of unnotched specimens tested
in hydrogen. These observations suggested that hydrogen-environ_nent em-
brittlement required the occurrence of a certain critical pla._tic strain
and further that the reduction of notch strength in hydrogen might be
related to the normal yield strength//ultimate strength ratio; other var-
iables being constant. It was also found in the previous progrom th,t
_STI_ A-212, which was the lowest strength steel of the three investi-
gated, had the largest reduction of notch strength in high-pressure
hydrogen. In conformance with the above suggestions, this was explained
on the basis that ASTIq A-212 had the lowest yield strength/:ultimate
strength ratio of the three steels.
Thus, this phase was conducted to determine if the reduction of notch
strength of steels in lO,O00-psi hydrogen, n._ compared to that in lO,O00-
psi helium, increases as the normal (in air) yield strength,/ultimate
strength ratio decreases. A review of the mechanical properties of many
steels was made in an effort to find two with similar compositions,
structures, and ultimate strengths, but with as greatly different yield
strengths as possible. Unfortunately, one or both of the most optimum
combinations of steels were unavailable except in mill-run quantitie,_.
The combination of steels finally selected was AISI lOPl2 and AISI 101P_O,
both quenched and tempered to an ultimate strength of !10 ksi.
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EXPERIMENTAL PR0 CEDUILE
During the course of this program, several phases employed similar pro-
cedures. Such is the case with Tensile Specimen Design, Apparatus, and
Test Procedure. Identical to their Phase I counterparts, these three
are discussed in detail in that section of the report and, thus, elim-
inated here. Test vessel purging included evacuation in this phase.
Materials
Chemical compositions, heat treatments, and mechanical properties of the
AISI 10_2 and AISI _1_0 steels used in this phase are presented in
Tables 3_, 35, and 36. The mechanical properties of the AISr 10_2 speci-
mens were found to be variable from specimen to specimen and this is dis-
cussed in the Results and Discussion section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the tests performed in this phase are presented in Table 37.
The hardness and other mechanical properties were very consistent from
specimen to specimen for AISI hl_0. Thus, the results given fer AIST
bl_0 in Table 37 are averages of three tests in hydrogen, two in helium,
and two in air for both unnotched and notched specimens. 7ndividual
specimen data for AISI _1_0 is contained in Appendix Table _I-l.
In testing the AISI 10tJ2 specimens, the mechanical properties _'ere
found to be significantly different from qpecimen to specimen, _nd it
was necessary to interpret the results in terms of i'ndividual specimens.
Thus, the results for individual AISI. 10_2 specimen._ are given ill
Table 37. Essentially the same table is repeated in the Appendix
(Table VII-2_.
• ,.r
Variability of properties from specimen to specimen for AISI lOP02 led
to two problems when attempting to relate the degree of !!ydrogen-
environment embrittlement to the yield strength/ultimate strength ratio.
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First, the notch strength of _t specimen in lO.O00-psi hydrogen must he
compared to the notch strength of a similar specim,,n in lO,OO0-psi helium.
Secondly, the yield strength//ultimate strength ratio in air _al_t be the
ratio appropriate to the specimen tested in 10,O00-psi hydrogen. There-
fore, it was necessary to use hardness when interpreting the AISI' 10_,2
results. The hardness of each AISI 10_2 specimen was determined. The
notch strength ill lO,OO0-psi helium was found to be a linear functi_Jn of
hardness as shown in Fig. 56. The reduction of notch strength of a speci-
men-because of the lO,O00-psi hydrogen environment was determined by com-
paring tile notch strength in hydrogen to the notch strength in l¢),OOO-psi
helium (from Fig. 30) for a hardness the same as that _,f the specimen
tested ill hydrogen.
It was'also assumed that the yield strength _nd ultim_tte strength ,f un-
notched AISI lOlt2 specimens varied linearly with hardne._s. The yield
strength, ultimate strength, and yield strength/.ltimatc ._trength ratic_
in air, appropriate to a specimen tested in IO,U_l-p.qi hydrc,_en, w_s
determined from the hardness of that specimen aml frr_m tlw data for the
two specimens tested in air, assuming the linear relation._hip between
strellgth and hardness.
Figure 57 shows a plot of the yield strength/ultimate sfrength ratio
versus percent reduction of notch strength in IO,O00-p.qi hydrogen as
compared to the notch strength in lO,O00-p._i helium. The point_ in
Fig. 57 for AISI lOll2 represent single ._peeimcn._. a._ discu._,d above,
while tile AISI _ItiO point represents the aver;tjze for three ._pecimen._.
Thus, Fig. 57 does indeed show, as predicted, that the hydrogen-
envzronment emhrittlement increases with n decreasing yield ._tren_zth
ultimate strength ratio.
Ultimate strength, as well as tile yield ._tren_th, varied for the hlSI
lOt|2 specimens hecause of nonuniformity of the mechanical propertie_
following heat treatment. It might therefore be argued that the change
of embrittlement with yield strength/flltimate strength r_tio wa._ .
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result of different ultimate _trength.¢ rather th;Ln the difference be-
tween tile yield and ul_imate strengths, l'i_ure "_8 is a plot of redu¢'-
tion of notch .-.'tren_h vcx'._1,s both the yie]d ;rod ultim:,te str,,n#ths ill
air of urmotched specimftns. It can be seen that the l=]txmate strength
varies comparatively little amon_ the specimens. IIowever, there is a
wide w_rintion of yivld strength, which of courge is reflected in the
variation of _he yield strength/ultimt_te strength ratio. According to
Fig. "J8 cmbriitlement increases with decreasing yield and nltimat_,
strengths. Such dependt.ncy i_. of course, contrary to the Phase II re-
sults, which shol,'ed that _he high-strength metals were the most embrit-
fled of all of the nmterials tested. Therefore, it apprars from these
results that hydrogen_mvironment embrittlement is indeed , function of
the yield stren_th,{lltim;_te sirength ratio.
The most definitive exp_,riments'conducted in this program into the effect
of yield strength,/ultim,'_le strength i'atio on embrittlement _,'ere per-
formed on prestrained AISI 1020 specimens in Phase IlI. Beer, use of
strain aging, holding under stress inereas_,d the yield strength; however,
the ultimate strength in most cases remained essentially constant. After
100 days of exposure, the yield and ultimate strength._ x.ere almost the
s,'une, and the yield strength/ultimate strength ratio increased to nearly
1.0 during the hold period. Reduction of notch strength of the Al.qT 1020
specimens was about l;,. r,. and 1 percent after O, 1, aml lO0 days of ex-
posure to IO,O00-psi hydrogen under tensile stresses of 80 and c_O percent
of their strength.
Other variables such as chemistry and microstructure remained constant
forthe AISI 1020 specimens, and the only material change.was caused by
interstitial clustering around dislocations,, which increased the yield
strength. Thus, the decrease of embrittlement during the hold period
was evidently associated with the increase of yield strength/ultimate
$
strength ratio.
l_mse VII tests and the sustained load tests on AISI 1020 specimens
therefore indicate _lmt embrittlement is a function of the yield strength/
ultimate strength ratio. In the l_mse II screening tests, all materials
174 , R-7780-I
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Ite._ted in tile llro_r'im _,ere arranKed in order of their degree of embrit-
tlemt:nt (as indicated by percent reduction of notch strength).' Emhrit-
-%
tlement of these me_:lls did not appear to be a function of the yield
stren_th,/ultimate s_rength ratios. Ttle only relationship observed be-
tween embrittlement and mechanical properties was that embrittlcment
tended to increase _'ith increasing yield and ultimate strength level._.
The results in this program therefore .indicate that embrittlem_,nt is.a
function of yield strength/ultimate strength ratio, providing that other
variables such as chemistry, microstr_cture, and ultimate strength re-
main constant.
Sl_bl/illY
Results of the I_lase III tests on the prestrained AISI 1020 specimens
and the Phase %rII tests on AISI lOJt2 and AISI ltl#JO indicated that
hydrogen-environment embrittlement is a function of the yield strength /
ultimate strength "ratio. That is, plastic deformation is required before
the hydrogen environment reacts with the metal surface; the lower the
yield strength:/ultimate strength ratio, the greater the decrease of notch
strength possible from exposure to high-pressure hydrogen.
Phase II screening tests, however, indicate that the relative degree of
embrittlement was probably not a function of yield strength/ultimate
strength ratio, unless the other variables such as chemistry, micro-
structure, arid ultimate strength remain constant.
CONCI,USIONS
FJnbrittlement as measured by reduction of notch strength in hydrogen
environments is n function of yield strength/ultimate strength ratio,
providing that other variables such as chemistry, microstructure, and
ultimate strength remain constant.
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PIbL_EVIII: I'ROTE{'TIONlqtOMIWDR0_iL_'-I._WTRON2n.-_'£
Investigations prior to this, includixyg tile previous study at Rocketdy,e,
had established that at least certain steels were highly susceptil_l'e to
high-px_ssure hydrogen-environmeIlt embrittlement. Other pha_es of this
program have now revealed that a wide variety of alloys are embrittled
•by high-pressure hydrogen envirolmlents, tdtatever the qase, in plarmiz_
this program it was believed that the hydrogen-envirojunent embrittlement
of metals was sufficiently serious that some consideration should be given t_,
• the prevention of such embrittlement. Thus, Phase _III was designed to
investigate the prevention of high-pressure hydrogen-envirorment embri_tle-
ment by the use of inhibitiz_ additives to the h}drogen or hydrogen bal:rier
coatings, llofnmamand Rauls (Ref. l_i) had shown that the addition of 1
percent oxygen eliminated the emhrittliz_ effect of 1900-psi hydr_,gen.
In this program, it was proposed to investigate the potent.ial of such
additives as oxygen, carbon dioxide, and _'ater vapor to inhibit ±he em-
brittlement by hydrogen at pressures up to 10,000 psi. It was further
planned to investigate gold azld cadnL£um as hydrogen barrier coatizgs.
Duri_ the course of the overall prograJn, certaiJl tulexpected fimliJ_gs in
other phases, fn particular the extreme embrittlcment of the high-stret_th
nickel-base alloys_ led to the requiremeat for mhlitiotml, tmplmmed work
in those areas. To compensate, further effort in this phase _:as dropped.
Before work was diverted from this phase, equipmcltt was purchased for Oat
apparatus designed so that precise pressures'of inhibitor gase_ could be
added _.'J the higll-pressure hydrogen.
q
A schematic of the apparatus is sheba in Fig. 39. The system would i_i-
.%!ally be evacuated; the desired qumttity of impurity gas _ould then be
added to a large (t_ liter), 50OO-l_si storage vess_:l. The qum_tity of im-
purity gas would be measured by metals of a mm_,m_eter or by the O- t_ l{)O-
psi pressure ga_:. Purified hydrogen would then be added to obZaix_ the
0
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0
desired hydrogen partia ! pressure, and tile total pressure measured by the
O- to 2()O0-psi g_Lge. Tile hydrogen-impurity gas mix_,ure would then be
compressed into the 15,000-psi storage vessel of one of the high-pressare
I
gas supply systems. The gas supply systems are described ia detail in
Phase I.
• •
t.
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PIL'_SI,: IX: EFFECT (}I,' SbI[FACI.; AIIILL_ION IN IPfDR0(;LN
ON IPfDI[0GI,.N-I.2_WIRONHI..NT EHIII_IT'I'I.I.2.1.1_'N'r
INTRODUCT I 0N
• ¢"
)
Surface cleanliness is expected to influence hydrogen-environment em-
brittlement of metals because of its effect on adsorption and/or absorp-
tion of hydrogen by tlre metal. Ifwas postulaLed (Ref. 2) flint hydrogen
does not react with a metal fulfil a critical _u_mmlt of plastic deforma-
tion has occurred, and that the critical amo_mt is that deforlzmtion re-
quired to rupture surface protective layers, u._ually natural oxides, and
expose a fresh metal s_rface to the hydrogen. Accordingly, tlm greater
effect o£ a high-l)ressure hydrogen enviroxm:ent _)r_notched rather thml on
smooth specimens may, inpart, be associated with the early, but highly
localized, deformation at tire base of tire notvh. 'In may case, there are
a nmnber of applications (e.g., high-pressure hydrogen compressors) in
which parts rubbing together could produce clean metal ._urfaces exposed
to high-ln-essure hydrogen. Therefore, it wa_ hclieved to be ir_q)ortant
practica_ly, as well as enlightenixg; as to the |||eclmnis|aof l|yd|'ogenL
envirosuaent embrittlement, to conduct investigations into the effect of
producing a clean metal surface in hydrogen on h.wh',_gen-env£rol,nent
embritt le|||ent.
In Phase LX, unnotched tensile specimens of .L_T.H A-517 _;ere abraded in
lO,O00-psi hydrogen, and examined for -:urface crackim_ or ten._ite tested
to failure in t.his enviromnent tu determine the effect of l,ro,luciJ_a
c lemt n_tal surface in hydrogen on tire hydrogen-envirozune|tt embrittlement.
F
EXPEIII._II_'£A L PROCI'_DL_E
Haterials
Specimens of ,LST._IA-517 Gr. F (T-l) steel u._o,lirathis phase _¢e,.efabri-
cated from .3,"8-inch plate. The ¢'hexlLieal rO.:l,o._it, io. of the mnierial was
as follows: O.ib carbon, 0.80 nuu_mmse, O.[)l[} i|hosplmrus, (].[)llJ sulfur,
i_-7780-1 Precedingpageblank
o_
0.21 silicon, O.79 xlickel, 0..51, chromil_, 0.25 copper, 0.P,3 molybdenum,
0.0it vanadi_,, 0.002 boron, mi(l tile balance iron. The plate was received
in the followi)_ heat treatment condition: annealed at 1625 F for 1/2
houx, water quenched) tempered at 122_ F for I hour, mid air cooled.
There was no additional heat treatment at Rocketdyne. The supplier
certified mechaaical properties were: _6._ ksi yield strer_th, 76.1 ksi
ultimate strength, and 27.5 percent elo)_atiou.
@
Tensile Specimen Design
Design of the tensile specimens used in this phase is the same as described
in detail in Phase I.
Apparatus
oo
A special pressure vessel (Fig. tjO) was constructed to abrade tens£1e.
specimens in high-l)ressure enviromneuts. The specimen extends through
sliding, seals ou both ends of the vessel• Jkn abradiltg tool located at
the loL_4itudilLal center of the vessel extellds from the side into the
middle of the vessel to contact the t, en._ile specimen. The abradi,_ tool
has interchan,=eable tips for abratli,_ lumotched or notched specimens.
The tool for abradi,tg uamotched specimens is about 5/l(,-inch wide; and
for abradix_ not,.hed speci,:_ens, a tool with a carbide tip was designed
to fit exactly into the root of _he standard Kt _- 8.PJ notch. In each
case, after the %o01 _,'as placed in contact witli the specimen, the speai-
men was rotated 180 degrees. Abradi,_z cmi be l,erformed while the speci-
men is under an applied tensile stress, l'lectrical conductors exten'!
• through tl,e vessel wall aud Cau be spot welded to the tensile specimens
to follow by" resistivity measurements surface crack for,,ation and propa-
gation duriu,, abrasion However, it was uot fomld accessory for the
potential ]ends to be at tavhed to the Sl,ecimeu iiisiile the vessel to make
these meastu'ements. Instead, the potential leads were fastened to the
specimen outside the vessel in the stone rammer _lu_t _'as used to f_llow
crack gro_h duri_ t'y('lie Joadi)_ (Phase VI).
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O ]'lie abrading device was substituted for t.he smaller t(,._t vessels used to
perform the lensile tests in hiRh-pre._ure environments in tile other
phases of thi._ progrma, l'h_. tensile load was al,plied by th,, s_ne l.ad-
ing appva'atus.as that described in Phase 1. The high-pressur, hydv(,gen
supply system employed in this phase has also been pvevi,msly desc,'iht,d
in Phase ].
0
TEST PItOt'EI)UItE
Unloaded and loaded unnotched speciraens were ab,'aded white in lO,O()(_-psi
hydrogen. Following abrasion, the specimens were either removed from the
environment and ex_unined for surface irregularitie,_ (for instam:e surface
cracking) or tested to failure in the high-pressure hydrogen environments.
Control tests _ere also c,mducled in air and in ]O,O00-psi helium. (ien(;ral
fealu,'es of the tensile testing p,'ocedure were the _ame as described in
Phase I. In Phase IX, test vessel purgirtg did not includ,, evacuation.
RESULTS :_) I)IS('USSION
When the unnotched, ASTM A-517 specimens were abraded with the carbide-
typed tool, a .5 '16-inch-_'ide cut was wade around the middle of the reduced
section, reducing the diaJaeter by approximately 0.002 inch. The. effects
of abrading on mechanical properties are summarized in Table 58, and
individual specimen test data are given in Appendix Table IX-1.
The unabraded ASTM A-517 specimens were uot embrittled by the lOOO-psi
hydrogen envirovment. This same lack of hydrogen-environment embrittlement
of unnotched specimens of this alloy _'as observed in Phase VI. Small sur-
f
face cracks were present in the unabraded specimens tested in hydrogen,
but there was a shear lip completely around the periphery of the fracture,
indicating that the sorface cracks had not initiated fracture. Abraded
or not, all the specimens tested in hydrogen had very nea,'ly the same
yield strengths lind ultimaie ._trengths. The differences between the
strengths in 10,OOO-psi hydrogen and those in air are doe to the effect
-t
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of hydrostatic pressure which reduces tile strength of a specimen in a
tO,O00-psi environment by that pressure when tile failure is by shear.
This effect was discussed in detail in I_lase II.
. TABLE 58
AVFJtAGE Iql01'HtTIES OF ABILXDED A.N_ NONABILXDED
U,_OTCIIED A-517 SPECIMENS TESTED IN AIR
( l ATMOSI'HEIiE) ,L\'D 10,0o0-1_I IIY1)I't0G_
Q
Test EnviromneiL t
Abrading
Environment
Unabraded
Air
Unabraded
Air
Air
!12
Time After
Abrading
Before
Hydrogen
Contact
I,/2 hour
o d ys*. a
Tensile
Testiag
Env ironment
Air
Air
II2
IIo
b
If,
I12
Strength
Yield,1 Ultimate
ksi _ ksi
!
121 ' 130
t
121 , 129
108 ' 122
I
III [ 12h
!
tO6 i 121
I07 , I19
l
, I
Ductility
EL ongat ion,
percent
Reduction
of Area,
percent
II
II
II
7.5
8.8
7.9
67
6tt
_5
39
Although abrading did not affect the yield or ultimate strengths, it, did
result in a substantial decrease in ductility for specimens tested in
hydrogen. Ductility as measured by either elongation or reduction in
area was reduced approximately 35 percent by abrading. IIowever, there
was no difference in the effect on ductility in It},OOO-psi hydrogen
be-ween abrading in hydrogen and abrading in air.
An important part of this phase was to determine the effect of abrading
on surface crack formation. A summation of the surface appearance of
specimens abraded but not tested to failure is tabulated in Appendix
Table LX-2. Parallel, shallow, circumferential grooves, rounded at the
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0 bottom, were present, in tile speeimens first abraded in air and then immed-
.lately examined. Alsu, the surface _dJraded in air contained very small
irregul[irilies that appea_ced to be oriented parallel to i,he speciments
axis. The appearm_ce of specimen surfaces abraded in air was tlre same
for those abraded without ml applied load as for those abraded while under
a tensile stress of 90 percent, of yield strength. The abraded region of
specimens that were both abraded and test.ed in air appeared rather smooth
with tlre srooves less pronounced than before testing to failure. Failure,
of course,, occurred in the abraded region.
Deep surface cracks fo_7oed in a few of the abrasion-produced grooves of
specimens abrad.ed in air and tested in lO,O00-psi hydrogen. These surface
cracks initiated fracture mid were responsible for the reduction of duc-
tility in these specimeus. It was rather apparent that there would have
been no added embrittlement because of abrading in air if abrasion w_ms
performed in a manner that permitted the surface to remain smooth.
O
Two specimens, abraded in air and tested in hydrogen, were exposed to air
for 1,/2 hour prior to b?eixtg exposed to lO,O00-psi hydrogen, and a third
specimen was exposed to air for 2 days prior to testing in lO,O00-psi
hydrogen. The specimen held 2 days in air before testing was slightly
more ductile in lO,O00-psi hydrogen. In addition, there were fewer sur-
face cracks on this specimen, and a shear lip was present about one-half
way around the fracture as compared to no shear lip on the other epecimens.
Thus, there may be an influence of time in air which builds up a protective
self-oxide. Tire abraded surface of the specime_ held 2 days in air still
appeared bright and rust free.
One specimen was abraded in lO,O00-psi helium and examined i_ediately
thereafter. The abraded region contained broad circumferential grooves
and the abrasion markings appeared smeared as compared to specimens abraded
in air. The abraded region of specimens, abraded in lO,O00-psi hydrogen
and then removed from the vessel without testing to failure 0 was similar
in appearance to the abraded regions in specimens abraded in air. There
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O was, however, one difference; the longitudinal irregl, larities _'ere somewhat
larger on the specimens _,braded in hydrogen. CcJmp_u'ing the appear_uwe of
the regions abraded in air, lO,000-psi helium, mid l(),O00-psi hydrogez_,
therefore_ indicates that the enviroJment affects the cut.Ling characteristics
of the tool.
Specimens were abraded in lO,O00-psi hydrogen under the following applied
stresses, unloaded (except for pressure), stressed to 90 percent of the
yield strength, and stressed slightly above the yield strength. There
were no indica_on._of surface cracks on an,. of these specimens.
The abraded region of specimens abraded in lO,O00-psi hydrogezl trod tested
to failure in that medium contained surface cracks. A surface crack was
present in nearly every groove. Surface cracking was not limited t'o the
grooves, but followed the longitudinal irregularities ns well.
Q
O
An effort was made to determine by resistivity the stress at _'Itichsurface
cracks were initiated. The resistivity of all specimens increased immed-
iately after yielding, and it was not possible to separate the contributions
of crack propagation m_d plastic deformation on the resistivity increase.
Comparison between _the surface cracking of specimells itbraded in air and in
IO_O00-psi hydrogen showed the major effect of abrading in hydrogen to he
on the foliation of surf_tce cracks when the abraded specime_s were t_sted
to failure. A much larger number of surface crztcks were formed on specimens
abraded in hydrogen thazl on specimens abraded in air. Tlms, the maill effect
of producing a clean surface in _l lO,OOO-psi hydrogezl environmenr_ o_L the
unnotched ASI_ A-517 specimens was to promote the formation _f surface
cracks. |lowever_ the type of surface crackitk_ that initiated fracture
occurred, not from abrading, but from luadiz_ above the yield strer_gth'.
I_idently there is a critical pli_st£c strain connected with this'Xtype of
surface cracking, even when the specimens are nbr_ulcd ill a hydrogen
environment.
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The greater number of cracks fot_ed on specimens abraded in hydrogen did
not increase tile degree of embrittlement of these specimens over that of
specimens abraded in air and tested illhydrogen. It ia_believed that,
if abrading was perfo1_ed without groove formation, there would have been
a considerable difference in degree of embrittlement between specimens
abraded in air and those abraded in hydrogen. The lack of increased
embrittlement in the specimens abraded in hydrogen is, however, meaningful
because it indicates that embrittlement is more associated with crack
#
propagation than with crack initiation. The importance of resist,_mce to
crack pr'opi_ation within hydrogen environments in determining the relat,ive
degree of llydrogen-environment embrittlement is discussed in greater detail
in Phase X.
p
SUb_i_tY
"t
Unnotched ASTYl A-517 specimens were abraded in air and lO,O00-psi hydrogen
environm._nts. The abraded surfaces contained circumferential grooves,
whicll were init_.ation sites for surface cracki_ _'hen the specimens were
abraded in air told tensile tested to failure in IO,OO0-psi hydrogen. The
major effect o£ abrading in hydrogen was to increase the "formation of
surface cracks when the abraded specimens were tested to failure in hydrogen.
There was a much larger number of surface cracks formed on specimens abraded
in hydrogen thaJl those abraded in air.
Specimens abraded in lO,O00-psi hydrogen, while stressed slightly above
the yield strength, did not cont_tin surface cracks, so it _.as assumed that
a ceriai_, amount of plastic defollnatien was needed for surface crack
formation eves on specimens preabraded in hydrogen.
The greater number of cracks formed on specimens abraded in hydrogen did
not increase the degree of embrittlement of these specimens over that of
specimens abraded in air and tested in hydrogen. The lack of increased
embrittlement would seem to indicate that. embrittlement is more associated
with crack propt_ation than crack nucleation.
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O CONCI,U._I ONS
Tile foLLowing conclusions can be dra_'n from tlw results of tills phase:
I. Surface cracking in ASTH A-517 is prom.ted by _}n, f_vmation of
a clemt surface in lO,000-psi h vdr_,g_nt.
'2. The df,gr'e.e df embrittlenent of AS_! A-517 is not i'ncreased by
ahr-ading in LO,OOO-psi hydrog(,rz, a._ c,)_np_u'ed t¢J abrading izl air
and tenting in lO,f)OO-psi hydr_Jgen.
:'-.
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@ PI_.SE X: POSTTEST METALI_GIbU'IIIC ,ZNALYSIS
(SPECLKI_S FRoM PIIASES I THROUGH IX)
LNTRODUCT.ION
Considerable posttest metailographic examination of specimens from Phases
I through LXwas performed to further identify the characteristics and
clarify the mechanism of hydrogen-environment embrittlement. It was
decided that posttest metallography was a coherent study in itself and,
for greatest clarity, should be combined and covered in a separate phase
rather than dispersed throughout the other sections.
R_qPERLM_AL PROCEDURE
Selected specimens tested _n this program were examined visually for
surface cracking, and representative specimens were examined by optical
microscopy and electron £ractography. Conventional metallographic pro-
cedures were used for optical microscopy. The etchants used are listed
in each figure in the Results and Discussion section, where appropriate.
For electron fractography the standard two-stage plastic-carbon tech-
nique was used. Initial carbon deposition was followed by shadowing
with Pt-C pellets.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unhatched Specimens
Results of visual examination of unhatched specimens tested in lO,O00-
psi hydrogen are summarized in Table 39- The materials are arranged in
order,of decreasing embrittlement in terms of the decrease of ductility,
as measured by reduction of area, in lO,000-psi hydrogen as compared to
lO,O00-psi helium. Results in Table 39 suggest that metals with similar
degrees of embrittlement in high-pressure hydrogen also have similar
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surface cracking characteristics. In Phase II the metals were grouped
into the following four categories: Extreme embrittlement, Severe em-
brittlement, Slight embrittlement, and Negligible embrittlement.
.
@
3.
Extreme embrittlement: These metals are extremely embrittled
by hydrogen in the notched and unnotched condition, as shown
by a large decrease of notch strength and ductility and some
decrease of unnotched strength.
Severe embrittlement: These metals are considerably embrittled
in both unnotched and notched conditions, as shown by a consid-
erable: reduction of notch strength and ductility and no reduction
of unnotched strength.
Slight embrittlement: These metals have a small decrease of
notch strength and a negligible decrease of unnotched ductility.
Negligible embrittlement: These metals are relatively nonembrit-
fled by hydrogen in both notched and unnotched conditions.
These categories will be used throughout this section to denote the degree
of hydrogen-_nvironment embrittlement. The least embrittled metals, i.e.,
those placed in category _, were the aluminum alloys, stable austenitic
. ,
stainless steel (e.g., A-286 stainless steel), and OHIC copper. There
were'no s_rface cracks observed in specimens of those metals.
Metals in category 3'are Be-Cu Alloy 25, titanium, aud AISI types 30_L
and 305 stainless steels. These metals either had no surface cracks, as
found for Be-Cu Alloy 25 and AISI type 305 stainless stee_ or contained a
la;ge density of very small shallow cracks, as observed on titanium'and
AISI t_rpe 30_L stainless steel. The cracks were generally so small that
they required low-power magnification to be observed. Figures _l and _2
illustrate these small surface cracks on commercially pure titanium and
AISI type 30_L stainless-steel specimens. There appears to be no associ-
ation between fracture and surface cracking for the metals in this cate-
gory. Shear lips were well formed, indicating that fracture/initiated
within the specimen. ,'
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The majority of metals tested in this program fall in category 2, which
includes the ductile, low- and moderate-strength steels, pure nickel,
and titanium a11oys. Reduction of notch strength of the titanium alloys
, was sufficiently severe to place them in this category. However, the
reduction of unnotched ductility was small and the surface cracking was
W
characteristic of category 3.
Unnotched steel and nickel-base alloy specimens which were tested in
hydrogen contained surface cracks that are visible without magnification.
The density and size of the cracks increased wi_h the degree of plastic
strain, i.e., there were few (if any) cracks located outside of the
necked-down region; close to the fracture, the cracks were numerous and
sufficiently deep to initiate fracture. Shear lips were not formed and
visual examination showed that surface cracks formed around the entire
fracture periphery.
Fracture origins were usually easily recognized on those specimens that
were "severely' embrittled (category 2) by hydrogen. Frequently, there
were numerous apparent fracture origins. These origins appeared as small
areas oriented perpendicular to the tensile axis and intersected the
specimen surface in a manner indicated that they originated at the sur-
face. Figures _3 and _ illustrate multiple fracture origins on AISI
1020 and ASTM A-302 specimens. On the other hand, the origins of some
specimens were continuous at the periphery as is illustrated in
Fig. _5, a photomacrograph of an AISI type _30F stainless-steel specimen
tested in lO,000-psi hydrogen. For some specimens, the fracture origin(s)
were not )articularly apparent as is illustrated in Fig. _6, which con-
tains photomacrographs of AISI I0_2 specimens tested in air and 10,000-
psi hydrogen. Although the fracture origin(s) in 10,000-psi hydrogen
was not readily distinguishable, it was evident that the fracture in air
initiated within the specimen while the fracture in hydrogen probably
initiated at the surface.
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Metals in category 1, which were highly embrittled by hydrogen, were
likely to have only one crack, and this crack initiated catastrophic
failure. Included within this category are the high-strength steels
and high-strength nickel-base alloys. Fractures in Inconel 718, Rene
bl, AISI 10_2 quenched and tempered, I{-ll tool-steel, AISI type _10
stainless-steel, AISI type _b0C stainless-steel, and 17-7 PI[ stainless-
#
steel specimens tested in 10,000-psi hydrogen originated from a single
surface crack. In the specimens of each of these alloys, the thin shear
lips were complete except for a short region, and this region appeared
to be a surface crack that initiated failure. Figure _7 illustrates
this type of crack on an Inconel 718 specimen tested in hydrogen.
In some instances, other surface cracks were present on specimens of
these alloys, but these extra cracks were generally fe# in number and
appeared to have occurred during the specimen fracture. For example,
the shear lip on the tI-11 tool-steel specimens contained short vertical
(parallel to the specimen axis) cracks that appeared to be the result
of buckling of the shear lip during fracture. There were small cracks
in a slightly indented area present on one side of the fracture of an
AISI type _10 stainless-steel specimen. This indented area appeared to
have occurred while the specimen was failing.
It is interesting to note that the type of surface cracking is evidently
independent of hydrogen pressure. Figure'S8 is a photomacrograph of one
of the unnotehed ASTM A-502 specimens tested in 1 atmosphere hydrogen
• pressure. The scratches that are oriented at approximately _5 degrees
to the tensile axis have been noticeably enlarged during the t_sts. Ilow-
ever, specimens tested in lO,000-psi helium have smooth surfaces up to
the fracture as illustrated in Fig. _9. The dark mark in Fig. _9 that"
has the appearance of a crack is not a crack but a scratch made on the
surface by the caliper while measuring %he reduction of area.
Figures 50, 51, and 52 are photomacrographs of unnotched ASTMA-302 speci-
mens tested in 106-, I000-, and 10,O00-psi hydrogen_ respectively. In-
spection of Fig. _8 and 50 through 52 shows that the surface cracks were
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essentially the same for all four hydrogen pressures. Cracks were less
numerous at low hydrogen pressures, but their size did not decrease
appreciably.
Tests conducted on Inconel 718 showed that the specimens tested in iO00-
psi hydrogen were considerably more ductile than the specimens tested in
lO,O00-psi hydrogen. IIowever, fracture of these specimens initiated from
a single surface crack in the same manner as fracture in 10,O00-psi hydro-
gen. The only difference was that the cracks that initiated fracture in
lO00-psi hydrogen were much shorter than the cracks that initiated frac-
ture in 10,000-psi hydrogen. This was described in greater detail in
Phase IV.
Examination by optical microscopy was made on representative unnotched
specimens from the three classes of materials embrittled by hydrogen.
Figure 53 and 54 are photomicrographs, respectively, of a titanium speci-
men and an AISI type 304L stainless-steel specimen, both tested in lO,O00-
psi hydrogen. Surface cracks are shallow and very bltudt.
Surface cracking of the severely embrittled group of alloys (category 2)
was examined with AISI 1020 and AISl type 430F stainless-steel specimens.
Figure 55 is a photomicrograph of an AISI I020 specimen. The cracks are
not as blunt as in the slightly embrittled specimens, and branching is
observed in the deeper fissures. Figure 56 shows that the fracture is
mostly trnnsgranular. Branching had the effect of widening the crack tip
and thus blunting the crack. It is interesting to note that the crack
terminated soon after branching.
J
Surface cracks are somewhat sharper on the AISI type _30F stainless-steel
specimen (Fig. 57)- Longitudinal branching appears to have occurred im-
mediately below the surface, but the crack propagation continued normal
to the surface. Branching, however, appears to hinder propagation of the
deeper cracks shown in Fig. 57 and 58. It caused the cracks to change
s
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Odirection toward the tensile axis, which decreased the stress intensity
on the crack tips, and the cracks ceased to propagate.
Surface cracks of the severely embrittled specimens are therefore char-
acterized by branching of the deeper cracks. This blunts the crachs and
causes them to change direction into the tensile axis, terminating their
propagation.
•
Few surface cracks were found in specimens of the extremely embrittled
alloys because cracks in these alloys , once formed, tended to propagate
to failure. Two cracks in an AISI _l_0 specimen are shown in Fig. 59.
The cracks appear to be _airly broad initially, but then narrow and re-
main sharp, despite branching, _nd continue to propagate perpendicular
to the tensile axis. A high-magnification photomicrograph of a region
of a long crack is shown in Fig. 60. The markings observed in the crack
may be optical fringes or cleavage facets.
The surface crack on an Fe-gNi-_Co-0.25C specimen (Fi_. 61) is quite
sharp, as were the cracks on the AISI tiltiOspecimen. There are many
fine branches radiating from the crack, but most of them did not appear
to influence crack propagation. The two branches at the end of the crack
do, however, appear to have been responsible for halting crack growth.
Surface cracks on the extremely embrittled specimens are therefore sharp
and propagate apparently unimpeded into the material. Branching does
not significantly impede crack propagation in these materials.
Nickel-Base Alloys
W •
Because the extreme embrittlement of Inconel 718 and Rene Ill in 10,000-
psi hydrogen was unexpected and of considerable concern, a more compre-
hensive metallographic examination (Ref. 6 ) was made on these alloys.
The microstructure of the Inconel 718 specimens tested in lO,000-psi
hydrogen en_dronment (Fig. 62) is considered normal (Ref. 7) for thr
heat treatment given the alloy.
_s
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@Photomicrograph 57._
Figxtre 59. AISI _1_0 Unnotched Specimen Tested in lO,O00-psi Hydrogen
(note lack of blunting of crack after it propagates about
0.010 inch into specimen)
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Fracture surfaces of unnotched specimens tested in 10,O00-psi helium and
10,000-psi hydrogen are shown in Fig. 63 and 61,, respectively. It can
be seen that the shear lip was complete around the fracture periphery
for the specimen tested in helium, but was missing over a small portion
of the specimen fracture in 10,O00-psi hydrogen. The region without the
shear lip was the fracture origin.
The fracture in lO,O00-psi helium was transgranular (Fig. 6_). The white
area was the nickel plate that preserved the fracture edge during metal-
lographic preparation. Conversely, the fracture in 10,000-psi hydrogen
was largely intergranu]ar at the origin as shown in Fig. 66. The degree
of intergranular fracture decreased with increasing distance from the
origin, and was largely transgranular near the shear lip across from the
origin as shown in Fig. 67.
• °
Electron fractographic examination of the unnotched specimen tested in
10,O00-psi hydrogen was performed by means of the scanning electron micro-
scope at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Figure 68 shows the fracture
origin, which appears intergranular with secondary intergranular cracking.
The small dimples on the grains may be second-phase particles lccated in
the grain boundary. Center of the fracture is quite ductile (Fig. 69),
and the shear lip opposite the fracture origin appears extremely ductile
(Fig. 70).
Hetallographic examination also was performed (Ref. 6) on an unnotched
Rene _I specimen tested in 10,O00-psi hydrogen. Figure 71 is a photo-
macrograph of the fracture. 0tigin of the fracture is at the bottom of
the photomacrograph, which is the only part of the specimen periphery
without a shear lip. The fracture was intergranular (Fig. 72 and 7_
and in Pig. 73b the intergranular cracks are shown to extend for a con.
aiderable distance into the specimens.
.o
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Nickel Pla£ing/
Pho tomicro _raph 500X
Figure 65. Inconel 718 Fracture Surfac(: For Specimen
Test-d in llelium (electrolytically etched
with oxalic acid; see Table 6 for heat
treatment)
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Figure 6 6. InitiationArea of Fracture Surface Formed
in Inconel 718 Specimen Tested in lO.O00-
psi" llydrogen Showing Intcrgr.mular Nature
of Fracture (electrolytically etched _'ith
oxalic •acid; see Table 6 for heat treatment)
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Fig_zre 67. Sections Thro.gh Inconel 718 Fractured Under Ilydro_en
(electrolytically etched with oxa]ic acid; see Table 6
for heat treatment)
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Scanning I_ l, ctran Hierogrnph,_
Fimu, e 68. I nconel 718 lrnuo tched Sp,,c imen Te._ ted i n l 0, O00-ps i
llydrogen (location is n_ the fr/lc*ure origin)
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Scanning Electron ._licro_'aph
Figttre 69. Inconel 718 E'nnoiched Specimen Tested in lO,O00-psi
Hydrogen (location is at the center of the specimen)
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Figure 71. Rene til Unnotched Specimen Tested in 10,000-psi
ttydrogen (fracture origin is the region _,_thouL
a shear lip at the bottom of the photo)
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O NOTCIIL_)SPEC I,xILNS
Optical and electron fractographic examinations were performed on repre-
• sentative notched specimens tested _n this program. Results of this ex-
amination were informative for determining the fracture origin, fracture
path, and types of fracture that occurred in the various environments.
Examination of Iron-Base Alloys
Photomacrographs of a series of fractures of notched low-alloy steel speci-
mens ranging in order from least embrittled (Armco Iron) to extremely em-
brittledAISI type 4_0C stainless steel and H-II tool steel are shown in
Fig. 74 through 79. Fracture surfaces of the lower strength low-alloy
steels (Armco Iron, ASTM A-302, and AISI I0_2) have a brittle outer ring
and a ductile inner portion.
@
@
Degree of embrittlement may be related to the outer ring depth because
the relative depths increase from_rmco Iron to ASTMA-302 to A_SI 1042.
The outer rings observed on the fracture surfaces of the specimens tested
_n hydrogen were not present on the specimens tested in air or in 10,O00-
psi helium. There is an extra inner ring on the fractured surface of the
AISI 1042 specimens, as illustrated in Fig. 76.
..
Fracture of the higher strength steels appeared relatively brittle in
both helium and hydrogen environments. Figure 77 shows the fractures
of AISI type 430F Stainless-steel specimens tested in 10,O00-psi hydro-
gen and 10,000-psi helium. Longitudinal cracks are evident in both
fractures. There is a broken thin shear lip around the periphery of the
specimen tested in lO,000-psi helium, but the fracture in hydrogen was
brittle across the specimen with no indication of any shear lip. Figure
78 Shows the fractures of AISI _OC stainless-steel specimens tested in
helium and in hydrogen environments. Fracture origin in helium was
slightly below the specimen surface, while fracture origin in hydrogen
R-7780-I 227 .
Pho tomacrograph
a. Tested in lO,O00-psi Ilelium
10X
Photomacrograph
b. Tested in lO,O00-psi llydrogen (note ou£er
ring due to hydrogen environment)
Figure 7_. Arrnco Iron Notched Spocimons
10X,
228
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• No. A158 Photomacrograph 10X
a. Tested in 10,000-psi Ilydrogen (note brittle outer ring)
No. A153 Photomacrograph IOX
b. Tested in 10,000-psi Helium
Figure 75. ASTH A-302 Notched Specimen.s
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PNo. 51 Photomacrograph lOX
a. Tested in lO,O00-psi IIelium (note ductile
outer ring and brittle center portion)
No. 56 Photomacrograph lOX
b. Tested :xn lO,000-psi IIydrogen (note bright
brittle outer ring, dark inner ring, and
bright center portion)
Figure 76. MSI 10_2 Normalized Notched Specimens
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aQ
No. 551 Plmtomacvograph 10X
Teated in lO,000-psi Helium (note brol<cn thin shear lip)
No. :356 l'ho'tomacro _raldt IOX
b. Tested in lO,0OO-psi llydro_en (note brittle al,lwavanc.
across fracture)
Fignn'e 77. AISI T_3_e t,BOF Stainless-Steel Notched S|_:cimens
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No. 652 ' Photomacrograph IOX
a. Tested in 10,000-psi llelium (note fracture initiat, ion
at left side inside the specimen)
232
No. 636 Photomacrograph 1 0X
b. Tested in 10,Q00-psi Hydrogen (note fracture initiation
is at left side of the fracture peril)hery)
Fi_alre 78. A1SI Type tlPJ0C Stainless-Steel Notched Specimens
R-7780-1
t'h
No. 11157 Photomaerograph
a. Tested in lO,O00-psi llelihm
l OX
i-
No. Ill 52 Photomaerograph IOX
b. Tested in lO,OO0-psi Hydrogen (nof, e fracture appears
brittle over the entire fracture)
Figure 79. lI-11 Tool-Steel Notched Specimens
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j.q a.qsumed to be on the l_ft ('rig*' (,f the fracLil,'e, becau._e the, fracture
is flatter at this spot. The I{-1l t,nt .qtr_,:l fracture is illustrated
in Fi_. 79. In hydrogen th,., fracf.urr was en/.irely flat, while in Imlium
it had a slight f,xture, in(lieatinc crra_er ductility, although therp
was no measu._ihlP ductility in either ,.nvironment. Ihtctility was d_ter-
• _:
mined by the reduetio:l of area, _'hich was not. sensitive to ductility on a
microscopic ._cale.
rdeetron fractographic examination conducted in the previous program on
notched specimens of ASTM A-212, ASTH A-517, and ASTbl A-302 low alloy
steels sho,'ed: (l) fractures were more brittle in hydrogen than in air
or helium environments; (2) fractures initiated at the specimen surface
in hydrogen and below the surface in air and helium environments: and
(3) the fracture surface of AS_b! A-302 and AST_ A-517 specimens contained
numerous secondary cracks. The second finding had to be rpgard,.d as some-
what tentative becmlse of the few interfaces observed.
In the present progTam, the electron fractography was cond,lcted so that
a continuous record from the machine surface to the center of the speei-
meat was obtained, in contrast to the usual method of takin.¢ isolated
electron micrographsof limited portions of the surface. By this method,
progression of the crack can be traced from its point of origin.
An electron fractographic composife of an AISI lob2 specimen tested i.n
lO,O00-psi helium is shown in Fig. 80. This cnmposite shows that the
outer portion of the fracture was ductile vhile the inner portinn ex-
hibits brittle, transgranular cleavage Stereomicrographs indicate that
the dark ridges in the brittle areas were caused by overlapping fract_lre
regions and by folding over of carbon replica, and are not secondary
cracks. Stereo examina_.ion of the brittle center region indicates that
the dark interfaced regions were not surface cracks but overlapping
fracture facets.
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Figure 82 is a composite of an AISI 101J2 specimen tested in 10,000-psi
hydrogen. The outer region of this fracture is quasi-cleavage. Tile
inside of this specimen tested in hydrogen fractured by cleavage; this
portion appears the same as the inner portion of the specimen that was
tested in 10,000-psi helium. Between these brittle regions is a ductile
area• Thus, the three rings obtained from tests conducted in hydrogen
correspond to the sequence brittle-ductile-brittle areas. Also present
oJ1 the fracture surface are light bands that are b-li_,vad to represent
pearl i re.
Electron fractography showed that the light regions on the inner portion
of the fractures represent cleavage. This indicates that the plane strain
conditions inside the metal lead to brittle fracture independently of
whether the crack nucleated at the surface or inside the metal.
It was difficult to interpret the appearance of the fractures of the
austentic stainless-steel specimens. The fracture of these specimens
consisted of many shear-like peaks across the entire fracture, although
the shear lips around the periphery were not observed. Fi,_ures 81 and
83 illustrate the fractures of AISI types 30_L and _10 stainless-steel
specimens. Visual examination of the fractures of these two steels indi-
cated that the fracture peripheries were more brittle when the tests were
conducted in hydrogen than when conducted in helium, although this is not
apparent in the macro_'aphs.
°.
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Examination of Nickel-Base Alloys
Careful light and electron-microscopic examinations were performed on
notched specimens of Inconel 718 tested in air, helium (contaminated
.with hydrogen), and in lO,000-psi hydrogen environments. The fracture
in air is illustrated in Fig. 8_, where it may be seen that the fracture
was ductile even at the surface. There was no cracking on the machined.
surface, and there was a smooth transition from the machined surface into
the fracture. The dimpled texture in Fig. 8_ is representative of the
o
entire fracture. . - ....
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O A photomacrograph of the fracture of a_ Inconcl 718 specimen tested in
10,000-psi hydrogen is sho_ in Fig. 85- The light reflectioh on the
top indicates the fracture origin, while the dark line across the speci-
men is a crack parallel to the specimen axis. Fi_ire 86 shows a com-
posite of the fracture from the origin at the machined surface to the
point at which the fracture becomes ductile. It is difficult to be cer-
tain at which point the fracture surface begins, becuase of the extensive
cracking on the machined surface caused by the hydrogen environment. The
fracture surface may begin at the point sho_ in Fig. 87, because the
discontinuity at this location produced folding over of part of the car-
bon replica. The fracture appears somewhat intergranular and brittle at
the inner edge and continues to be brittle for a considerable distance
into the metal. The transition to ductile fracture near the specimen
_enter was fairly sharp. There was no brittle-ductile-brittle transition
from the surface to the specimen center, as occurred in 10_2 specimens
tested in 10,000-psi hydrogen.
Examination of the Inconel 7]8 fracture also was made by means of the
scanning electron microscope, and Fig. 89 shows a scanning _lectron
fractograph composite from approximately the same region as Fig. 86.
The fracture appears intergranular and fairly brittle with cracks between
the grains.
Fig_ire 87 is a scanning electron micrograph of the crevice across the
fracture in Fig. 8_. This region is very ductile, indicating that this
was not the fracture origin. The fracture surface from the side of the
specimens opposite that in Fig. 86 and 89 is shown in Fig. 8S. It can
be seen that the fracture, including the edge, was considerably more
ductile on this side. Thus, the re_ion sh_wn in Fig. 86 and 88 is be-
lieved to have been the fracture origin.
As discussed in Phase II, the Incozlel 718 notched specimens were tested
in a lO,000-psi helium environment contaminated with hydrogen. Exnmina-
tlon was made of a specimen which had a 20 percent reduction of notch
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strength due to the hydrogen contamination, l"ig_lre OO is a low-
magnification scanning electron micrograph of the fracture, with t'egions
indicated that were examined at higher magnification. The fracture ori-
gi n appeared as a dark ridge vhen vie_-ed optically.
Figure 91 shows the fracture origin; it is seen that the fracture at
this location was brittle and intergranular, with cracking at the edge.
This fracture is thus similar to the fracture (Fig. 85 and 89) of an.
Inconel 718 specimen tested in lO,O()O-psi hydrogen,
Figure 92 is a scanning electron micrograph of the side opposite the
fracture origin. It can be seen that this region is ductile, and there-
fore the area sho_m in Fig. 91 _-as indeed the point of crack initiation.
The depression marked by "B" in Fig. 90 is sho_m at hi_her magnification
in Fig. 9_. This region is also very ductile, thus eliminating it as
the point of crack initiation.
Examination of Ti. tanium-Base Alloys
Fracture surfaces of the titanium specimens showed a considerable dif-
ference bet_'een those tested in air (or helium) alLd hydrogen environments.
Visual examination showed • dark band on the fracture periphery of pure
titanium and titanium alloy specime'ns that were embrittled by 10,000-psi
hydrogen. There was no _hear lip in the regions containin_ the dark bandD
although there _'a_ a thin, sometimes broken :_hear lip oil the re_ainde:" of
the specimen. The size of the band appeared tobe directly proportional
to the degree of embcittlement. That is, the specimrlxs _'ith the most
strength reduction also had the largest dark band. Fi,_ure %, a photo-
macrograph of the fracture of a notched Ti-_Al-t_V ST,_ specimen tested in
lO,000-psi hydrogen, shovs a dark band over 50 percent of the distance
around this specimen. The specimen had -PJ7 percent reduction of notch
strength due to the h)_lrogen environment.
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O Composite e]ectron fractographs of commercially pure titanium specimens
tested in air and in lO,O00-psi hydrogen are shown in Fig. 95 and 96.
The fracture in air is very ductile, consisting entirely of large dimples.
The fracture in 10,000-psi hydrogen was very brittle at the edge and into
the metal about 0.01 inch. This brittle region contained a large number
of short secondary cracks, while the ductile region had the same appear-
ance as the fracture of the titanium specimen tested in air.
D
)
The specimen illustrated in Fig. 96 was tested after the test vessel was
evacuated and, consequently, there was a large reduction of notch ductil-
ity. A titanium specimen was also tested in 10,O00-psi hydrogen without
prior test vessel evacuation, and there was essentially no embrittlement.
A composite electron fractograph of this specimen is shown in Fig. 97,
and stereo views at two positions on the fracture periphery appear in
Fig. 100. A thin dark ring was present around the entire fracture periph-
ery of this specimen. This brittle region is considerably shorter than
that of the more severely embrittled specimen sho_ in Fig. 96. The most
"interesting part of the fractograph is the nature of the machine marks
on the machined surface adjacent to the machine surface-fracture surface
interface. The curved nature of these marks indicate that some deforma-
tion has occurred. It is evident that fracture initiated at the surface,
but only after a considerable amount of plastic deformation. This suggests
that the role of vacuum evacuation may be to decrease the amount of plastic
deformation required to initiate a crack at this location because the
machine marks are not curved when vacuum purging precedes hydrogen environ-
ment testing (Fig. 96).
Composite electron fractographs from annealed Ti-6AI-IIV specimens tested
in 10,O00-psi helium and lO,O00-psi hydrogen are shown in Fig. 98 and 99.
The fracture of the specimen that was tested in lO,000-psi helium was
ductile even at the edge. The dark band along the edge was examined by
means of stereoscopic micrographs and was found to represent a ledge
rather than a broad crack. It appears that there was shear-like tearing
near the edge that produced this ledge. The dimples had a finer texture
in Ti-_kl-_V than in the commercially pure titanium specimen examined.
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Figure 99 shows that cracking of the machined surface immediately adja-
cent to the edge of the fracture surface occurred in lO,O00-psi hydrogen.
The fracture immediately adjacent to the edge was brittle and contained
a large density of secondary cracking. The amotmt of secondary cracking
of the_fracture decreased, and the fracture appearance became more ductile
with°increasing distance from the edge.
Fractures of the commercially pure titanium and Ti-(_I-_V specimens tested
in hydrogen were basically the same, although there was considerable more
cracking on the machined surface of Ti-6Al-hV than on commercially pure
titanium. Secondary cracking in the fracture appeared as fine parallel
lines on commercially pure titanium but as random lines on Ti-6AI-_V.
For both materials the brittle areas were transgranular rather than inter-
granular. Tlle latter is characteristic of the embrittlement of titanium
alloys by absorbed hydrogen. There was also no indication of a second
' phase (hydride) associated with the fractures. Optical micro_raphs also
showed no indication of a hydride phase or of intergranular attack (Fig. 101).
Shear Lip Formation on Notched Specimens
Posttest examination of the notched specimens of the iron-, nickel-, and
titanium-base alloys indicated that shear lip formation was generally
characteristic of fractures occurring in air and helium onvironments,
but not of fractures occurring in hydrogen environments. In some in-
stances (i.e., titanium alloys) a shear lip formed on tile side opposite
the region of fracture initiation on s:,ecimens tested in hydrogen. The
hydrogen-affected region of the severely embrittled low-alloy steels
extends around the entire fracture; no shear lip was observed on these
specimens. These same specimens usually contained complete shear lips
when tested in air or in helium environments. There were, however, many
specxmens that did not form shear lips in either 10,000-psi helium or
10,000-psi hydrogen environments. IIigh-strength steels were in this
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category. Notched austenitic stainless-steel specimens also did not
have shear lips, as such, but instead contained numerous shear-type
hilly regions throughout the fracture.
The previous program (Ref. 2 ) was conducted on low alloy steels, which
are in the "severely'" embrittled category, and it was observed that
shear lip formation On notched specimens occurred in inert environment,
but not in hydrogen environments. Results of the present pro_ram there-
fore showed that the existence of a shear lip was not as definitive an
indication of hydrogen-environment embrittlement as it was for the three
steels studied previously. .
Examination of Fatigue-Tested Specime.s
Electron fractographs were obtained from representative notched and pre-
cracked specimens fatigue cycled in 10,O00-psi helium and lO,000-psi
hydrogen. Figure 102 shows the fracture of an ASTNA-SI7 specimen that
failed after 250 cycles in helium. Fatigue striations are quite evident
on this fracture. Those adjacent to the machine surface may be from the
high-cycle pre-cracking, while those somewhat removed from the initial
group were caused by low-cycle fatigue. _xamination of other fractures,
_owever, required high magnification to resolve the fatigue striations
in high-cycle fatigue precrack region, and it is therefore possible that
essentially all of the observed striations in Fig. lO2are due to the
low-cycle fatigue. Final failure of this specimen was very ductile as
indicated by the dimples on the right side of Fig. 102.
Electron fractographs of an ASTNA-517 specimen %hat failed after 191
cycles in 10,000-psi hydrogen and on ASTH A-)02 specimen that failed
after 3281 cycles in 10,000-psi hydrogen are shown in Fig. 103 andlO_.
There. are no indications of fatigue striations on any part of the frac-
tures, including the fracture area adjacent to the mnchined surface
which was high cycle fatigue precracked in air. The brittle region in
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Fiff. 101a i_ qtlJ{,' ._imilar I,_ th(, 1)rittll, ;Lrca._ of dhq. A.%'I',H ,%-Z{J'.._ iJar_.zll
rH, tal spq,c, ix:mtl._ Lt.jl_il_. t,,_t_.d iul ]l),OI)()-l)._i hwlrfD,.,f,H aml _,xm:nizlq,d ill
tin,, prl,vi.tl._ i)r,;_.ram (ih, f. 2 ). The. ASl'.H ,'_-';17 :_p,,cimf,t_._ t,_.m,_il_, t,._t,.d
in lO,O(Hl-p._i hydro_{,n have not bt,_,n {_.xasnil_,d hy t,l,,ct.ronl fx'a_'t_)_,.ral,hv,
bUt it, is ,'xpect_,d t.haL t,h_. britLll, nature ol" the ['rItC. tllre in l"iK. 103 i,r
rOliri,sen/a/ivl: of t,.n._il,, I'ractur,, ill lO,O0()-psi hydrog{._t.
For these t_,'o lo_," alloy steels, there is so far no way of distin_ndshir_g
between tl,n._ill.'failure il_ high-pre._._ure hydrogetl and low cycle faii_sc
failure i,, high-l,x'e._sure hydrogen.
Itecently, Pelloux and Nallm, r (Ref. lq) cxamin,,d a 20!15-T5 alumixmm speci-
men, _,'hich _,a._ ,'w:lcd air.el'lately in air mid in 5 x l() -_) t.orr vacm_m.
They obs0.rved timt fati_q_, ._triations ch'v,,lnl-.d at ,.van intvrvals in nix"
ceased to-appear x,'hen the t_,nt, chamber was _,va('uaLed. Thus, the striations
may be peculiar ¢.o latin.me in air enviromn(:_(._. The pr,.._enee of striations
on specimi.H._ te._t,.d in lO,O0()-psi h_,lium suggests that t h_, helium c:_viron-
melt. contained ._uffieient imlmri_ie._ so that the, fat ig_. ,':'a_:l, gro_,t,h be-
hawed as in an air rather than a vacllLlm envir,mm_,nt..
S l-?t_LaJ tY
Results of the [.)sttesL metall,,,..raldli(' ,,xamitmiinH of surfac,, cracking
showed tllat tltc Phase. T [ l_/dr,,g,,u-,.,:virotlm,,ull ,.ml,ri t Lli.mi.nt ,:al.gorii,._
could t,_, u._.d t., _'la._il'y ._urface-,'rack retaliation and prnpa,,a_i,,n char-
acteristics." The. _aetals l,l, lougi:_g to eat,_,_,,ry 't, nim-,,mhrittl,.d m_,t,al._,
did not form surfa(.i, _.racks aft_.r bein_ te._t_,d in the h.wlroge:_ environ-
ments. Tim mclal._ in _.al_,gory !1 are th,: stabi_, .%ISI t,yl}e 5(}(_ series
s tainlcss s _:,,l s, al umi hum at l oys, and pure copper.
Hetals in cat,,gory 3 (sl i ght..emhrittl[,m_,u_i) are comm_.rcially |,tire titanium,
]}e-Cu Alloy 2"3, and AISI types 3{)I_1,and "3()5 stainll,._s stt.t,l._. These m,,tal._
were very little _,ml,ritt.l,,(iin till'imnotch,.d (.omlitionl, buL _,.ri, ._light.ly
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embrittled in tile notched eondi|ion. Numero]is surface cracks _oz._, oh-
served with the aid of low power (lOX) magnifictltiox: ,n eo_nereially
pure ti_.imium and AISI t_q_(, 30.Pal,stainless-steel specimens after |.estintz
in lO,O00-psi hydrogen. These cracks were shallow and very blunt, and
were not sufficiently deep I,o initiate fracl,ure, as indicated Ikv well-,
formed shear lips complelply around the fractures. Fracture, tl,erefore,
initiated inside the metal in hydrogml as _'ell as in air and hell'urn
envi ronmen ts.
D
The metals in category 2 (sew.re emln'ittlement) are l,he ductile, low-
and moderate-strength stools, pure niel<el, and the t.it.nnium alloys.
These metals were eor:siderahly embrittled in bot.h unnotcht.d and notched
conditions, and there _,'ere many surface cracks on the specimens severely
embrittled by hydrogen. The cracks were easily" observed withnut the aid
of magnification, and some were fairly deep. ,_letalloltraphic examination
showed that the cracks blunted and terminaled hv branching. These sue-
fact, cracks were fractuce initiaiion sites, and it was nbviou._ from in-
spection of the fraeiur,, tlmt ih_. crack origins were at the surface.
Failure _-as evidently caused by red,t_.ti_n of the. cross section hv one
or IlSUa] 1%" s_,vpral surface cracks, and final ruptur't, wus [_rnhahly qui t _.
ductile. Th,,re was no shear lip formation _rJ the sev,,rely embrilt.led
specimens, iudieatiot_ ihat frac'ture initiated ;tt the sllrl'aep rather thai,
inside the specimens.
.Xh.tals in catt,g_,v..x- 1 (extr,.nH. omhri|tlomont) ar,. the hizh-slrp:,.;th sto,.ls
and high-stren;rth nicl;el-basq. ;tlloys. These met.als wee,. oxtrom,,lv otn-
l)rii.tled by hydrot_pn in noiehed and unnt_tched eondili_,ns. Spocimotls
tested in h.vdt'_pn wore lihelv to have only one crack, alld this crael<
initiated cal.astrophie failure. Shear lip forml_tio_ ott ._,,me of the
metals was complt.(.e except at the I'egior_ of |he ._trfat.o c.rnck. Tints,
fracture initialed from a sinl_le cra('k and propa_ai,,d int, t_rtl.,., _,hile
final failure at the side opp¢_site the .ri_in o('eurred by ductile, she;_r
indepet_d,,znt uf the. ottvironmor_!. Optical metall_,.,rnphy ittul _ennni_
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electron fracto_rald,y of lnconq.l 718 sp_.cimerm ._hcn,_,d that fl'actut'_, was
initiat_,d by a ._ingle surface, crack in a bri tile intergramllar manner,
hut propagation across most of the fracture I,'a._ ductilq,. .Hetallographic
exam|nat, ion of sub:face cracks in AISI _il'0() aml Fe-qNi-PWo-O."5_: SlJecim(,ns
showed that the cracks were very sharp, _)mi propagati,m was not /Ippreci-
ably hindered by branching, although miJmv branching wa._ l)rewil0,nt.
There were two characteri._tics of the suJ'fac,, cracks in all embrittle-
meat categories; crack initiation was a function of degr,,e of p]astic
deformatioi(and the type of cracks was indelmnd_.nt of hydrogf,n pres._ure.
It Was ohserved that surface cracks were _enerally restricted to the
necked-d.wn region and that the cracks w,.re mo._t, nllmt_rous arid d_.epest
close to the fracture. Those metals tested iu various hydrogen pres-
sures (i.e., AST).! A-502, a category 2 mete|; arid Inaon,.! ?l_, a category
I metal), had the same type of surface cracking at all hydr,,_._,.,a pressures.
The degree (if plastic deformation requir,.d fc_r crack formation, Itow,.ver,
increas,.d _;ith increasing hydrngen pres.-:ur',..
It can he th,dttced from examimttinn of _ut'fac_, ¢.racking of tit,. uunotch_._l
specimens that the de_ree of t,mbritt.loraent :ia._ Im_ ,l,,t,,rmizwd by the
susceptihilit.y to form surfer,, cracks per s,., lint inst,,ad _,_as d_'tex'mined
by the material's ability to blunt these cracl:s in t.he hydr,,gcH _.nvironment.
Notched specimens fractured in hydrogen had a bri_tl,, outq.r ring and a
ductile inner region. The outer ring had a bright alqmaran['e oral t,x-
tended c,)mpletely around the periph.ry _)f the ._,ver_,ly _,mhrittl_.d low-
alloy steel specim_ms. The outer ring, howevvr, fr.h,d iut. t.h_,entire
fracture in the ea_e of the extremely embritt.led highcr-._tr_,ngth ._t_:els,
the fract.ures of which were brittle across the entire spe(,im_.n whether
it was fractured in hydrogen or in inert _,nvironments. The outer ring
on the nickel- and titanium-base alloys was dark and extemh.d only par-
tially around the fracture.
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@ The out.+,r riu_._ repr_.mettl.,.d _he hydro_,en-al'feci<,d r+._i+_I_, a_,d zm _h_+,ar
lip.-;x_'t,r_,e,.'_,r,l_._+,rv,<lilJ thi,; arva. S|ioar lip.,..+_,'f,l-q,_ho_,'+,ve.r_pl'_,+m,+,ll(.
oa l,ho.+.+cport it_r,:.+of lhv fract,ur¢. tH,riph+,ry olP the iitaiiium- arid lli(.k,,l-
Imme alloys LhaL did m_t have a dark outez: rin_. Shear lip.-+wl,r,.,al_o
l,r_.s+.nt on tlm ,:ntirv fraelure l+<,riphory of the sp,icJm_,,,s i<.s/.+,d in air
or lO,O00-psi h,,lium. Tbr, high-strength steels and th,. AiSI l.X+-l,+. "_t_l
series si.ainl,.._._ st.,,Pls did not, lm_;ev,,r, form shear lips in m_v ,,nviron-
sent. Fraci,ur,,._ of th_ AISI t.x_,e _00 series ._tainl(.._._ st,,_,l._ w(,re tluile
ductile) but sh(,ar lips as _uch were not _l)served; instead, shear-like
I)e_<s occupied the (.utire fraet,_re.
The outer rinffs are s_lrl'at.e Cl';tcl<s that formed at the rt, o_. of ill+, _mtch.
In most instaut.+,s, Lh_, restricted re,zion in tile n.tt, h allowed ._1_ a
single cracl_ to form, which then propagated to failur+,. Tim <d+._,.rvaiJon
of surf at,. cracking in notch+,d sl,ecimcns is, ther,,r.re, m,_<:h more dirfi-
cult than i_l ummtc!wd specimens. Characteristic: as._ociat.ed with ._tr-
face creel: fnrmation am! propagation in nnnotched specimens slum]d, how-
ever, hold true for notched specimens as well.
}
Electron fractography sho_-ed that the outer region of. the fractur,.: +,f
iron-, nickel-, and titanium-base alloys _-ere ductile for specimens
tested in air or helium _,nvironments.
The fractures of all specimens embrittl_.d by hydrogen had similar features:
•
e
3_
Surface cracking, which'could be observed only by electron frac-
tography, was present on the machined surface neat" the fracture
of most specimens examined.
The region of fracture initiation at the machined surface/fracture
surface interface was brittle in all cases.
Initial crack propagation was brittle. The brittle regioas were
transKranular in steels and titanium-base alloys, and intergran-
ular in the nickel-base allays and in welded low alloy steel
,,m,,.... !t-77_0-1
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spbcimens containin_ a ImLch in the weld me_al (R,,f. 2 ).
Secondary cracking was u_ually present in tile brit, t, le re_ion.
This secondary cracking probably corresponds to branching of f
surface cracks observed in unuotched specimens.|
The inner region and the edge across from the ori,.,in were tit/c-
tile, and appeared to he the same as the fractures in helium
or ai r.
These observations on hydrogen-environment embrittled specimeus substan-
tiate the findings reported in the previous program (Ref. '2 ), which
could only be regarded as tentative at the time because of the limited
scope of the investigation.
It was interesting that the fracture of an Inconel .18 specimen tested
in hydrogen-contaminated helium was similar to the fracture of thi._ ma-
terial in lO,O00-psi hydrogen even though the de_ree of emhrittlement
was antch less in the former case. This would suggest that the qualita-
tive aspects of embrittlement at#. the same, hut the,ext_,nt of embrii._l_.-
ment is a function of hydrogen pressure.
In testing of commercially pure titanium, it was found that the _,fl'_et of
te._t vessel evacuation was to decrease the,amount of plastic deformation
required to initiate brittle failure at the specimen surfaef.. There was
no imlic:ttion of intergranular attack or of a hydride phase assot,iated
with the fracture of any- commercially pure titanium or Ti-6AI-'tV ._p,,ei-
men examined. On the contrary, the fractures of the._t,sp_.cimens appeared
very much like the fractures of lhe low alloy steel sp,cimens that were
tested in hydrogen. _Since hydride formation and intergranular fracture
are characteristic of internal hydrogen embrittlement, it is assumed thai.
the mechanism hy which titanium is embrittled by gaseous hydro,-eu is dif-
ferent from the mechanism by which titanium is embrittled by internal
hydrogen; the mechanism appears rather to he the same as that of the gas-
eous hydrogen embrittlement of iron- and nickel-base alloys.
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Examination of the low alloy ._t_._.l simcimens test.ed by low cycle fatigue
showed fati_l,, striations on a _l,[.cimen t.ested in lO,O00-t,si helium, but
no striations on Sl,r.t, imens tested in lO,O00-psi |lydi'O_{'ll. ]_ was con-
eluded that the ox_'gen partial-pres._ure in Lh_. helium environment u-as
sufficient io delineate tit(: fat, i_.ntc striations. Thert. i_ lie kllOWli Ica_.
to distiu_ntish beLu-een ¢ensile and fatigaie failure in h wlr'ogen.
CONCI,I_IONS
@
Based on _.he preteding information th,: following con('lusions were reached:
1. Frac_ture initiation in hydro_elt occut-l','d at the surface.
'2. The. degree of embrit;tlomen/ was determined by the mate,'ial'._
ability to blunt cra¢'l<s in h)-dro_en rather than by surface crack
initiation per se.
_. Fracture charaeteristics of iron-base (BCC), nickel-base (F('{'),
and titanium-base (IICq _) alloy-specimens tested in hydrngt.n i:t, re
basically the same.
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From tile very small number and limited scope of previous investi,_,ations
into hydrogen-environment embrittlement, as discussed in the Introduction,
and from the limited studies of a.number of variables in this pr.gram, it
is evident that only initial steps have been taken in developing the
required understanding and information on the effects of hi_h-pressure
hydrogen environments on the mechanical properties of metals. Because
so much remsins to be accomplished, recommended future work will only be
outlined here under the four broad objectives below:
I. Delineation and characterization of hydrogen-environment embrit-
tlement" Host of the investigations conducted to date are in
this category, i.e., these investigations show how hydrogen-
environment embrittlemeut manifests itself and, comparatively,
the extent of embrit.tlement of the different metals at least
under the specific test conditions, bluch work remains t,, be
done even in this area. For example, screening tests should
be performed on additional alloys and those alloys found in
the present program to be highly susceptible to ,:mbrittlt-
meat by lO,O00-psi hydrogen should be tested at lower hydro-
gen pressures. The effects on high-pressure hydrogen-environment
embrittlement of variables such as temperature and strain rate
should be investigated, and tests should be performed to deter-
mine if a high-pressure hydrogen environment has any effect on
compressive properties.
2. Devel_'pment of design data for alloys used in hydrogen environ-
ments: Tests of the type indicated in (1) have served well to
indicate the nature of hydrogen-environment embrittlement, to
give a qualitative comparison of alloys as to their prt)pt:nsity
o
toward such embrittlement, and thus to prevent obvious mistakes
in the use of alloys in hydrogen envi ronments, floweret, struc-
tures are in existence, and must be constructed in the future,
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in which metals and alloys whose properties are affected by
hydrogen environments are used in contact with those environ-
ments. Thus, it is imperative to begin obtaining those data
required to factor correctly and quantitatively into future
designs the effects of the hydrogen environments. Such data
can also be used to evaluate the magnitude of any hydrogen-
environment embrittlement problems in existing structures and
to indicate suitable compensatory steps. The recommended
approach for obtaining the desired data includes, but is not
limited to, the use of fracture toughness testing in hydrogen
environments.
Clarification of the fundamental mechanism of hydrogen-
en_-ironment embrittlement: ¼'ithout knowing the mechanism of
hydrogen-environment embrittlement it is dangerous to attempt
to extrapolate from the results obtained in laboratory." tests
in hydrogen under a certain set of conditions to structures
operating in hydrogen environments under}different cotlditions.
Conversely, an understanding of the mechanism would add to the
relevancy of all data that has been and will be _eneratvd, and
it would serve to direct all subsequent investigations so that
the information most relevant to engineering structures would
be obtained in the most efficient and economical manner.
Determination of methods of prevention or minimization of hydro-
get_ environments embrittlement: Although it is doubtful that
methods can be found to eliminate univer._ally hydrogen-
environment effects, and thus they will ha_e to be cozlsidered
in designs as indicated in (3), there may be certain individual
cases in which the effects can be eliminated or at least reduced.
An example of a prevention method now b--lag implemented is the
use of a stable austenitic stainless-steel liner in a vented
structural-steel pressure vessel for storage of hydrogen at
lO,O00 psi. hl_ere feasible, other possible techniques i'nclude
addition of inhibitor_ (e.g., oxygen) to the hydrogen gas, c_at-
lags, and development of alloys more resistant to hydrr_en-
environment embrittlement.
¢D
Suggested individual tasks are listed below:
Task I:
Task II:
Task III:
Task IV:
Task V:
Task VI:
Screening Tests to Extend the Present KwJwledge t.
Include the Effects of Varying Pressure, T_'rzq,_ratur_,,
and Strain lktte on the Hydrogen-Environment I;mbrittl,.-
meat of Various Alloys
E'ffect of ilyclrogen Environments on Fatigue Str,.'mzths _r
Various hl|oys
Effect of Surface Abrasion on the Susceptibility to
ilyd roge n- En vi ro nine n t Emh r i t t l ('me n t o f He t a I s
Fracture Hechanics Behavior in Ill,h-Pressure l|wlr.q,_en
Using Specimens Precracked in llvdrogen
Characterization of Crack Prol)agatlon in Hetals in lli_h_
Pressure •Hydrogen
Prevention of High-Pressure lIydvo_en i'mbrittlomvat
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